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The National Library of Greece:
Redefining Its Role and Organization

by GEORGE SKRETAS

1. National Library and Information Needs

Most of the recent studies on the concept, "National Library" (here-
after abbreviated as NL), tend to stress the fact that it cannot have
one generally accepted definition. This is because of the great variety
of institutions that the term embraces as regards to nature, size, role,
function, complexity and depth of services. Moreover, as new technology
develops new tools for use in library and information work, traditional
definitions become out of date. Therefore, it seems more practical and
effective to devote efforts toward an identification and analysis primarily
of an NL's functions and responsibilities.'

This identification and analysis, as seen by M. Line, 2 should be
directly linked with the national library and information needs of each
individual country. By "national" needs is meant "those library and
information needs that cannot obviously be met by local libraries, but
have to be dealt with at a national level." In general terms, one can
identify two categories of countries, the developed and the developing.

Where developing countries are concerned, this approach is par-
ticularly useful for those that do not have an information service tradi-
tion and already established institutions and information networks. On
the other hand, developed countries are already obliged to take such factors
into account when planning their library and information services (here-
after abbreviated as LIS) at a national or local level. It is clear, therefore,
that an NL should be considered in relation to the current and develop-
ing library and information needs of a country and, at the same time, to
the overall system of services that will meet those needs, which will be
referred to as NATIS (National Documentation, Library and
Archives Services) .

Another important point is that the NL (or the organization that

1UNESCO, National Libraries: Their Problems and Prospects, Symposium on
National Libraries in Europe, Vienna, September 8-27, 1958. Paris: UNESCO, 1960.

2Line, M. B. "The role of National Libraries: A Reassessment," Libri, 30(1),
March 1980, pp.1-16.

3Ibid., p. 2.
4National Library and Information Services: A Handbook for Planners,

edited by C. V. Perna, D. J. Foskett, P. H. Sewell, London: Butterworths, 1977,
p. 48.
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will carry out its national responsibilities) should be an active organiza-
tion with dynamic leadership, and not a monumental storehouse of
national treasures. If one is to consider the situation concerning the
NL of a particular country, one has to examine the national library and
information needs of this country and then to suggest the role and
functions of its NL. In the case of Greece, even a general consideration
of current conditions points out a number of outstanding national library
and information needs which a Greek NL should try to fulfill.

It is clear that the rapid economic development that has taken
place during the last several decades in Greece has had a considerable
effect on every aspect of its national life. However, Greece has not yet
reached the standards of developed countries. Nevertheless, it is well
in advance of most of the developing countries of the third world. For
example, problems such as illiteracy, which is common in developing
countries, have become minor considerations. (The illiteracy rate has been
reduced from 72 per cent to less than 10 per cent in the last thirty years.) 6

Unfortunately, the Greek LIS has not followed the general rapid
development of the country. The various libraries that exist in Athens,
as well as in the rest of the country, are, in general, not of a standard
that can provide useful services to any kind of user. A survey con-
ducted by the Union of Greek Librarians in 1982 6 showed clearly
the very low standard of existing libraries in Greece. Some do not have
more than 10 books in their collections ! Obviously such "libraries"
cannot provide any kind of service other than to be counted as libraries
in official statistics (national and international). The main reasons for
this are a lack of qualified librarians,7 lack of necessary library tools,
poor financing, and the ignorance and indifference with which a number
of the people responsible for the LIS, in the government and public
administration, are dealing with the subject. 6

5The Europa Yearbook 1981, vol. 1, Europa Publications Ltd., 1981, p. 758.
8A Survey of the Standard of Greek Libraries, Union of Greek Librarians,

1982 (unpublished).
7There is no, library school in Greece at a university level, and the recently

opened schools, which are part of the national system of technical professional
education (TEI), are still of a very low level and their future output will
not be enough to cover the needs of the country.

8A number of experts have been sent to Greece by UNESCO to make
suggestions and help the Greek authorities on the subject of LIS. They have
published a number of reports but none has been implemented. The following
is a list of such reports, starting from 1962.

1. Carnovsky, Leon, A Library School for Greece, UNESCO, 1962
(WS/0763/90).

2. Kirkegaard, P., Greece, Library Development, Paris: UNESCO, 1964
(WS/0264/136 BMS).

3. Andrews, K. B., Greece, National Documentation Centre, Paris: UNESCO,
1973 Ser. No.: 2972/RMO. RD/DBA.

4. Massil, S. W., Greece, Establishment of a National Documentation Centre,
Paris: UNESCO, 1977 Ser. No.: FMR/BEP/PGI/77/307 (Massil).
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Recently, the problem has gained some interest from a debate in the
Greek parliament concerning the introduction of new legislation for the
creation of a national documentation center. S. W. Massil, who was
sent to Greece by UNESCO to advise the Greek government on the
establishment of the National Documentation Center, includes in his
report the following detail, which shows the kind of approach of a
number of MPs. "The word used in Greek as a translation for Docu-
mentation' is `Telcmiriosis' which means 'evidence' or 'documented fact'
in a rather narrow sense. Hence, in the debate on the new law in
Parliament, a rather limited view is expressed by some speakers, as if
statistical reviews or product data were all that qualified for the term.
Hence also, perhaps, the evident reluctance of existing information
centers in the country to cooperate in information services. To them,
information and documented-facts are by definition to be prized care-
fully and not to be parted with freely." 9

A program for the National Documentation Center (N.D.C.) has
been activated recently with the financial support of UNESCO. This is
a positive movement although its future is not clear. For the moment
its functions include the provision of international bibliographic services
through foreign external databases and the creation of a machine
readable union catalogue of periodicals held in a number of specialized
libraries in the Athens area. In the same report, "the problem" is
described as follows:

It has been reported frequently enough that librarianship
and information activities in Greece have a low status and are
at a low level of development. There are many institutions in
the field, some are long-established. Documentation services have
been initiated in some subject areas, but throughout the country,
both in organizations and for individuals, information is difficult
to come by. Basic tools such as National Bibliography, Union
Catalogues, union lists are lacking or not kept up to date; current
awareness services need to be improved. Publishing efforts are
poorly organized. Awareness of the nature of documentalist ac-
tivities is uncertain. There is a dearth of trained and experienced
staff, but use of computers has been attempted in some centers.
Representation of Greek librarians on international organizations,
training courses and conferences has been minimal in
recent years."

On the other hand, if one considers a survey conducted in 1981
by Diavazoll in the greater Athens area, one can see that the general
public itself makes very little use of the existing libraries. For in-
stance, of the 202 individuals who gave some kind of positive answer

9Massil, S. W., op. cit., p. 8.
10/bid., p. 8.
ilDiavazo (Atcc6ga.1), vol. 49, January 1982, pp. 46-66.
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to the question, "How often do you read books," 89.60% never
borrowed books from libraries, 8.91 % rarely borrowed books, whereas
only 1.49% borrowed books often. Also, 92.08% never went to a library
to read, 5.94% rarely went, while only 1.98% went often.

Possible reasons for the low use of libraries might be the long-
established habits of the average Greek, who normally distrusts sources
of information that are not familiar to him and uses personal contacts
for the information he requires. Secondly, the existing services, in gen-
eral terms, are very unlikely to satisfy the needs of anyone who decides
to use them, because of their inadequate organization and the emphasis
in their role as stores of material rather than active information suppliers.
The situation is slightly better in specialized libraries due to strong
pressure from the constant demand for updated information by specialized
user groups, such as doctors. An exception is the educational sector.
where even university libraries are at an unacceptable level, in terms of
material held, level of organization, and services provided.

There is a basic need for better dissemination of all kinds of in-
formation throughout the country and in particular for the supply of
required documents. The need for better information sources is great
in education and in practically all fields which support services. The
need for national economic and social development, which is one of
the fundamental aims of developing countries, requires support by
well-organized and highly effective specialized LIS available at a national
level. Together with these needs, traditional needs, such as gathering
and preserving the national literature, and production of the national
bibliography, are also very important. Although all those needs can be
covered by several bodies and institutions, the need for coordination of
the various services, as well as the organization of their cooperation at
a national level, must be carried out by one central body, which should
also be responsible for the overall national planning of LIS, as well as
representing the country at the international level. Such a body could
be the NL.

2. The National Library of Greece Today

"The foundation of the NL of Greece dates from the period im-
mediately following the liberation of the country, and the proclamation
of its independence in 1828. . At its foundation it contained 1844
volumes...." 12 Possibly the two most important factors affecting the
development of the Greek NL were its directors and the relevant
founding legislation.

The role of the directors, especially in the beginning, clearly in-
fluenced the development of the library. People such as Gennadios and

12Esdaile, Arundell, National Libraries of the World: Their History, Ad-
ministration and Public Services, Sec. ed., London: The Library Association,
1957, p. 185.
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Roides, with their influence and respect among the ruling class of
Greece at the time—as well as their capacity for putting into practice
their progressive ideas for the better functioning of the library accord-
ing to the standards of the time—succeeded in advancing considerably
the status of the library and making it an important learned institution
in the Greece of the time. Concurrently, they influenced the basic
legislation concerning the NL, some of which is still in force.

The absence of a strong personality in the post of director resulted
in a decline of the status of the library. The resulting situation left
the library far behind current developments in the field and, therefore,
to a great extent, an institution with little current importance. Further-
more, whenever the library has lacked strong leadership, legislation has
been the only guide to its functioning.

2.1 The National Library According to Legislation

The legislation that currently covers the NL of Greece includes
the following laws: (1) Royal Decree, 31 August 1921; (2) Law
814/1943; (3) Law 880/1943; (4) Law 1362/1949. The first two
concern only the NL and are the main guides for its functioning, the
third concerns legal deposit, and the fourth covers the non-private
libraries of Greece.

• Aims

According to Article 1, 814/43, the NL of Greece "should aim at
gathering and systematically classifying the written monuments of the
mind of the whole of humanity, and in particular of the Greek Nation,
and at supplying texts for the study of science and letters." The above
article replaced Gennadios's 1839 definition of the task of the library,
which, according to Esdaile, was "... to form and preserve a collection
as complete as possible of the works of . Greek writers of all ages."'8

This was combined with the task of compiling the Greek
National Bibliography.

No other direct statement of any aim exists. Indirectly, however,
one can see that a number of other tasks have been stated. For instance,
Article 19, 1362/49, gives responsibility to the NL to organize seminars
and similar educational courses on librarianship for the education of the
personnel needed by the libraries all over Greece. Article 17, 1362/49,
gives to the NL responsibilities for the coordination of exchange and
interlibrary loans at a national level. On the other hand, Article
75/1921 restricts the lending services only to the greater Athens area.

In 1866, the NL was combined, by royal decree, with the library
of the University of Athens into a single library administered by one
director and a joint staff. This change did not affect the condition of

p. 189.
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the library, especially its policy and the kind of services it provided.
Today, nothing except the different stamps on the books indicate the
dual function of the library.

Organizational Structure

The organizational structure of the library is defined by Artide 7,
814/43, which divides the library into the following sections:

1. Secretariat, which includes accounts and the lending service.
2. Accessions, which is responsible for purchases, gifts, legal deposit,

exchange, and the registration of copyright.
3. Catalogues, which covers classification, cataloguing, preparation

of catalogues, and binding.
4. Reading Rooms (Main and Periodical-Newspapers).
5. Manuscripts and Facsimiles.

Direction and Staff

The direction and representation of the library is the responsibility
of the director (Article 5, RD/21, and Article 3, 814/43) . His duties
are in fact limited by the activities of the "supervisory council." After
law 814/ 43, the council was developed into the main body for creating
the library's policy, as well as for other rather incompatible duties such
as regulation of library working-hours, and introduction of measures
for improvement of services, and initiation of new legislation if necessary
(Article 4, 814/43). Therefore, the role of the director is basically
to supervise the application of the council's decisions.

The council is appointed for a period of three years by the minister
and, according to a recent ministerial decree (Article B/ 65191, OEK 838,
22/10/1982), is to include one university professor, one able writer,
one senior member of the ministry, one representative of the Union
of Greek Librarians, one representative of the National Documentation
Center, one representative of the Technical Chamber of Greece, and
one representative of the NL Employees Association. According to
Article 5, RD/21, the NL should be under the supervision of the
ministry of education. However, for a long period it was under the
supervision of the ministry of culture, as a result of redistribution of
competencies following the establishment of this latter ministry. Today
it is again under the supervision of the ministry of education after
the latest decisions to redistribute competencies once again between
several ministries (June 1985).

The number of posts is fixed by law at forty-four (Artide 8,
814/43), and is divided into three grades: administrative, auxiliary,
and service. The numbers are as follows:

— Administrative Personnel
1 Director-General
1 Director of the Manuscript and Facsimile Section, who is also

a professor of the University of Athens
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4 Librarians (heads of sections)
1 Keeper of Manuscripts (not librarian)
1 Inspector of Reading Rooms (librarian)
9 Librarians

— Auxiliary Personnel
11 Assistant Librarians
1 Translator of Oriental Languages
1 Typist
1 Chief Warder

— Service Personnel
7 Warders
6 Cleaners, etc.

The necessary qualifications and the appointment procedure for each
of the different types of posts are clearly stated in Article 9, 814/ 43.
Knowledge and experience in library and information science is required
for the assistant librarians, librarians, and director, as well as the
command of at least one foreign language. The librarians must also
have a university degree, but this should basically be in non-scientific
and technological subjects (i.e., theology, philosophy, law, and economics).

Collection

As far as the collection is concerned, the legislation does not describe
its scope, nor does it specify the kind of materials that should be in-
cluded. Articles 20-28, RD/21 and 20, 814/43, concentrate on the
ways that the collection can be enriched but refer only to "books."
According to these articles, the NL is entitled to two copies of each
book published in Greece under the legal deposit law (880/43). The
library can also purchase and exchange books, and it is also entitled
to receive donations and inheritances.

The director is responsible for acquisitions and exchanges, but his
decisions must be approved by the "supervising council" (Article 20,
paragraph 2, 814/43). Articles 29-38, RD/21, concern the procedures
for the classification and cataloguing of material that comes into the collec-
tion. In these articles, periodicals, manuscripts, maps, and images are men-
tioned separately because of the special cataloguing problems they present.
The library should have three catalogues (Article 32, RD/21). Of these,
only the general-alphabetical-by-author's-name, and the "systematic" (a
subject approach) is available to the public. The third, which lists the
holdings of the library alphabetically-by-author's-name in groups of
each broad division of knowledge, is only for the use of the staff.

Services

The services that the library provides the public are divided into
"internal" and "external" (lending) (Article 48, RD/21). Internal
use, which is meant to be the primary use, includes (Articles 49-61,
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RD/21) free access to the open collection of the Reading Room (this
in fact has the character of a quick reference section) and use of the
stock of the closed access collection for consultation and study in the
Reading Rooms (Main and Periodical-Newspaper). There are not any
restrictions on the use of the library by adults. The lending services
(Artides 62-72, RD/ 21) are provided only to residents of the greater
Athens area under a number of conditions that cover any damage or
loss of the borrowed items. Article 76, RD/21, provides for the pos-
sibility of lending to other libraries (interlibrary loans) in other areas
of Greece or abroad, but this is considered to be an exceptional service.
Article 70, RD/21, specifies which items are not available for loan,
and these include manuscripts, dictionaries, encyclopedias, maps, news-
papers, and other material used in the library.

• Financial Resources

The library's financial resources consist mainly (Article 21, paragraph
2, 814/43) of the amounts it receives annually from the supervising
ministry and from donations, income from its services, fines, and other
similar secondary sources. The amount that the library receives from
the ministry is based on the budget that the director prepares and the
"supervising council" approves (Article 22, 814/43).

2.2 The National Library in Practice

The previous briefly-described legislation forms the basis on which
the NL of Greece operates. However, it is also important to examine
in a similar approach its operation in practice. This will allow con-
sideration of the actual situation of the library, both in legislative and
practical terms, and an estimation of its role in meeting the national
library and information needs of Greece.

• Aims and Direction

The aims stated by legislation are clearly unrealistic if one regards
not only the financial support and staff of the library but also the aims
of the NL of a country like Greece. A direct consequence of this, as
well as the lack of a dedicated director with enough power to strive
for the development of the library, is the absence of a task that could
stimulate the function of the library. The recently-appointed director
did not give the author a direct answer concerning the national aims
of the library, but instead directed him to the relevant legislation. He
did suggest that the "national" role was fulfilled by the fact that anybody
can use the library and that it receives two copies of every book pub-
lished in Greece. In practice, therefore, the NL appears not to have
clear aims, and because of its generally passive appearance, some func-
tions that traditionally are considered as belonging to the NL have been
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carried out by other organizations (i.e., the compilation of the national
bibliography has been, since 1972, 14 the responsibility of the Greek
Bibliographic Society, although no positive results have been seen) .
The "supervising council" which has been appointed recently has not,
until now, given any visible guidance to the NL. (The public is not
allowed access to the minutes of its meetings.)

• Staff

Although the number of posts is fixed by law at a total of 77,
today only 38 people belong permanently to the staff of the library.
Another 39 people were appointed for one year each in 1985. (Each
year they must be reappointed.) The shortfall in the number of
permanent staff and the unpredictable number of temporary staff does
not allow for innovative work and, in fact, is not sufficient to cope
with the existing work. (Process of materials, user services, etc.)

The sections of the library are almost as specified by law, and the
number of staff in each section is as follows:

Total Permanent Not Permanent

Director
1. Secretariat
2. Accessions
3. Catalogues
4. Reading Rooms
5. Manuscripts, etc.
— Cleaners

1
14	 10

8	 4
24	 13
15	 5
10	 2

3

4
4

11
10
8

Total: 75

The qualifications of the staff are not up to the standards of either
the legislation or the needs of an NL. The main reason for this is the
non-existence of library schools, as was mentioned before. At the same
time, there are no enticements to attract personnel qualified abroad to
join the staff of the library. One cannot see any interesting future in
the job and the salaries are not good. The highest grade is that of
Director, which is equivalent to the Director First Class of the civil
service (i.e., a middle grade).

• Collection

The collection of the library, apart from an important number of
historical documents and rarities of archival value, is rather poor, and
it is far from being even an acceptable representation of Greek produc-

14Beaudiquez, M., Bibliographic Services Throughout the World, UNESCO,
1977, p. 192.
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tion. It consists mainly of books, periodicals, and newspapers which
form a stock of more than a million volumes.

The accessions section simply receives the documents that are given
to the library by publishers or authors. There is no effective way of
tracing new publications, especially those that are published outside
Athens. As a result, a number of publishers do not even know that
they are obliged by law to deposit two copies of each book they
publish with the NL.

In recent years, the library has received the following number
of books:

Books received 1979	 1980	 1981	 1982	 1983	 1984

Legal deposit	 3,284	 4,272	 3,617	 3,718	 4,371 5,489
Donations	 1,832	 1,328	 figures not available

Total:	 5,116	 5,600

(Source: accession section, official documents)

The figures do not specify how many of these books have been published
each year and, in fact, the number for each year includes editions of
previous years that come to the library in that year. A figure for total
annual Greek production does not exist, according to the Publishers'
Association (Athens), and consequently it is impossible to estimate
the rate of annual deposit. Estimates of library personnel and of the
Union of Greek Librarians give a maximum possible rate of fifty percent
of total production. The figures that appear in the United Nations
and UNESCO Yearbooks as annual Greek book production seem very
unlikely to be accurate (1975: 2,613 books; 1976: 3,935 books; 1977:
4,981 books; 1979: 4,664 books). 15

Acquisitions are very low and are not based on any systematic policy.
Usually, large Athenian bookshops, which also stock foreign publica-
tions, annually supply the library with a number of foreign publications.
The figures for recent years are:

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
160 161 65 36 66 900

(Source: accessions section, official document)

The classification scheme in use is one that was adopted in 1903 and
is that of the Library of Halle University, as published in Beihefte

15 United Nations Yearbook, op. cit., Table 212; and Statistical Yearbook '81,
UNESCO, 1981, Table 8.2.
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Zentralblatt fur Bibliothekswesen (Bd. I. Hft. 1-4. Leipzig, 1888, 89) .
Since then, there has been no systematic alteration to the system in
order to update it. Therefore, it is inadequate for covering new subjects,
especially in fields such as the pure and applied sciences, and, in general,
it has all the disadvantages of an out-of-date classification scheme.

Until 1978, when the AACR were adopted, cataloguing was based
on in-house rules which were transmitted orally from the older staff to
the newer staff members. The most important catalogue for access to
the holdings of the library is the general alphabetical (author) catalogue,
but the subject approach is not helpful because of the old system followed.

Today, new personnel have been requested to implement the subject
approach based on the eighth edition of the Library of Congress Subject
Headings-1975 (L.C.S.H.) . 16 Additionally, a new project has been
started for cataloguing older material.

The work that is currently taking place on this subject is illustrated
by the following table, which shows additions to the stock and processed
items in number of volumes.

Process 1979 1980 1981 1982
est.

Total additions of
books etc. (Vol.) 5,500 7,167 7,000 7,500

Additions to
catalogue (Vol.) 4,000 5,524 7,124 8,600

(Source: Nikolopoulos, P., administrative report) 17

Provided Services

The library is open to all members of the public, but there are no
statistics that indicate the use of the library by different types of users.
There are figures, however, showing the use of the different services
provided. These services are restricted to the most traditional ones:
supplying the requested documents from the collection and providing
photocopies of items held. Even these passive services are not adequately
carried out because of staff shortages and bad organization of the collec-
tion, and the poor access tools to its holdings. However, because of the
rarity of some holdings, and because there is no other alternative for
the needs of the general public, the use of the library is rather high,
especially in relation to its staff, which consists of a total of seventy-

16Panousis, B., The Role of Our National Library in Our Nation Today:
Paper at the Third Congress of Greek Librarians, Athens, November 1979
(in Greek).

rtIsTicolopoulos, P., Administrative Report, 15/7/1981.
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seven persons. The numbers of users and the services provided by the
NL of Greece can be seen in the following table.

1979 1980 1981
Jan.-Feb.

1982
est.

Services to users
(no. of users) 65,000 72,000 13,000 80,000

Use of books and
periodicals
(in volumes) 180,000 230,000 40,000 300,000

Use of historical
archives
(in volumes) 235,000 362,000 66,000 400,000

Use of manuscripts,
etc. (in volumes) 1,043 2,390 797 2,500

Lending
(in volumes) 1,900 1,500 424 1,500

Photocopying
(in pages) 168,000 157,000 39,000 165,000

(Source: Nikolopoulos, P., administrative report)

The next table shows the number of staff, the registered borrowers, and
the loans of a number of Nis. (The NL of Greece was not among the
libraries listed.)

NL Staff Registered
Borrowers

Loans
(vol.)

Bulgaria (1977) 235 24,855 •	 .	 .
Italy (8 adm. units) (1977) 863 42,574 98,490
Spain (2 adm. units) (1977) 213 6,377 50,658
Switzerland (1977) 69 11,000 90,417
Turkey (1978) 118 2,764 23,978

(Source: UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1980, Table: 7.2)

The figures of the two tables above cannot be compared accurately be-
cause they only represent roughly the same kind of services. However,
in general terms, the comparison indicates the great difference that
exists in the number of staff in relation to the number of users or
borrowers and additionally the different kind of services provided, which
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in the case of all the listed NL's above is oriented toward lending,
which in the case of the NL of Greece is a minor function. Considering
also that the services of the library are provided in fact mainly to
Athenians, one should think that it is in practice the public library of
Athens rather than the NL of Greece, as its title implies.

0 Financial Resources

Financially, the library depends primarily on the amount it receives
from the government, either through the ministry of education for its nor-
mal functioning or through the ministries of national economy and finance
for additional requirements. The amount it receives is not fixed. For the
year 1979 it was 2,444,365 drachmas, for 1980 it was 4,500,245 drachmas,
and for 1981 it was 3,291,692 drachmas. Expenditure for the same
period was as follows (in drachmas) :

Year	 Purchases Purchases 	 Running	 Extra	 Not
of	 of	 Cost	 Salaries	 Spent

	

Documents Working 	 (Maint.,

	

Material	 etc.)
(paper, etc.)

1979 667,903 810,011 956,451 775,635
1980 658,126 780,367 2,581,752 480,000 1,259,755
1981 568,000 1,075,000 1,648,692 —

(Source: secretariat section, official documents)

It should be noted that salaries of the permanent staff do not come
out of the library budget, and therefore are not included in the
amounts above.

• Buildings

The library is housed in a building especially erected in 1903, in
the center of Athens. Today it is not sufficient for the needs of the
library. Plans for an extension of the old building and for the con-
struction of a new one on another site have never been implemented.
Consequently, the problem of space is one of the most pressing ones for
the library. This was stressed once more in 1981 by the director in his
administrative report to the ministry of culture.

2.3 Conclusion

A comparison of the actual functions of the NL of Greece with those
suggested theoretically by M. Line for any NL will clearly demonstrate
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how limited the former are and, in general terms, how low the standard
of the library is. (The degree of fulfilment by the NL of Greece of
each function suggested is stated below in the form of a short answer.)

• Fundamental Functions

Al The central collection of a nation's information media.
Inadequate.

A2 Central loan/photocopy collection of foreign literature.
Very limited.

A3 Planning and coordination of interlibrary lending.
Not carried out.

A4 Publication of the National Bibliography.
Not carried out.

A5 National Bibliographic Center.
Not provided.

A6 National Repository.
Not provided.

A7 Exchange Center.
Not provided.

"

• 

By-product" Functions

B1 Publication of catalogues.
Not carried out.

B2 Exhibitions.
Very rarely.

B3 Research on library techniques.
Not carried out.

B4 Professional training.
Not carried out.

B5 Expertise in library techniques.
Not provided.

• Other Possible Functions

B6 Collection of information media relating to the country.
Not carried out systematically.

B7 Books for the blind.
Not provided.

B8 Collection of manuscripts other than those of national relevance
and importance.
Not carried out.

From the previous list of fifteen functions the NL of Greece inad-
equately performs only four, and at the same time there is no other
institution that performs any of the rest. S. W. Massil's opinion of the
library (as well as of the Library of Parliament) is as follows:
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"... both long-established organizations in the nineteenth-century tradi-
tion and far short of modernization; inadequately housed, staffed and
equipped, although dose to direct government observation." 18

Unfortunately, there is no way one can disagre with him,
in spite of recent efforts to improve the standard. The efforts of the NL
staff itself to improve the library's conditions are worthy of note
however. Most of the recent improvements are the results of decisions
taken by the staff and not by any person or body responsible for
library policy. Among other things, they have presented a report out-
lining possible reasons for the bad stock of the NL, with suggestions
for improvements.

From the previous discussion it becomes clear that the present state
of the NL of Greece is totally inadequate to meet the various national
library and information needs of Greece, some of which are urgent.
It is necessary to end this situation. Therefore, the role and functions
of the NL should be reassessed under the influence of both international
theory and practice, and the actual national library and information
needs of Greece and the existing library tradition in Greece. The author
believes that it is important that the existing NL should carry on the
new national role. Of course, this means fundamental changes both in
the actual structure of the library, as well as in the attitude of the
staff and users.

However, the creation of the new NL does not necessarily mean
that it has to take place all at the same time or under the same body.
To begin with, the development of the National Documentation Center
(N.D.C.) based on the proposals of S. W. Massil, and experience
gained up to now, could continue on a more firm ground. The N.D.C.
could eventually become part of an overall body which would be the
new NL of Greece. Otherwise, the usefulness of such a center will
remain restricted by the lack, for instance, of adequate collections that
can be used for the provision of the actual information and documents.

Another library that could possibly develop into one of the com-
ponents of the new NL is the already existing library of the National
Research Foundation, which has an extensive collection of current
foreign journals and periodicals. A centralized NL with extensive co-
ordinating power at a national level is also necessary in order to play
the necessary leading role in the entire field of librarianship (including
documentation). At later stages, when a fundamental and nationwide
library and information network has been constructed and standards
established, the process of decentralizing and creating local, partially
independent, LIS units can start. And indeed the process of decentraliza-
tion is very important for allowing much better and more efficient satis-
faction of various local needs, obviously requiring their own local
remedies, which cannot be given by a nationally oriented central body.

nmassil, S. W., op. ch., p. 5.
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3. A Plan for Development

3.1. Introduction

It is evident from the previous discussion that a reassessment and
redefinition of the Greek NL's role and policies, a reexamination of its
services, and an investigation of its organization and mode of operation
is necessary. At this point, therefore, a possible new role and structure
of the NL has to be examined. For this reason, a number of existing
or planned NLs have been examined as possible models. These can be
divided into two categories: those of the developed countries (for
example, Britain, France, Canada) and those of the developing coun-
tries (for example, Ecuador and Ceylon, as they emerge mainly from
relevant UNESCO reports).

It has already been mentioned that each NL has its own aims,
which should correspond to the particular needs of the respective country.
For this reason, as well as the fact that in a way Greece stands in the
middle between developed and developing countries, these NLs cannot
be taken as models. A model such as the British Library requires a Long
tradition and experience, as well as a similar environment; on the other
hand, UNESCO's models for Ceylon are created to deal with a number
of problems, such as illiteracy, that are not important in Greece, and
therefore their middle- and short-term aims at least are not appropriate
for a Greek model. However, both examples are valuable because they
can serve as guides and sources of ideas for a Greek model.

Freda Waldon wrote on this matter during the time the new NL
of Canada was being developed: "... While a number of us who have
worked on the Brief for the NL of Canada know the British Museum
well and admire it enormously, we were careful not to hold it up as a
model. It is a wonderful institution but it has grown up in a particular
set of circumstances. While we can learn much from it, we want our
library to be tailored to our own needs. ..." 19

An additional problem is the setting of standards (space, staff, etc.)
for the NL. A consideration of what might be the most appropriate
work on the subject, that of F. N. Withers, Standards for Library
Service: An International Survey," indicates that there are no quan-
titative standards for NLs. F. N. Withers put it this way: "In view
of the great variety of institutions which the term 'national library'
embraces and the different conditions prevailing in the individual coun-
tries affecting the working of these libraries, it is unlikely that the setting

"Donnelly, Dolores F., The National Library of Canada: A Historical
Analysis of the Forces Which Contributed to its Establishment and to the
Identification of its Role and Responsibilities, Ottawa: Canadian Library As-
sociation, 1973, P. 81 .

20Withers, F. N., Standards for Library Services: An International Survey,
Paris: The UNESCO Press, 1974.
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of quantitative standards, save in the respect of certain aspects of national
library buildings, will be attempted."21 A possible solution is to use the
standards of other NLs or those of the academic libraries as general
guides which should be adapted to the actual conditions and needs of
the NL of Greece.

The use of academic standards for the NL is appropriate because of
the kind and level of services, as well as the nature and level of or-
ganization of the collection of academic libraries, which are similar in
some respects to those of a NL. The first important question concerning
a new NL in Greece is its nature; that is, whether it should exist as
a separate organization or not.

Today, according to legslation, the NL is also the library of the
University of Athens, but in practice it is not used as such and therefore
the reconsideration of the matter should not pose any serious problem.
Problems might occur from the fact that in practice the library acts as
the main public library of Athens and, thus, if the access of the general
public is restricted without giving it any alternatives, the public might
become seriously dissatisfied.

As far as the dual function national/university is concerned, al-
though this has proved successful in the case of some other countries
(Israel), it is not appropriate in the case of Greece. A separate NL is
regarded as necessary in order to play the greatly needed and important
role of leader of the national LIS system, which will be much more
difficult if the library has to solve the additional problems that the
university function will pose. Besides, a correct organization of the NL
will indirectly serve the university, which in the meanwhile will be able
to expand the system of the departmental libraries that it uses today, or
start a new central library to serve its aims and special needs.

The problem of satisfying the needs of the Athens general public—
which, in the first place, should not be the responsibility of the NL-
can be solved either with the expansion and reorganization of the
already existing city library of Athens or with the continuation of the
provision of services by the NL to the general public until the latter
can be served by other public libraries. The reorganization of the NL
in a way that will serve the dual purpose of main Athens public library
and NL of Greece might also be considered. The first solution is regarded
as the most desirable, however.

Another important question is the method to be followed for the
reorganization of the NL. It seems more realistic in regard to the current
situation of the library and information field in Greece to accomplish
these changes in several steps and by many different units. These
units could be coordinated by a small group of experts in the appropriate
ministry (national economy or education), and would at later stages
take the form of one body, the new NL of Greece, which would
assume the responsibilities of these several individual bodies, as well as

211bid., p. 21.
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those of the group of experts, in coordinating the LIS all over the
country. (The idea of a similar group was introduced long ago by law
5138/1931.) Thus, the synthesis of the group of experts and the
definition of its aims and responsibilities must take place first. It must
be followed by the planning of the way that the new NL will be
created. That involves an analysis of the needs, the definition of the
several parts, and their short- and long-term aims, etc. The necessary
legislation must then be approved by parliament, which will allow the
beginning of the implementation. Close supervision will ensure the
correct development of the plan and the rapid provision of solutions to
the possible problems that will occur during its implementation.

This method is appropriate because it allows the creation or develop-
ment of initially small units which can easily be defined; furthermore,
it makes it possible for their personnel to understand the units' aims
better. As these units grow larger, there will be more experience, and
the operation and functions of more complicated organizations will be-
come easier to control. Besides, advances in training and in provision
of library tools will aid development.

It is only after the NL is itself sufficiently established that it will be
able to start acting as a coordinator of the NATIS, and thus play a
leading role at the national level. Until that time, the same, or a
similar, group of experts that had the responsibility of the development
of the NL should consider the development of LIS nationwide, but
always with the future role of the NL in mind.

In relation to the above, the need for the use of computerized
systems is absolutely necessary in order to achieve efficient services.
The design of such systems, with the NL as the center, should first
take into consideration the internal organization and needs of the NL,
and secondly the future role of the NL at the national level as the
center for the cooperation of the various LIS. Obviously, the develop-
ment of the various LIS all over the country should be directed in
such a way that they will be able to cooperate with the NL as well as
with each other.

Another need that should be stressed is that of more space. As has
already been mentioned, the library has been housed in a specially
erected building in the center of Athens since 1903, but today the
available space cannot even properly house the existing collection and
operations. The problem is not recent. As early as 1962, it was men-
tioned in a UNESCO report that "The Greek NL ... is housed in a
handsome building, now unfortunately far too small; its original and
supplementary shelves are filled, and hundreds of volumes more recently
acquired must be stacked on the floor."22 (This is another example, by
the way, of the inactivity of the government on problems concerning
the NL.)

The physical conditions are still the same. New accommodations are
22Carnovsky, Leon, op. cit., p. 3.
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necessary in order to allow even a minimum expansion of services and
operations. A suitable solution could be the transfer of a part of the
collection and operations far from the center of Athens, either to a
new building or, as a quicker solution, to an older one especially
renovated for the needs of the library.

The user services should not be affected by this if the existing
building is used to house the most demanded services, such as the "cur-
rent collection" department. The available space should accommodate
the needs of users: the collection; the staff, equipment, and other needs;
and, finally, circulation space and services. An indication of the neces-
sary space for each of these categories can be derived from the use of
college library standards. 22

For the first category—study accommodation—an area between 2.3 m 2

and 3.3 m2 is estimated to be necessary for one-eighth to one-third of
the total student population. These figures should probably be reduced
in the case of the NL because the main use of the library will not be
for study, as in university libraries. For the second category—book
accommodation—the need of an average space of 7.5 m2 per 1,000
volumes is quoted. This should allow for about one-third of the
shelf stock to be accommodated in limited access stacks, the rest on
open shelves. It also includes space for growth. For the third category—
staff accommodation—five per cent of the above two categories
should be added. This five per cent should be increased in cases of
special material and equipment. For the fourth category—circulation
space and services—another twenty-five per cent of the first two categories
should be added to the total. If the above figures are used, given
the number of volumes of the library and the estimated number of
users, a calculation of the approximate space required is possible.

3.2. General Goals of the National Library of Greece

The fully developed NL of Greece should operate as a separate
organizational unit under the supervision of the ministry of national
economy or education.

Its main goals should be:

1. The collection and preservation of the national literature, in
conventional (books, etc.) and unconventional (tapes, films,
etc.) forms, on any subject.

2. The support, in an active way, of the national effort for de-
velopment by organizing and disseminating information relevant
to the national library and information needs of Greece, par-
ticularly providing bibliographic references and documents them-
selves in any form or language that is considered appropriate.

3. In relation to the previous goal, the support of developments

23National Library and Information Services, op. cit., p. 144.
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in the field of librarianship (research, training, planning, etc.),
especially from the point of view of Greek needs.

4. To represent Greece and support Greek interests abroad within
the area of its responsibilities.

The ministry of national economy is considered as more appropriate
than the ministries of education or even culture as the body to supervise
the NL because of the supporting role that the NL should play in
the national development of the country, which is one of the main aims
of this ministry. This ministry is also by its nature one of the most
experienced in planning.

The NL should be accessible to everybody. However, as far as the
general needs of the public are concerned, it should be able to direct
the public to appropriate alternative sources of information. The NL
should aim more to satisfy the specialist needs of particular groups
of users according to its policies. It should also aim to satisfy general
user demand that cannot be met elsewhere. That means that in fact
its services will be used by a limited number of people. However, this
restriction does not diminish the benefits to the entire population be-
cause the efficient servicing of particular needs should result in im-
proving the general conditions of the country. (For example, if a
doctor gets better information on his subject, he will be able to provide
better treatment to his patients.)

3.3. Direction and Divisions

In order to fulfill its goals, the NL should be organized into the
following divisions:

A. General Direction, responsible for the overall management of
the NL.

B. Reference and Loan Division, responsible for the collections of
the NL, the provision of services to users, and the additions to
and maintenance of the stock.

C. Bibliographic Division, responsible for processing the material
of the library in order to facilitate the provision of services.
(This includes the production of the national bibliography
and the provision of services to other library and informa-
tion institutions.)

D. Research and Development Division, responsible for providing
the means that will make the NL, as well as LIS in general,
more effective on a national basis.

E. Administrative Division, responsible for the administrative needs
of the NL.

The following chart describes the general structure of the NL and
outlines the organization of each division.
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A. General Direction

The general direction should be responsible for the overall manage-
ment of the NL, and for coordination with the government and
representatives of the public (advisory bodies, etc.). A person with wide
acceptance and advanced professional skills should be appointed to the
post of general director of the NL (or national librarian of Greece) .
To a considerable extent, the successful development of the NL will
depend on the personality of the director. He or she should normally
be a professionally qualified librarian, a successful and experienced
administrator and scholar, and skilled in human relations. 24

As far as policymaking is concerned, this should be considered to-
gether with the research and development division and should be related
to the general development plans of the government, which, through the
supervising ministry, should approve this policy.

Decisionmaking should lie in the hands of individual managers at
all levels, but major responsibilities should be assumed by the managers
of the four divisions. The manager of the research and development
division should also act as assistant national librarian, as he will be
aware of the overall conditions of the NL, as well as of LIS all over
the country, and he will be deeply involved in planning, research, etc.

Analysis of the Responsibilities of the Four Divisions

B. Reference and Loan Division

1. Department of Permanent Collection

The Department of Permanent Collection should be responsible
for the preservation and use of the national literature and foreign
material relevant to Greece and Greek interests. (Manuscripts, rare
books, and other material in non-conventional forms should also be
included.) This department should aim at satisfying those national
needs that can be characterized as more permanent. These needs,
together with the policy of the library, should dictate the shape of a
collection (i.e., the permanent collection as opposed to the current
collection) that will distinguish itself in the long run for its emphasis
on those needs. Such needs are the preservation of a collection of the
national literary production which is as exhaustive as possible; the
best coverage of the subject "Greece" from many different points of
view; good coverage, at least at a basic level, of all areas of knowledge.
The depth of coverage in the last case should depend on the existence
and availability of other resources, including foreign resources.

24Donnelly, D. F., op. cit., p. 209.
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The concept of cooperation on sharing resources at national and
international levels should be seriously considered; consequently, the
development of the collection should not compete against other avail-
able resources. Instead, efforts should be made to cooperate better and
more effectively. The permanent collection should receive at least two
copies of each item published in Greece, based on legal deposit, and
should always keep one in its stock. This copy should be used only as
a last resort, and always within the libary. In addition, the permanent
collection should receive foreign material that has been purchased for
its own purposes (see above) or initially for the purposes of the current
collection. When considering the transfer of material from the current
collection to the permanent collection, attention should be paid to see
if the material coincides with the interests of the permanent collection.
If it does not, then it should be made available to other libraries or
for other uses.

The permanent collection should function on closed access in order
to secure its stock and consequently its capability to ensure the satisfac-
tion of its users and their long-run needs. Any second copy of this
collection should be available for loan.

The Department of Permanent Collection can be divided into the
following sections:

Printed books. This section should be responsible for the stock
in conventional form and its better use by the readership.
Manuscripts, rare books, archives. This section should be re-
sponsible for the relevant stock. Because of the particularities
of this stock, the section should also be responsible for
cataloguing, maintenance, preservation and repairs, and as-
sistance to users, unlike the other sections, which concentrate
their attention mainly on the services they provide. The
specialized personnel of this section should also assist and
give advice to personnel of other libraries or to individuals
on problems related to its specialization.

(c) Periodicals (including newspapers) and other material in
non-conventional form. The separation of this section, which
is again concerned with the better use of its material, is
necessary because of the problems that arise from the kind
of stock it includes. These problems refer to special storage
requirements and to the special equipment necessary for the
user wishing to utilize the material. If the catalogue of the
library is efficient, users should not have difficulties in making
good use of all the needed material held by the different
sections and departments. Besides, because the collections of
the department of permanent collection are on closed access,
the catalogue is in fact the only device that the readership
can use for exploiting the stock of this particular department,

(a)

(b)
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apart, of course, from the aid of the responsible staff. In cases
of donations, etc., of collections or of single items, the content
should be examined and added to the relevant section.

2. Department of Current Collection

The Department of Current Collection should be responsible for
the provision of general reference services, including bibliographic in-
formation, and for making available at a national level the maximum
possible number of requested documents. All areas of knowledge
should be covered, but the amount and kind of material held on each
subject in the collection of this department (current collection) should
be related to those of the national library and to the information
needs that can be characterized as current, and that have been given
priority by the policy of the NL in order to support specific needs of
the country, as these have been defined by the government. Such needs
include the economic development of the country, the improvement
of the civil services, and the improvement of the services provided by
the respective professions.

The current collection, therefore, should be able to cover any
subject at a basic level, with material of high current information value
and priority subjects at a deeper level. In addition, the bibliographic
material of the collection and the other bibliographic services should
cover well, in terms of bibliographic references, all subjects of a great
variety of sources at national and international levels. This service
should exploit the advantages of cooperation on sharing resources for
the benefit of users.

The current collection should receive the second copy of those
documents that the permanent collection receives by legal deposit, but
only when these particular documents serve the aims of this collection.
This copy should be used for reference and photocopying needs. If
the demand for a particular document is high, more copies should be
purchased. These extra copies should also be available for loan. Foreign
material can also be purchased as it will help with the provision of
up-to-date information of an international standard. If only one copy
is held, it should be used only for reference and photocopying and
not for loan.

When the demand for a subject or for particular documents decreases,
or the policy of the NL changes, the relevant material should be
relegated and sent to the permanent collection for further relegation
process. In this way, the current collection will always include only
up-to-date material of current information value, without expanding
considerably in size. Thus, it will be flexible and easy to use. The
concept which expresses the kind of collection outlined above is that
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of the "self-renewing" library introduced in 1976 by the University
Grants Committee Working Party. 25

Although referring to university libraries, the following figures can
be considered as indicating the desirable size for the current collection.
According to the Federal Republic of Germany's Wissenschaftsrat re-
port, 300,000 volumes as basic book stock should satisfy seventy-five
per cent of readers' needs and 600,000 volumes will bring the library
up to the level of the "90 per cent library. "26

Considering Trueswell's research in the U.S., which has shown
that up to forty per cent of a university library stock may account for
ninety-nine per cent of demand, with the other one per cent of demand
coming from scholars who need secondary sources to be found in the
other sixty per cent of the stock, 27 it is clear that a well-thought-out
policy should succeed in responding to the greatest part of demand.

However, it is not easy to establish criteria for the relegation of
material. The existence of an automated circulation system that can
easily keep statistics on the circulation of stock (if possible, including
the use of material for reference as well as for loan, e.g., a controled
entry reading room) can facilitate the employment of "usage criteria,"
which are generally better than publication or acquisition date records.

The current collection should be on open access in order to make
its stock available for easy and fast consultation. However, a system
for recording the in-house usage of the stock could possibly be developed
by checking each item when the user transfers it from the shelves to
the reading room, which, in this case, should be separate. Quick
reference material could be excluded and shelved in the reading room.

The Department of Current Collection could be divided into the
following sections:

(a) User-reception. This section should be responsible for direct-
ing the public to the appropriate institutions (including the NL)
according to its needs in terms of subject, kind of requested informa-
tion, level of interest, specialization, area in which the user lives,
etc. Theoretically, this section should probably be under the reference
section, but considering the situation in Greece (i.e., lack of any reliable
guide to existing institutions, insufficient organization of most LIS,
and poor usage of even the few existing ones), its separation can be
useful for the whole public and important for the development of the
level of LIS that other institutions all over the country provide.

The public should be able to benefit from this section by using it
as one of the most credible initial reference points for getting reliable

25Capital Provisions for University Libraries: Report of a Working Party,
HMSO, 1976.

26Withers, F. N., op. cit., p. 33.
27Harris, K. G. E., Death and Transfiguration or Conservation and Self-

renewal in Academic Libraries, Library Association, 1977, p. 9.
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referral information. The public's information requests may concern
finding answers to simple factual questions, governmental responsibilities,
coverage of particular subjects, a particular document, etc.

The importance of this particular function of the reception for the
development of the provision of LIS by the various existing institutions
all over the country relies on the fact that by directing the public to the
appropriate institutions, it will activate their services and stimulate the
evolution of their operations as a result of their efforts to respond to
increasing demand. In this way, a better use of all the existing resources
of the country would be achieved. In order to play the above role,
a survey of the status of the existing LIS all over the country, and of
their real and potential objectives, is necessary. Users should not be
directed to institutions totally unable to respond to their demands,
although according to the various LIS objectives they should be in a
position to do so, because the dissatisfaction of the user, especially of
the new one, will result in the loss of faith in the services of the NL
and the LIS in general. In addition to the above role, the reception
should carry out the typical procedures for the admission to the NL
of those who have been advised to use it.

(b) Reference—Quick reference subsection. This subsection should
be responsible for providing good quick reference information on
every subject to those who cannot satisfy their information needs else-
where or to the groups of users that the library should be aiming to
satisfy, according to its policy.

The collection of the quick reference subsection should include a
great variety of quick reference material and should be particularly
strong on bibliographic sources (including abstracts, indexes, etc.) at
a national and international level on all subjects. The bibliographic
services should also include on-line access to bibliographic databases and
should also provide current awareness services (SDI) and a retrospective
search system.

The aim of these advanced services should be to help the awareness
of users grouped according to subject, by giving them the chance to
find out what works relevant to their interests already exist or have
recently been published. It is clear that foreign material and sources
will play the major role because of their large content, importance,
and good organization, as well as because, at least for the time being,
there are no important Greek sources.

—Main reference subsection. This second subsection should be
responsible for stocking and facilitating the use in the library of docu-
ments of current interest and of constant demand. The collection of this
subsection is in fact the main part of the current collection (i.e., the
collection that has been described before under the general heading
"Department of Current Collection"), exduding the material that is
included in the collection of the quick reference subsection.

(c) Loan/supply. This section should be responsible for supply-
ing requested documents and photocopies, either from the collections
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of the NL or from other Greek and foreign institutions, to any
authorized user of the NL directly and to any other user (in the
country or abroad) through another relevant library. Thus it would
respond to the great need for document delivery all over the country,
and to IFLA's U.A.P. principle.

The demand should be covered to a great extent by the current
collection, which at least theoretically corresponds to the majority of
current information needs. The permanent collection should partly cover
the demand for documents that are not in the mainstream of current
needs. The specialist collections of other institutions should be used for
satisfying demand for more specialist documents that the NL cannot
afford to buy or keep in its collections. (Some of the older material
might be relegated by the NL and given to those specialist collections.)
If a demand cannot be satisfied by local resources, then the resources of
other countries should be used (i.e., BLLD, etc.).

Usually the supply of material should be accomplished either by the
provision of the documents themselves or by photocopies. In respect
to the provision of photocopies, copyright problems should be taken
into consideration.

The delivery of documents should be carried out within reasonable
time and cost. Users should pay at least some part of the cost of
some of the delivery services.

Methods that can be employed are: the use of the post for mailing
requested material; the use of special services like mobile libraries and
ship libraries; and the use of recently developed on-line document
delivery services, mainly for ordering from abroad in urgent cases.
(ADONIS is one such European service currently under development.) 28

The servicing through intermediary libraries of that part of the
public that does not have direct access to the NI. is considered ap-
propriate in order to prevent unnecessary use of the NL in cases where
demand can be satisfied by the user's local resources or other more
appropriate libraries, which should be encouraged to develop their
own services.

3. Department of Additions and Stock Maintenance

The department of additions and stock maintenance should be
responsible for the additions to the collections and for keeping the
stock in good condition. This department should be as efficient as
possible because much of the importance of the NI. will depend on
the precision of its stock. Otherwise it will not be possible for the
library to fulfill its supporting role in the development of the country,

28White, Brenda, "Factors Affecting Document Delivery Systems: Present
and Future," in Fifth International Online InformaWon Meeting, London, De-
cember 8-10, 1981, Learned Information, Oxford and New Jersey, p. 337.
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considering also that financial resources will be necessarily limited and
that self-sufficiency is not an aim of the library.

This department could be divided into the following sections:
(a) Legal deposit. This section should be responsible for making

sure that all documents and copies that should be deposited with the
NL according to the relevant legislation will in fact be received by the
NL. Both the completeness of the permanent collection and of the
national bibliographies depend on the effectiveness of this section.
Therefore, fast deposit of the material is as equally important as the
deposit of all of it.

(b) Acquisitions. This section should be responsible for selecting,
ordering and receiving the new documents of the library. The process
whereby documents are selected for purchase should aim at covering
the needs of both the permanent and current collection. The acquisition
policy should be established with the active cooperation of these de-
partments, and collaboration among the staff is necessary in order to
specify particular needs.

Normally, the majority of selected material will be foreign, as the
Greek material should already have been received by legal deposit.
However, Greek items should also be included for needs such as
gaps in the permanent collection, replacement of damaged or lost
items, and high demand of particular documents.

Ordering should ensure the fast receipt of documents. This is im-
portant in order to keep the entire collection as up-to-date as possible,
and because the content of some documents becomes out of date
quite fast.

Possibilities for using on-line ordering systems should also be
considered, particularly if the services provided by suppliers include
large files, which can also be used for other purposes such as searching,
cataloguing, etc.

This section should also be responsible for the exchange of publica-
tions and for making available the publications of the NL. It should
also carry out the distribution of the relegated material, of which a
file should be kept together with the institution that took it, so that
it can be easily located in case it is needed again. This process could
be combined with the function of national repository.

(c) Stock maintenance. This section should be responsible for
keeping the stock of the library (excluding the manuscripts section)
in good condition. That is, mainly binding the new stock and repairing
the older one.

C. Bibliographic Division

1. Department of Document Processing

The department of document processing should be responsible for
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processing the documents in order to prepare the elements that will
be included in the bibliographic records of the NL. (In the case
where computers are used, this should be taken into account during
this processing.)

The processing should take into account the needs of the NL
as well as those of the entire library and information community in
Greece and abroad. The adoption of internationally and widely-used
standards, which will facilitate cooperation at the international level
and will bring international experience to Greece, is necessary. On the
other hand, the incorporation of Greek experiences into the library's
practices is also necessary in order to ensure the right treatment of the
specific national needs and peculiarities (i.e., history, language, etc.) of
Greece. (The research and development division carries the main
resposibility in this area.) The practices that will be adopted by the
NL should be seen as national standards, and their use by other
libraries should be ensured by the advantages these libraries will have
if they follow them. The possibility of having different sections for
processing different kinds of material (i.e., books, serials, tapes, maps,
etc.) should not be taken for granted because it seems that "the general
trend is towards specialization according to process rather than publica-
tion."29 However, the decision must be taken according to what is
considered more appropriate to the actual circumstances.

The relevant processes are those concerning the descriptive approach
to the documents and those concerning the subject approach.

In the first case, bibliographic analysis of the documents, and
separation of the elements of description (i.e., author, title, imprint,
collation, etc.) according to a standard set of rules, is necessary. A
cataloguing code that could be used is AACR H (Anglo-American
Cataloguing Rules, sec. ed.) for three main reasons. First, these rules
are modern and are currently used with computers. Second, they have
been adopted by a number of important libraries at the international
level. And third, they have been recently adopted by the NL of Greece.

Foreign material should also be catalogued in cases where it has
been received uncatalogued. For this reason, and also for producing
records of Greek production in foreign languages, transliteration is
necessary. The standardization of transliterating practices needs to be
considered, especially in regard to recent developments in Greek spelling.

In the second case—the subject approach to information—the first
thing that is necessary is the subject analysis of the documents, ac-
cording to the predetermined policy of the library. A suitable policy
could be that of "stunmarization," 99 because it is regarded as sufficient

29Coward, Richard E., "The British Library Bibliographic Services Division,"
in British Librarianship Today, edited by W. L. Saunders, London: The Library
Association, 1977, p. 121.

29Brown, A. G., An Introduction to Subject Indexing, Sec. ed. London:
Give Bingley, 1982.
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in general terms for the kind and level of services that the NL
should provide.

This subject analysis should then be used for the classification and
indexing of documents. Classification should be based on one of
the widely-used general classification schemes, possibly the Dewey
decimal classification system, because of their advantages (facilitating
international cooperation, constant updating, etc.). On the other hand,
there is the problem of how a scheme will express the specific needs
of Greece. The answer to this question cannot be considered within
the context of this article. Similarly, the problems of subject indexing
cannot be considered here. However, it should be mentioned that the
utilization of documents through their subject content is becoming
increasingly important, and therefore the need for a good system
of subject entries and references is necessary. The entries should also
cover specific Greek subjects and interests, which means that if a
foreign general list of subject headings (i.e., LCSH) is going to be
used, this should not only be translated into Greek, but it should also
be adapted in order to respond to particular Greek needs. Additionally,
the kind of indexes that will be produced and the different ways that
records will be used should be considered in relation to what indexing
systems should be adopted and developed.

Here, it should be noted that none of the widely-used library tools,
such as cataloguing codes, classification schemes, and lists of subject
headings, currently exist in Greek.

In the case of periodicals or serials, certain titles should be processed
additionally, in order to prepare indexes and abstracts as very useful
tools for enabling better utilization of these primary sources. This will
be particularly helpful for the provision of current awareness services
and for other similar uses.

2. Department of Automated File and Index Production

The bibliographic elements and subject entries produced by
the previous department should be processed for input into the
computer of the library in order to create its machine-readable biblio-
graphic records (i.e., in MARC format) and files. These should be
available for various uses, including the production of printed indexes
(the national bibliography, the catalogue of the library, etc.).

In general terms, much of any library's work is suitable for the
operations of a computer; therefore, the introduction of appropriate
computerized systems by the NL should result in improving its ef-
ficiency and capabilities. Indeed, without the introduction of automa-
tion, it does not seem possible that the NL will succeed in playing a
role of any importance at the national level or even be able to cope
with its internal problems. (The description of the automated system
to be used by the library is outside the scope of this essay.)
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The main areas in which automation can be used are housekeeping
operations and information retrieval. (Using internal as well as ex-
ternal sources, i.e., foreign databases). Two of the most important
uses of records will be the production of the library's catalogue (which
can be in microform format) and the production of the national
bibliography of current material. Other departments and divisions
of the library should be able to have access to the files for their own
needs (i.e., provision of current awareness services, acquisitions, loans,
etc.). The automated systems should therefore allow for the various
operations needed.

The files of the library should also be available—possibly on line—
to other institutions in the countrty or abroad. In this way, the NL
could play a central role in the support of a nationwide LIS, acting, for
instance, as a central cataloguing body and as the producer of the
Greek bibliographic database. Additionally, it should be able to supply
conventional bibliographic records (i.e., on cards) to any institution
that requests them.

One of the initial benefits from the provision of these services to
the entire library and information community will be a saving of
valuable qualified (or unqualified) labor that could be better used, for
instance, in offering direct services to users rather than processing already
processed material.

Another area that should be covered is the production of union
catalogues in order to facilitate the location of documents (especially
periodicals and the exploitation of the different and possibly unique
resources of the participating libraries) . Other tools that could be
produced are retrospective bibliographies, abstracts, and special catalogues.

D. Research and Development Division

1. Department of Planning and Evaluation

Taking into account the overall aims and policy of the library,
there should be an examination of user needs (not only of current
users, but also of potential users) and an evaluation of the current per-
formance of library operations.

Having established the areas in which and some of the reasons why
the library is weak, the establishment of a program of changes and
developments should take place. These changes should be within the
abilities of the available resources of the library at the time of implementa-
tion. The resources that should be considered are funds, staff, equip-
ment, and documents. Planning should cover the short term and the
long term.

Once the planning process has finished, the implementation can
start. At this stage, solutions must be given quickly to any problem
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that might occur in order to ensure the best fulfillment of the objectives
that have been set by the plan.

The evaluation should be a continuous process and should cover all
library operations, monitoring and assessing their performance, that is,
their outputs, defects, costs, efficiency of procedures and equipment,
effectiveness of services, etc. The results should be used for the
continuous development of the library toward better meeting its
users' needs.

The evaluation process should be based on certain criteria and desirable
standards, that have been chosen before during the planners' establish-
ment of the systemic requirements of the library. It is important that
the appropriate techniques of control and evaluation, such as proper
methods of recording and analyzing progress and statistical methods,
should be used for producing the relevant data for comparison with
the standards. However, standards themselves should also be open to
examination and development according to overall changes.

In a way similar to that described above, the planning of NATIS
should be carried out by the relevant personnel in close cooperation
with the responsible government administrators and other relevant in-
stitutions and persons. Although many individual decisions will remain
for the heads of individual LIS, there will be important dependence on
direction from the national level, since the aim of a national service
is to ensure that all units operate with the maximum efficiency.

Beside its role as national coordinator, the NL should also act as
the national library and information cooperation center by providing,
for instance, centralized bibliographic services to other libraries, as well
as other services.

2. Department of Research and Training

This department should be responsible for stimulating and sup-
porting research in fields that are considered to have priority according to
the needs of the library, as well as of the entire library and information
community of Greece. Additionally, it should promote the application
of results.

Research and study should take into account current needs as well
as potential future needs. There should be research and studies for
immediate application and for possible developments in library and
information science.

The activities of this department should cover subjects such as
classification, cataloguing, indexing, management of LIS, education and
training of librarians and information specialists, application of com-
puters and other technologies in library and information work, user
needs, and other related matters.

At least for the first period, most of the work should cover the
adaptation of informational library tools and methods to Greek needs
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and practices. Much of the effort should be concentrated in bringing the
level of the LIS that will be provided in Greece, by a Greek-controlled
information system, to an internationally acceptable standard. Additionally,
attention should be given to developing a basic self-sufficient Greek
library and information core which could support national independence
and flexibility. This should not be considered as a rejection of the
ideas of close international cooperation and sharing of resources and
experiences, but as an effort to support some ability for Greek
self-determination.

For the above activities and purposes, a specialized collection cover-
ing library and information subjects should be set up and developed
by this department. This collection should also disseminate the results
of the research and studies carried out by this department.

As far as the education and training of librarians and other informa-
tion specialists is concerned, as long as there is no relevant university
school in Greece, a wide range of educational aims, that normally
should be the responsibility of the school, should be covered.

The library should organize seminars, special short courses, in-
service training schemes, etc., that could provide the needed theoretical
basis and some experience to new and older persons involved in
providing LIS. This is necessary in order to allow the implementation
of any plan for the improvement of LIS in Greece. As soon as a
university library school starts operating, the responsibilities of the
library should cover mainly its own needs and additionally support
other needs.

A possible solution to the problem of shortage of staff could be
the attraction into the library profession of a number of those university
graduates who are now considering work in education as teachers.

E. Administrative Division

1. Secretariat—Accounting Office.
Responsible for all the activities and operations related to ad-
ministrative needs of the library, e.g., correspondence, admin-
istrative files, accounting, etc.

2. Personnel Office
Responsible for problems related to the staff of the library.

3. Maintenance, Repairs, Security Office
Responsible for the maintenance and repair of buildings, in-
stallations, furniture, equipment, etc., of the library. Also respon-
sible for the overall security of the library and its collections.

3.4 From the Point of View of the User

A crucial point of effectiveness of every organization is the facility
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with which its users can use it and get the services they want, without
getting involved in its complexity and operating structure. The users
of the NL of Greece could be divided into two major categories, as has
already been discussed. First, the public with general needs, and second,
the public with specific needs. The first category includes those whom
the library aims to serve indirectly, either by directing them to other
appropriate institutions, or by supplying them with the requested in-
formation and documents through a number of cooperating institutions
all over the country in cases where they cannot satisfy them.

The second category forms, in fact, the actual readership of the
library. Their needs should fall into the category which the library
aims to satisfy directly, according to its general aims and policy. The
reception is responsible for deciding whether the need of a person
justifies his direct use of the library. Permission to use the library should
cover shorter or longer periods, depending on the particular demand.

According to its main primary demand, the user should be directed
by the reception to the appropriate service point. This will be either
within the department of permanent collection or within the department
of current collection.

Normally, most of the needs should be satisfied by the department
of current collection. This should provide extended bibliographic serv-
ices, quick reference services, and a substantial current collection (in-
cluding books, periodicals, etc.) for reference and loan services. There-
fore, for example, a user who needs a recent book on a particular
subject can first consult the bibliographic service of the quick reference
section for advice on new titles, and then proceed to the loan supply
section if he wants to borrow a particular title, or to the main reference
section if he wants to consult it in the library.

On the other hand, if a user demands older material which has
little current use and is stocked in the library, he will be directed to the
department of permanent collection if he wants to consult it in the
library, or the loan supply section of the department of current collec-
tion if he wants to borrow it (provided that the document is available
for loan). If a particular document is not stocked by the library, the
user should be directed either to the appropriate institution, which should
stock it because of its specialization, or to the loan supply section for an
interlibrary loan request (including foreign sources).

Problems would occur if the department of permanent collection could
not be housed together with the rest of the services. In this case, some
delays must inevitably be faced, but because the department of current
collection by its nature should respond to the majority of demands, espe-
cially urgent ones, the problem is not a major one.

To a great extent, the coordination between the department and
sections, based on automation, should diminish unnecessary efforts by
users, because, at each service point, the staff should be able to inform
the user if, for example, a •book that he identified in a bibliography is
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available for loan or only for consultation in the department of per-
manent collection, or if it is not available at all.

4. Problems of Implementation

These proposals for a new NL of Greece are to be considered
to a large extent as a desirable ideal. The library, according to this plan,
is seen as being in a position to meet Greek national library and
information needs according to current international ideas.

The plan takes into account the fact that Greece is not a developed
country and that it has limited financial resources. This means that
Greece cannot envisage the development of its NL into an institution
that would provide services similar in scope and depth to those offered,
for instance, by the British Library. On the other hand, such services
are not considered necessary for the Greek NL because the current ef-
forts for establishment of international cooperation should result in
sharing existing resources, which in the case of the countries of Europe
are very large and well-developed.

However, even though the plan suggests comparatively limited aims
and scope of services, present conditions in Greece do not allow its
full implementation in the near future. Some of the most important
reasons for this are considered briefly below.

• Shortage of Qualified Staff

Qualified librarian and other staff are needed to implement the
plan. The present lack of staff needs to be faced in the short term with
mainly foreign educated and experienced personnel for senior posts,
and, for other posts, by people who should follow specially organized
short courses and seminars in Greece. Only if a necessary minimum of
qualified personnel is available can effective implementation start. Some
of the most experienced among today's Greek librarians can form the
first group to begin the effort for implementation, and also education of
new personnel.

• Absence of Adequate Library Tools

It is clear that with no effective tools available, reorganization of the
library and the provision of services are not possible. A minimum of
basic tools (cataloguing rules, classification scheme) should be produced
in Greek, based mainly on existing foreign ones, but some attention
should also be given to Greek needs. Further development of tools
and methods will allow an expansion of services, but, for a start,
Greek translations will be enough for the provision of minimum
effective services,
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• Insufficient Accommodation

Additional space is necessary in order to allow any kind of improve-
ment of library operations, otherwise any effort and money spent on
the library will be wasted. Therefore, until some additional accommoda-
tion is available, the implementation cannot start.

• Lack of Funds

Without appropriate funds, no plan can be implemented. In the
case of the NL of Greece, apart from increased operational financial
support, a considerable initial investment will be necessary. This initial
investment should cover needs such as new space, training of staff,
production of library tools, acquisition of necessary new material for
the collections, and new equipment. Considering the generally limited
availability of financial resources in Greece, in conjunction with the
country's many urgent problems, it becomes clear that a reassessment
of priorities on which political decisions are based is necessary in order
to ensure that needed funds for implementation of the plan, and the
development of the NL, will become available on a continuing basis.

• Absence of Up-To-Date Legislation

Legislation is necessary in order to provide the directions, set the
aims, and give the means and power to the library to carry out its
responsibilities. Additionally, legislation should cover subjects such as
library education, grades of staff, copyright, etc.

Until all these problems have been at least partly solved, implementa-
tion cannot advance beyond more than the very first stage. But even
when these problems have been solved, the implementation of the plan
will take place more easily in stages corresponding to different levels
of services. Three main stages are outlined below. 31

First, the basic level of services should consist of making available
appropriate material for reference and loan, together with the necessary
supporting provision of buildings and staff needed for easy access to
this material. At this stage, the basic difficulties mentioned above should
be solved.

At a second level, with further development of the necessary tools
and techniques, and with more experienced staff, the library should be
in a position to allow better utilization of its material and more sys-
tematic access to other sources outside the library. Also, at this stage,
the library should be able to act at the national level as library coordinator
and cooperative center.

The third stage implies that the library would be working at its
maximum efficiency by providing advanced services such as abstracting,

81National Library and Information Services, op. cit., p. 24.
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translating, current awareness and retropsective searching, which will
allow the intensive utilization of specialist sources of information.

The two first stages are considered as essential in order to give the
library the possibility of achieving, at an acceptable level, its basic aims,
which are the support of the development of the country and the
collection of the national literary production. The third stage will bring
the standard of the services offered by the library closer to those offered
by the advanced libraries of the developed countries. It will also enable
the library to participate more efficiently in international cooperation for
bibliographic control and exchange of resources for the benefit of all
library users, especially those with more specialized interests.

In general terms, the new NL of Greece is envisaged as developing
into a leading library and information institution, at least at a national
level, according to current international theory and practice on the
subject. At the same time, although it will aim to offer more advanced
services from equivalent institutions in most of the developing coun-
tries, it is not seen as developing to the level of similar institutions in
the most developed countries of the world. This kind of approach
reflects the current position of Greece—in between these two types of
countries, something that cannot be disregarded and inevitably determines
to a great extent the potential and limitations of Greece today.



The Problems of the Second Plenum of
the Central Committee of the KKE, 1946

by OLE L. SMITH

In recent years, the problem of what was decided at the second plenum
of the KKE central committee has been discussed with great energy by
participants and writers on KKE history alike. As far as one can see,
nothing resembling a consensus has been arrived at, since the original
participants, most of whom are dead now, held sharply divided views
then as well as later, and since later writers were influenced in their
assessments of the evidence by their individual politico-ideological views.
Thus, among the wealth of rumors, opinions, and interpretations given by
the surviving participants, later writers with very little documentary evidence
to guide them were relatively free to pick and choose what they liked and
to arrange the material according to their sometimes very preconceived
notions.

Recently Heinz Richter has tried to reassess the whole material—or
rather nearly all of it—in order to argue that the second plenum did not
decide on civil war; at best, the central committee decided to strengthen
self-defense. The result of this was that the KKE drifted into civil war
without wanting it and without any dear idea of where it was going.'

However, the clear-cut solution offered by Richter has only been possi-
ble by repeating the sins of the past and by disregarding pertinent evi-
dence. Therefore, it is necessary once again to go over the whole problem
of the second plenum and its aftermath. Students of modern Greek
history will know that the major problem in the case of the second plenum
in 1946 is that the exact wording of the decision is not known. This
decision, which by many—induding official KKE historians as well—has
been regarded as the point where the KKE opted for armed opposition to
the right-wing terror following the Varkiza agreement, has never been
published in its entirety.2 More specifically, in the publication of the

'British Intervention in Greece: From Varkiza to Civil War (London, 1985)
477-495. Richter's reassessment is to some extent directed against the solution I
offered in Scandinavian Studies In Modern Greek, 1 (1977), 15-31; for inexplica-
ble reasons, he never mentions Matthias Esche, Die kommvnistische Partei
Griechenlands 1941-1949 (Munchen-Wien 1982), who independently, it seems,
arrived at basically the same conclusions I did.

2For the official KKE view, see Bolielms yti Tip totopta co5 KKE (KE Tog
KIM 1952), 260; Letter from the Central Committee to KKE members, 1956
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decision, § 4 is conspicuously absent and only a row of dots can be
found at the number four. 3 No one has ever come forward with the text
of § 4, and its very existence has been doubted. In view of the common
opinion about what § 4 contained, one can understand why it has been
the subject of much controversy and speculation. The explanation offered
by Richter sounds very simple and logical: there was no decision, and thus
there is no text of § 4.4 This cannot be true. Even Richter admits that
the second plenum probably did vote for the development of self-defense. 3

If that was decided, why was it not admitted? This was nothing new or
provocative; on the contrary, the KKE had urged self-defense° in dramatic
terms since the summer of 1945. Of course, it would make a great differ-
ence if the second plenum called for armed self-defense. If that was the
decision in § 4, it is obvious why it was not released. In fact, there are
good chances that this was the content of § 4, as I shall argue in the
following. Whether one can regard such a decision as the start of the
Civil War is a different question. Perhaps we should begin with the evi-
dence for the text of § 4, and then it will be much easier to clear up any
misunderstanding concerning the second plenum and the developments
during the summer of 1946.

In 1981, Vasilis Bartziotas published a book on the Civil War in
which he discussed various aspects of the history and organization of the
Democratic Army. 7 Among other things, he gave a detailed account of
what happened at the second plenum. 8 Unfortunately, Richter does not
deal with this evidence. Bartziotas claims to have been in favor of a policy
different from that of Zachariadis, and he further implies that Zachariadis
had him sent away to Volos and Thessaloniki due to their disagreement
over the development of the armed struggle. Bartziotas says that he was
among the central committee members who wanted an immediate mobil-
ization of party resources in order to make a decisive bid for power in
1946, whereas Zachariadis preferred gradual development of partisan
(Eaow= xpOvoz Tog KKE [IloXt-ttylc xact Xayouxvotdc illadoeLg 1958], 646);
edostc Zapoondxpova To0 KKE 1958 (Zapctvu& xpOvetz, 718); and finally
the 1968 theses, 50 xpOvicc 3ipcuexOv ecrtincov %at OucuOv, 44. After this date,
there seems to be no further reference to the second plenum as the start of the
armed struggle. The 1978 theses do no mention the second plenum, Kottp.ouvtastxil
intOsthplon, 11, 1978.

3The decision was first published in Rizospastis, February 17, 1946, and
reprinted in Kottpouvtcrcocil datest'oprial, March 1946. Later reprint in Zaptivut
xrAnce, 544-552.

4Richter, op. cit., 482f.
5Richter, op. cit., 486.
°Mass self-defense had been decided at the twelfth plenum in June 1945, cf.

Zctpdvut xpOv ea, 531.
7'0 clythvccc Tog ArilloxpatcelsoB 2.cpovcoa 'EXXcen (Athens, 1981). Bartziotas

has announced a larger work on the Civil War (op. cit., 11), which has not
yet appeared.

80p. cit., 27- 38.
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groups according to local conditions. 9 To a great extent, this disagreement
between Zachariadis and Bartziotas runs counter to the usually accepted
picture of Bartziotas as one of Zachariadis's closest "henchmen.") But
irrespective of whether Bartziotas is speaking the truth on this point or
not—and as far as I can see, Bartziotas had every reason from his experi-
ences during the December 1944 events to be in favor of a quick and
hard blow—there is no reason a priori and without critical analysis to
disregard his evidence nor to doubt his veracity on the question of
Zachariadis's views.

In fact, Bartziotas gives what he claims to be his notes from the
meeting, induding a verbatim report of Zachariadis's dosing remarks.
One may reject this evidence as forged, but not without discussion or
even mention. Richter nowhere says a word about Bartziotas's report.
According to Bartziotas, Zachariadis summed up the discussion at the
plenum in the following way:

On our correct thesis (which will be our decision) to reply to force
with force, we must proceed step by step where conditions are
mature, from the people's self-defense to armed partisan groups,
and thus to armed opposition to Reaction, with progressive transi-
tion to local and nation-wide unification of these groups under a
single command, in as far as Reaction more and more makes im-
possible the normal democratic development which the Party and
its collaborators have not stopped one moment to fight for.

At first the development of armed resistance to the armed
terrorism of Reaction will be an additional forceful means of
putting pressure on the enemy for a peaceful and normal evolution,
and only in the course of the struggle, in so far as this evolution
will be set with difficulties and become wholly impossible, the
armed struggle will proceed from defense to attack. 11

90p. cit., 31f.
oBartziotas was one of Zachariadis's close collaborators from at least 1947,

when he became no).vrtx6c &ntTporcoc at the DSE HQ until 1956, when he was
removed from the KKE leadership and subsequently (October 1957) expelled
from the party, together with Zachariadis, Gousias (Giorgis Vontitsios), and
Vlantas. Today he is a member of the KKE, although I am not certain when he
was reinstated. From 1950 until 1956, he was regarded as the second in the
KKE command after Zachariadis. No non-communist historian, as far as I know,
has ever judged his role and personality in anything but negative terms, and
Richter is no exception.

110p. cit., 29-30: "licivto aril oaxrcil !Jac (gal (nob Oct y(vat rin6epacrq) a'ct
eicz v' dEavvipou[ta p,6	 Eta, Ispircee vi napiaoutta zpoobsuuxd. xat 8rcou
eaptpACouv of auvegixac arch	 XatxI cc6rodpuvrt. cyclg Ivurasc avuercoop,dbaq xat
kat o-cAv gvolrX/ iV'CLIZO4piesai 	 dyribpacrii	 nporopirrcx6 Tcdpccapa
=cc& -cOrcoug xat ItatvaXAcacxci auvivalail TOv Otictbano car8v	 arch &vtcacc.

45cov oT6 1/v=0 Ii clv.ctSpaon Oct 'xava 8Ao xat nt6 iaOva.rq Tip
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Bartziotas does not say that this was the decision of the second
plenum or that this is the text of the mysterious § 4. 12 But according
to usual KKE practice, there would not have been a great difference
between these dosing summary remarks and the final decision. However,
there is further evidence that suggests that the text quoted by Bartziotas
from his notes taken at the meeting (if we can believe him) in fact is
the missing § 4. The evidence comes from Zachariadis's pamphlet,
Problems of the Crisis in the KKE, which circulated clandestinely among
Zachariadis's supporters in the socialist countries after the eighth congress
of the KKE. 13 Here Zachariadis refers to what was decided by the second
plenum with precisely the same words as does Bartziotas; there are only a
few linguistic differences of no practical importance—except that they show
that Bartziotas probably did not copy from Zachariadis's pamphlet. 14

But if this was the text of § 4, why has it never been published as
such? Today there is no need to keep this decision a secret, and moreover
the different warring factions in and out of the KKE have from time to
time disclosed party secrets more dangerous than this. And why do neither
Zachariadis nor Bartziotas claim that this text is a verbatim quote of 4?
The explanation can probably be found in another source insufficiently
treated by Richter.

In 1976, a former high-ranking officer in ELAS and later in the Demo-
cratic Army, Giorgis Blanas (Kissavos), published his reminiscences from

87-poxpattxii gaiXth nob yt' akily o5te tit/ attylril biv g7C04S yd. ITocisOst
tb K6µta zaa Soot nuyeny/COTCC41. 1.1IX.C/ 'COL).

"II pOnCtpX)Xd. Tó 46f7c1.evsc, tyjs gyanXiic &Tacrcan% artily Ivon/.1 Tpoito-
xpa'aa1g etTa8paalc eutoteAsi np6a0s-co SuvailLx6 plao nfearig crt6v tivTlrcaXo
'rut vliv elfrotxii, Sp.aXt 1,€),th xaf powtxo, a'c1v nopeta T9j6 nikyic icpOnov
fit dai/41 aOvii9i ytykave 8/Lox7ripuntxci Maxoll xaf a8NOVC7i, 8 gyor0Log
clythvag nspiaat inn T'lly &IMAM OTt ).) d7tiOsall."

12Bartziotas does not even say anything about the dots; he insists, however,
that the second plenum made a decision. The reason probably is that he, as a
member of the party, cannot publish an official text that has not been published
by the KKE itself. Cf. below n. 45.

13It has now been reprinted by the Greek Maoists (KKE—MA); see KOmtevo
'Amcipt, 9, July 1976, where it has been published as an appendix. Later, it came
out as a separate pamphlet. It was originally written in the autumn of 1962 as
a reply to the resolutions of the Eighth Congress of the KKE in 1961.

140p. cit., 32f: "lIciva)	 awavii afrci) clic8cpanyi (mil eta v' dnavrt)nonve
Eta, nepythwrac npaobeuttx& xaf Snot Tontsti enntligoov at auv0i)xe6 irca T.15
Aatxrj akailluya crttc IvonAec &v.tavtoopiaec xat kat Trip gyan/.1 dwrtnapd-
Oecnq mciiv &Tabparng, p.6 npoxtupvccxn nipotaila crorly xatct TOrcou; xaf nave/am-
8txi anvivtool tOv 81.148my abrc65y and Evtafa xaEloatylnii, gcpdooy cycn ile-otO
eorcf8pccal elaave 8Ao xat Tub a6bvaTrt Tty 4m/A alp.oxpwcczA natal, nob yt'
akty oke mctyirti 86v E7TMCPS vi noaoti6et tb xOttita -Kt E5Xot Snot auvepycgoTcat
pact Ton. lIparcapxoci T6 s8(7cAcop.cc t91; gyonkric 'ckwacvtaalc Cr'C'tiV gvaran Tpo-
poxpa-aa	 aystapaalc sta0op(mcilxe acly gym Tcp8a0eTo 8uva llcx6 tigao 7zEsarig
a.rOv &Tancao va rip e/plyent, bp.a/Lil Qatari xat ttovixa oriiv napalm Tqc

acp6nov	 gtiAtayi a5vr) Bi ytv&cave 8/Lon/Lripayaxi 86uxoXri zai &85vavii,
6 avaraoq ecychacc 8c nepvollae &TO TAY &lova Trip; graOscrq."
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the Civil War." He took part in the second plenum as a member of the
central committee and also in the so-called military conference after the
plenum. Although he is violently critical of Zachariadis, he is very dear
on the point of the party decision: the central committee "orally agreed
to prepare the armed struggle." The decision was not written down, and
it was not even signed by the presidium of the plenum." Here we have
the reason why the decision in § 4 has been called into doubt. It was an
oral agreement which for obvious reasons was not officially committed to
writing. Thus it has been possible to doubt what was decided or whether
there was a decision at all. Although Richter elsewhere has used Blanas
as a source, he does not quote him for this piece of evidence. It is difficult
not to think that Richter's silence is due to the fact that Blanas's testimony
runs counter to his own views. The reason for the non-publication of § 4
is not that no decision was taken or that the whole question was left open
to be decided by the politburo. Because of its highly secret and explosive
nature, the text of the decision was not written, nor signed by the
plenum."' In this sense only, we can say that no decision exists. And this
is why KKE members are reluctant to talk about the exact wording of § 4.

However, there exists one source that expressly mentions a written
text of § 4. This is a further piece of evidence overlooked by Richter.
Tasos Vournas in his book on the Civil War mentions a remarkable story
that the whole decision including the secret § 4 was given to the KKE
newspaper Rizospastis to be printed, and only the vigilant eye of the
proofreader Panagiotis Zaverdinos saved the secret from being published.
He called Kostas Karagiorgis, who was at the time director of Rizospastis,
and he told him to delete the paragraph. 18 The story somehow has a true
ring, and should in any case be taken into consideration, although the
most obvious explanation is that it is an etiological myth invented to ex-
plain the mysterious dots. I do not doubt Vournas's good faith, but the
story is almost too good to be true. Whether the story is true or not, one
gets the impression that Richter leaves it out because it is evidence of a
text of § 4.

On the basis of the evidence discussed until now, I conclude tentatively
that the second plenum made a decision which was not officially written

15r. 39/17cAivag (Kicacc6og), 'EvAptacog Ilactv4 1946-1949: 'Onto; Ti gym
(Athens, 1976).

160p. cit., 72: "oup.cpurriftque Tcpocpoptxi rcporcoLp.aaCcx coB IvonAou /rim ...
Eavoptcrci ccOTO -có tp,11pa	 covutrroce ogre brcoypacma aav alsOcpccol ICITCO
Ist, arc' •có 7tpoebpsio	 OlopELeca.g."

17The dots in the publication of the decision have been regarded as an attempt
by Zachariadis to "warn" the authorities. Richter wisely rejects this idea, op. cit.,
482. For this, see Blanas, op. cit., 72f., Mavromatis at the seventh plenum

KOsim4, 3-4 (1957) 102), 1'. A. Ka-cooalig, 'IntopEct tog KKE (Athens,
n.d.), 6. 99f.

18 `lo'copict d	 caSyxpowic 'EXXaccc. '0 'Ep.cptSX.tog (Athens, 1981), 20f.
01 ett•cteg yuk. -et; ITTeg, 	 bukancarti Tog KKE xccE ti9j6 &AA.Tivt.xlig ciptotepEt
(Athens [1977?)).
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down and signed. It was a decision to begin armed resistance to the white
terror, at first by small groups of people who had taken to the mountains
in fear of rightist gangs, and it was mainly envisaged as a defense. Where
local conditions were favorable, the partisan movement would develop into
larger units. Finally, a regular partisan army on a nationwide scale was
the ultimate eoal, if the basically defensive actions to put pressure on the
government for democratic reforms led to nowhere. When there was no
longer any hope for a democratic and peaceful evolution, the partisans
would go from defense to attack.

This was not a call for civil war, nor an armed insurrection. It was
a double strategy combining legal mass work with the use of the partisan
movement as a threat to the government, so as to prepare for the military
reckoning that was seen as the most obvious consequence of the situation
at the time. What then about the evidence on which it has been possible
to argue that no decision was taken ? I propose to take a look at the
material assembled by Richter.

In the first place, we may observe that Richter has not distinguished
between first-hand and second-hand evidence. This is very remarkable,
and no explanation is offered as to why he includes evidence from people
who were not members of the central committee. Vasos Georgiou and
Lefteris Elefteriou did not take part in the meeting, and though they were
both at the time trusted cadres without belonging to the highest echelons,
their testimony cannot count as first-hand evidence. 19 We are thus left
with Markos Vafiadis, Panagiotis Mavromatis, Michalis Tsantis, Dimitris
Vlantas, and Leonidas Stringos, as the primary witnesses for the meeting.
Mitsos Partsalidis and Petros Rousos, both of whom have also spoken
about the matter, were not present. Partsalidis was in Moscow and Rousos
was away at the time." Richter also mentions Gousias's memoirs, which
he hardly uses at al1. 21 Bartziotas is not mentioned as a source for the

19Richter, op. cit., 485. Georgiou points out himself that he is reluctant to
write about the Civil War because he was living away from Greece during this
period ... ('Eleu8apoturria, December 23, 1978). On Elefteriou, see below p. 11.

20Partsalidis had gone to Moscow with an EAM delegation. Bartziotas says
that Rousos was away on a mission; it was probably at this time Rousos saw
Dimitrov in Sofia.

21Gousias is quoted on p. 485 as stating that "the second plenum only decided
to reply to right-wing terror with the same means," and Richter adds that this
"must be understood as a reference to armed self defence." What Gousias implies
is stated very clearly by himself on p. 133 (not 134 as Richter says): "'Eltataii
only TAXiam 67vilpxe 'ArrAtxt scaToxt %ME yld Vd npoxmAdooppe
TTIV IVOnAl kagmat TOK inpene vd clpxlaoupe pd yevuol WISM OTtV
'M./Iva, II sip&	 Oz000c.Xov tx.q. da)4 vt npoxtoptooups npoaarrcxd arco
6ouv6 xcra Euvatuthvovtag vdi xateeo0p.a °Tic neaacc." This can hardly pertain to
self-defense! I presume that this is the passage to which Richter refers in con-
nection with the military conference (n. 51), where it is claimed to be the
words of Zachariadis. Again here Richter gives p. 134 in Gousias (vol. 1) as
a reference—where nothing is found, and Gousias does not imply that Zachariadis
said this.
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meeting and its decisions, as I have already pointed out, except in a very
oblique way.° As far as Zachariadis is concerned, Richter mentions a
passage from his speech at the seventh plenum in 1957. 23

Let us begin with Markos, who has a very prominent position in
Richter's argument. In his speech at the seventh plenum in 1957, Markos
stated that the second plenum did not discuss the question of armed.
insurrection (gvo7rx 71 €y park) 24 Instead, according to Markos, the
military conference after the plenum, to which we shall return below,
dealt with the possibility of armed insurrection, a putsch. In the same
speech, however, Markos admits that the second plenum did orient the
party toward the armed struggle.25 And he further says that after the
second plenum, "we were going for armed conflict." So it seems that the
second plenum did concern itself with the possibility of armed conflict,
although not in the shape of a military coup or a putsch. If one does not
distinguish between a decision to prepare for armed conflict and a decision
to carry out a coup, the whole problem will be misunderstood. What
Markos denies is that the second plenum decided for a coup, but he does
not deny that armed conflict was discussed. This is also the logical in-
ference from Mavromatis's speech at the seventh plenum. He, too, denies
that the second plenum decided for armed insurrection. What the KKE
decided, he continues, was to orient the party toward armed struggle in
general, abstractly, in so far as this was where monarchofascism was
pushing the situation 26 In his statements in 1980, Michalis Tsantis agrees
with this view. According to him, the second plenum did not decide for
civil war but for preparation in case the KKE was provoked.° Finally,
Vlantas's testimony must be mentioned although it is difficult to attach
great weight to his polemical verdict that nothing except peaceful demo-
cratic development was discussed by the central committee. He denies
that the plenum concerned itself with armed conflict at all or even with
its possibility.°

At another occasion, Richter uses the evidence of Stringos, but he is
not quoted on the problem of the second plenum. 29 The probable reason

22Bartziotas (op. ch. 31) is referred in Richter (488) but written off together
with Gousias as making "far-reaching assertions . . . which only serve to conceal
the actual state of affairs."

23See below p. 7.
24Markos's speech is published (in part only) in Niog K6ato5, 3-4 (1957),

45-72. The statement referred to is found on p. 50.
230p. cit., 52.
26Nioc

/eta tcav v4 npocsavovroXtcrce, ti6 R6p.p.tz  np6g n)v gvon/11 n4/..4 Tavcx4, duplm-
plva, ecp6crov np6g tick gnat gunpnvs Tip xccuLcrsccal 6 uovapxocpccocaphg."

swirl), February IO, 1980.
28'Ettcp51:o6 n6Xst.Lo6 1945-1949. Ilp8Toc tiliTouog (Athens, 1979), 43;

6s6Tspog lipAsop.og (Athens, 1981), 424. Vlantas's account was to a large extent
believed by C. M. Woodhouse, The Struggle for Greece 1943-1949 (London,
1976), 170f.

oStringos's speech at the seventh plenum is quoted in Richter, 530. As far as

Ii6auog, 3.4 (1957), 102: "axervo no6 anocpaa(aopte	 `01op4-
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is that Stringos's evidence is rather difficult to fit into the picture. Stringos
says that the plenum did not decide for partisan warfare; on the contrary,
both the meeting and the military conference afterward were dominated
by Zachariadis's idea of an armed rising. Stringos regards it as a big
mistake to have decided to boycott the elections and organize an armed
insurrection.30 No doubt Stringos is wrong on this point, for there is
practically no evidence that the decision could have been tantamount to
organizing a military takeover, but his evidence makes one doubt the
confident assertion by Markos that the plenum did not deal with the
question of insurrection at al1. 31 Stringos's statement belongs in a category
by itself, since it is in conflict with too much evidence to be taken at face
value. The same goes for Bartziotas's claim that all members of the central
committee were in favor of taking up arms against the one-sided civil
war waged against the left; according to him, the only disagreements were
as to how and when.32

I hope the reader will agree that so far there is nothing in the material
that speaks against the view that Zachariadis and Bartziotas may give us
the nearest we can come to the actual text of the decision. It follows that
Richter's case cannot stand. Before we leave the question of what was
decided, I would like to offer a few remarks on a topic completely
neglected by Richter. It is impossible to understand correctly the documents
from the sixth and seventh plenums of 1956-1957 if the rather unique
situation of the KKE at the time is not taken into account, and if
Zachariadis's speech at the seventh plenum is not seen as the reference

I can see Richter does not know Stringos's statement in 'EXeueepoTorcla,
December 12, 1978, cf. below n. 45.

"Mac R6ap.og, 3-4 (1957), 85: —11 et Alifieca a/vat fkct	 `CAottasca
66v Mips in6cpcani	 tivtayetx6 cly6Ivrz 8rctuc laxuptCeTat. 6 Zaxceptalic. 'Mao
Tr')	 `01`op.iXem Sao awl crcii atpateutex1 oioxech, 7C06 gyLve,	 t6€a noti
Irctxpctrflos Wre glITCVEU0 'con ZaXapLi871, •TC(.17 8TC, grcperca vci, 6pyava)Ost
Evaral Wyspoli."

31A further testimony to the discussion and decision for military preparation
at the plenum is the account by Gousias of Siantos's visit to Yannina, which is also
mentioned by Richter (488), who does not draw the obvious conclusion from it.
According to Gousias (I, 136; Richter once again gives a wrong reference to II,
134), Siantos, when visiting Yannina (in May 1946), asked "how your military
preparations are going on" (7c63c mist fi rcposTottlatalx acc.c), and was
stricken with panic to hear that the organization was ready to take over the
town in a few hours in case of the government's emergency measures being
carried through parliament. Siantos did not take part in the military conference
because Zachariadis did not trust him, so he can only have asked on the basis
of the decisions of the second plenum. Also, Esche (244, n. 8 and 231) does
not seem to have realized that Siantos obviously knew about the military
preparations.

nop. cit., 28. This is difficult to reconcile with Zachariadis's statement at the
seventh plenum (1957) that some of the members were for exclusively peaceful
means and rejected the use of arms. I can see no obvious solution unless he
makes this daim to highlight his own compromise.
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point for much of what was said by his adversaries (besides the fact, of
course, that a great part of the polemics is directed against the myths
created by Zachariadis).

I pointed out in an earlier paper on the mobilization in the summer of
1946 that Markos at the seventh plenum cannot be taken at face value."
Any reader of his speech on this occasion will be struck by the vehemence,
anger, and hate against Zachariadis. Markos was here more than any other
of our sources defending himself against the slander and rumors put
about by Zachariadis; he was very much taking revenge for all that he
felt Zachariadis had done against him after 1948. No one would expect
the truth and nothing but the truth from him under such circumstances.
Markos is polemical in the extreme and says things about Zachariadis that
no historian would regard as anything but vilification." Nor are Stringos's
and Mavromatis's speeches impeccable in their standards of truth. We can
control them because they refer to Zachariadis's speech. Mavromatis claims
that Zachariadis said that the second plenum decided the progressive de-
velopment of the movement with a strengthening of the partisans so that,
little by little, the movement proceeded toward insurrection." And
Stringos criticizes Zachariadis for claiming that the second plenum decided
on partisan warfare." In his speech, Zachariadis did not say so; at least
his words, which his critics daim to reproduce faithfully, are very differ-
ent. Basically, what he said about the second plenum comes very near to
what I take to be the actual contents of the decision:

The Plenum decided for further development (dialogue)," pro-
gressive development of the movement with strengthening of the
groups of the persecuted, for a progressive transition to partisan
warfare, to armed resistance. And when [sic) the basic point in

88Scandinavian Studies, 3 (1978), 37.
34Markos's violent hatred of Zachariadis, whom he regards as an agent pro-

vocateur, is evident from the letter he sent to the central committee and the inter-
national commission presided over by Gheorghiu-Des in 1956, cf. the publication
in 'Aythac, 2 (1971), 106-112. This interesting document has been almost
completely ignored by historians. As an example of Markos's polemics, it should
be pointed out that there he mentions Zachariadis's vpoemcwc6pt.xo %Ca TOX0-
accurt tx.k Tpintog not', gecae gvonliig aNyspoic nvilv 2ri `0Xo-
p.asta. A year later, he emphatically denied that the second plenum dealt with
avoltX1 itiyspal at all. Cf. above p. 5.

35/Jdoc laapoc, 3-4 (1957), 101.
38Nio5 K6atoc, 3-4 (1957), 85. Cf. above n. 30.
"In Richter's translation (p. 484), the words in parentheses, 8ccaoyexii

csoCircicm, have been misunderstood and taken to be part of Zachariadis's speech
(he translates "for dialogue"), whereas they are part of the minutes. Apparently
the words "further development" (7cdpa Tcipa ilvdrucubi) were objected to by
the audience, who knew the wording of the decision, and Zachariadis changed
it into Tcpooasouxii tivirmuN ("progressive development"), which, by the way,
comes nearer to what I have taken to be the actual words of the decision.
Cf. above notes 11 and 14.
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the whole policy, comrades, to strengthen the movement, the mass
{movement], with the policy of reconciliation and unity, the de-
velopment of the popular struggle and promotion of the popular
resistance, with the creation of mass popular self-defense in the
cities and promotion of the groups in the mountains 38

Although the syntax of this is not quite as it should be, the sense is
clear. I see no reason at all to doubt Zachariadis's testimony; this was
the moment of truth for him, and there is not a word about the revolution
which was featured in official KKE statements from 1949 to 1955. 39

What Stringos and Mavromatis criticize is rather the official KKE theses
at the time. Important though the seventh plenum documents published
in Neos Kosmos (1957) are, their testimony is not unequivocal and can-
not be used without control from our other sources and without critical
circumspection. I hope on a later occasion to show how much these
speeches distort the truth by attempting to put all the blame on Zachariadis,
but even a cursory glance through the texts will reveal to the non-pre-
judiced eye their character of partisan statements. The reason I go into
this question is that Richter has taken me to task for ignoring the material
from the sixth and seventh plenums, even though he correctly says that
I used the speeches of Zachariadis." These speeches are a good deal more
useful as evidence than the violent anti-Zachariadis polemics used un-
critically by Richter. Zachariadis is much more sincere than his opponents,
irrespective of whether we sympathize with him or not. In fact, most of
what he says is so damaging to his own case that it is hard to believe what
he actually says.

I pass over Richter's rather puzzling claim that I did not use the
material from the sixth plenum also. At best, this could be a slip of the

38The text is published in Havoc AliwcpEou, 'II LiCIM61 To° KKE, T.5µ. A'
(n.p., 1975), 93. Richter seems to know this text from my paper (Scandinavian
Studies, 1 (1977), 27-28), where I quoted a long passage on the second plenum.
My quotation starts on p. 92 in Dimitriou's publication, and I therefore wrote
in my reference "92ff." The part translated by Richter is on p. 93; still his
reference in n. 32 gives "pp. 92ff" because he took it from me and did not
consult. If he had read the complete text, he would not have misunderstood the
words btcaoy cruvricrti (see preceding note); this remark by the stenographer
occurs several times elsewhere where no misunderstanding is possible. What
Richter says in his note 32 is also derived from my paper. His procedure here
and the ignorance he displays put his remarks about me in the proper
perspective....

390n Zachariadis's view of the Civil War as a proletarian revolution, see my
paper in Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 3, 1 (1985), 61.

40Richter (478) points out that I used the collection of texts in Dimitriou,
which contains all known material from the sixth plenum as well as the
speeches of Zachariadis from the seventh plenum. I find his statement
rather odd as if he is unaware of the character of the documents in Dimitriou.
See also the next note.
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pen; at worst, it betrays ignorance of the subject." On any case, Richter's
preference for the 1957 material seems to be motivated by its adaptability
to his special pleading. He can use these polemics against Zachariadis in
his attempt to prove that the second plenum made no decision and that I
was wrong in believing the theory of a double strategy. 42 Richter will have
us accept that Zachariadis prevented a decision being taken, in order to
keep his hands free to organize an orthodox proletarian revolution in the
big cities. This is why Richter tries to deny that a decision—of which all
almost our sources, irrespective of their position vis -avis Zachariadis,
speak—was made, or, if anything was agreed upon, it was at most a decision
about self-defense. The basic point, however, is whether it was a decision
about armed self-defense, and the further prospects for its development.

We now have to take a look at the military conference following the
plenum. It is obvious that this body could not have taken any decision that
went further than what had been decided by the central committee. Thus
it is not to be wondered at that no new developments would have started
from here. The military conference in which Zachariadis, Ioannidis, the
district secretaries, and some officers took part, could only have as its
theme preparation for armed struggle along the lines laid down by the
plenum. We know that two solutions were offered. Thodoros Makridis,
a regular officer and military adviser to the KKE, put forward a plan for
immediate armed insurrection, which, according to him, was the only
possible way to go—if a military solution was to be preferred. Other
views were for a partisan army. This is how the problems of the military
conference have been described. The two possibilities for action cannot
have been held up as possibilities to be chosen in the same situation. The
plenum did not agree on an immediate all-out offensive, but preferred
a gradual buildup of a partisan force. What has confused the picture, I
presume, is that two different situations were discussed. The plans for an

cit is hard to see what material from the sixth plenum Richter is thinking of.
From the sixth plenum, all that has been published are the texts in Dimitriou,
and Richter nowhere uses this material himself, except for a passing reference to
the Letter of the C.enrtal Committee reprinted in Dimitriou (A', 48-66 from
lapcivuc xpenta, 642-655), which is irrelevant since it does not prove what
Richter claims it to prove, namely that until March 1946 the party leadership
forbade persecuted democrats to arm themselves in self-defense (Richter, 495,
n. 58). There is not a word about this in the letter, nor in the article referred to
by Richter. In this article by Fokos Vetas, Richter refers to a page that repro-
duces a long passage from Markos's 1948 platform (Ndoc Maing, Mairdp.6pri6
1956, 16). It is perhaps an understatement to say that this leaves the reader
a little lost. Apart from this, it is obvious that the sixth plenum material,
including the report by Gheorghiu-Des (Dimitriou, op. cit., B', 557-582), is
of no use to Richter because it unmistakably speaks about a decision by the
second plenum "to orientate the Party towards the armed struggle," and he
never refers to these documents.

42Esche, who is not mentioned in Richter's book, found that this was the out-
come of the second plenum, op. cit., 229f. His further conclusions, however, are
very different from mine.
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armed insurrection were clearly envisaged to be carried out in the case of
a rightist coup. In order to understand what happened at the conference—
in so far as we know what did happen—and especially what happened
later in the next weeks, we must go back to the sources once again. On
the question of the conference, Richter once again disregards important
evidence.

By a curious coincidence, we have it from three different and mutually
independent sources that, at least in Epirus, a military takeover was
planned in the smallest details after the second plenum, presumably as a
result of the discussions at the military conference." Gousias, Tsantis,
and the local cadre Dimos Votsikas, all describe these preparations for a
coup to be carried out by former ELAS and EPON members, who made
up the majority of the eighth division of the government army at Yan-
nina." Votsikas, who did not take part in the plenum or the conference,
says that it was part of the decision that this takeover was to take place
on election day (March 31, 1946), while the other sources are not specific
on this point. Gousias says that the plan could be carried out in the case
of emergency measures from the government, and Tsantis is silent as to
when action was envisaged. Stringos stated in 1978 that the KKE prepared
a countercoup in case of a rightist attempt."

This sounds plausible enough. We know that the conference decreed
that the local provincial organizations should muster their forces and
prepare for action pending orders." The picture has been confused by

43Richter does not mention this evidence at all.
44Gousias, op. cit., I, 135-136; Tsantis in At3111, February 10, 1980; Votsikas,

op. cit., 83-84. The book by Votsikas came out too late for Richter to use, but
his silence about Gousias and Tsantis is indeed remarkable.

45In a statement to the newspaper 'EXsoOspo.curcla (December 12, 1978),
Stringos said: "EXatLxif cla6cpccari RE ytrk T6v atuptiX to nasp.o a€v rntdpxet.

211 TIAotalstat 'cilc RE crcliv da6rpacl 2r16 p.i td eGTGOOLOYMICLIti gvvoonos
civ-ctp.s.trluttcm 7CpCdtxonitato6 rroti kott.tdowrckv Teas." Stringos's categorical 86v
frripxst should deceive nobody. This means, of course, that the decision was not
made public but kept secret within the party. In my forthcoming paper on the
1956-1957 crisis, I intend to show that a similar thing happened to the decision
of the sixth plenum, which has never been published and therefore "does not
exist," even though its text is known. A different problem in Stringos's state-
ment is that he probably does not distinguish between the plenum proper and
the conference. Giorgis Kikitsas (in At February 3, 1980) also referred to
these plans for an armed uprising. According to him, Makridis presented the
plan to the party organization in Macedonia as a decision by the Politburo.
Markos refers to this in his speech in 1957 (op. cit., 52), although he mis-
takenly says that the emissary was a member of the Politburo, whereas Makridis
was only a member of the central committee. Richter (508), who makes a
reference to Markos's speech, thought that the emissary was loannidis or Stringos.
He has disregarded Kikitsas's account. See further below p. 10.

460n this point, all sources, including even Vlantas (op.. cit. I. 43f), agree.
They disagree, however, on the question as to whether this was a move on Zach-
ariaidis's part to keep his bands free.
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statements that the conference ended without any results because of a
disagreement between Makridis and Markos, or between Zachariadis and
Markos, on the question of whether a coup or a long-term partisan struggle
should be preferred Zachariadis is said to have called off the conference
after about one hour, and the participants were told to go home and study
the prospects for mobilization, awaiting further orders from Athens. Also,
Markos very emphatically stated at the seventh plenum that at the con-
ference Zachariadis proposed a military putsch and was confronted with
strong opposition from the majority. 47 Markos is here—as elsewhere—
probably putting in Zachariadis's mouth what was the proposal of Makri-
dis. Makridis put forward a detailedplan for a military solution in 1946
by mobilizing the maximum forces of the KKE because he thought that
time was on the side of the enemy, whereas Markos was in favor of a
partisan march from the mountains toward the big towns." In view of
what happened in the central committee, which rejected an immediate
solution, this disagreement is somewhat difficult to understand, unless
Makridis at the conference tried to have his own plan for immediate
action accepted, more or less against the decision of the central committee.

It makes no sense to suppose that at the conference Zachariadis would
have proposed a coup after having carried his own compromise through
the plenum. The only explanation that meets most of the difficulties in our
poor sources is that the KKE prepared for two eventualities: partisan
warfare or a military coup, if provoked by a rightist attempt around the
time of the elections. The provincial organizations were told to keep their
local forces ready and to notify the politburo about their estimated strength.
However, it must be mentioned that Bartziotas and Gousias do not men-
tion the disagreement between Makridis and Markos at al1. 49 And Bar-
tziotas does not say one word about plans for a coup being discussed at all
at the conference. Both of them claim that guidelines for a gradual build-
ing of partisan forces were given, according to Bartziotas, by Makridis.
If they are not actually suppressing evidence—for no very obvious reason—
it is possible that they are concentrating on other aspects of the confer-
ence. Markos, Blanas, and Tsantis, all of whom are anti-Zachariadis,
emphasize the poor results—in terms of action—of the conference, while
Gousias and Bartziotas regard thepreparations for partisan activity as the
most important decision of the conference."

In the absence of really decisive evidence, we have to sum up in the
following way: the military conference after the second plenum prepared
a countercoup in the case of provocations, and asked the local organizations
to be ready for this eventuality, and it also discussed the promotion of

cop. cit., 50 and cf. above n. 33.
"Makridis in Abril, March 2, 1980. With access to still unpublished KKE

documents (from the planned volume of Civil War kcialttce xellieva, it seems),
Esche (229) says that Makridis was the author of the plan.

"Bartziotas op. cit., 31; Gousias, I, 134-135.
50Makridis has confirmed that there was disagreement between himself and

Markos (cf. AOTA, March 2, 1980) on the question of tactics.
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partisan groups in the mountains. As it happened, the plans for a counter-
coup were called off. Votsikas, who is our most detailed source for the
actual preparations, says that a few days before the elections, orders came
to postpone indefinitely the armed insurrection. The expected coup had not
materialized. One may indeed speculate as to whether the hectic activity
in the KKE organizations was known to the authorities," and whether
information about prepared counter-measures by the KKE prevented a
rightist coup, since this would explain the much-criticized remark by
Zachariadis that the whole thing was a bluff to frighten the government
into making concessions. Markos is our source for this remark in his 1957
speech, where he says that the Macedonian party organization told the
politburo, some weeks after the second plenum, that it could field about
25,000 men in two months time 32 Zachariadis's remark makes sense in
the light of what happened in Yannina. Full-scale mobilization for a coup
was no longer on the agenda.

A footnote should be added to this story about Zachariadis's remark
since the circumstances have been misunderstood. Markos does not say
exactly when it happened but it would appear from Kikitsas's account
that there was a meeting with Zachariadis and the Macedonian bureau
after March 31, when Zachariadis passed through Thessaloniki on his
way back to Athens from the Czech party congress, which took place at
the end of March.53 At that time, the plans for a countercoup had been
called off, and it is no wonder that Zachariadis at that time did not
want a total remobilization of the former ELAS forces in Macedonia. If
we do not accept the idea of a countercoup being planned up to election
day, Zachariadis's remark is really the incredible autocratic gesture it has
often been taken to be. If, on the other hand, we recognize that the situ-
ation had changed—since no rightist coup was under way any more—his
reaction is not so puzzling as it once seemed. Unfortunately, Richter has
also quoted Markos's account of the meeting with Zachariadis in a con-
text where it does not belong. He does not distinguish dearly between
the visit of Makridis to Thessaloniki, where plans for the countercoup
were discussed; and the much later visit by Zachariadis a4

At this point, we have to discuss a problem where certainty is still
very far away due to the extreme scarcity of sources: Zachariadis's visit

51The preparations described by Votsikas, 84, may have been noticed by the
security authorities.

520p. cit., 50, and also 52. See further Mavromatis's speech (op. cit., 102, and
below n. 53).

53Kikitsas (in AOr5, February 3, 1980) says eq/gatuc twa to AvrOxtupo 8tav
Zcexccpcon•tig (x.varcspvoiSaa circ6 Ilisoacaovirri. Mavromatis wrongly implies

that it happened immediately after the second plenum as a result of the request
for information about party forces. Zachariadis was in Thessaloniki on April 9
(see Rizospasbis, April 10, 1946).

54Cf. Richter, 488 (and n. 57), and 508. According to Mavromatis, the report
of the party organization was given orally to Zachariadis by a member of the
bureau. This must have been Markos himself, and we thus have Markos's word
only for Zachariadis's reply.
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to Prague and his talks with foreign communist leaders at the Czech party
congress. It is necessary to review the few sources in order to get a toler-
ably clear idea of how far we can reconstruct the facts, all the more so
since Richter, on the basis of one source, has tried to build very far-
reaching but totally uncertain conclusions.

Richter claims that until 1980 we only knew that Zachariadis had
talks with Thorez and Togliatti in Prague, both of whom warned the
KKE against taking up arms. Further, we knew that he saw Tito on his
way back from Prague. As far as the CPSU is concerned, Richter says
that they are known to have been skeptical all the time, and he refers to
Partsalidis's testimony from the talks he had with Soviet authorities in
January 1946. 55 This is, to say the least, a very partial review of the
sources known before 1980, when Richter's star witness for this affair,
Lefteris Elefteriou, recounted his talks with Zachariadis in 1956.

The truth is that we know a good deal more because we have Zacha-
riadis's own account of his soundings in Prague. In his speech at the
seventh plenum in 1957, Zachariadis said that he saw Tito, the Albanian
leadership, and Dimitrov. He expressly points out that he talked with
Dimitrov and told him about the decision of the second plenum: progres-
sive development of the armed struggle. According to Zachariadis, Dimi-
trov emphasized that this was the policy to follows® Zachariadis does not
mention the French and Italian warnings, although there seems to be a
passing reference to Togliatti's view on the question of the boycott.

It will be agreed, I presume, that we have here a primary source that
surely ought to have been discussed by any conscientious historian. Before
mentioning a second source disregarded by Richter, we have to present
the evidence of Elefteriou. In 1980, Elefteriou was interviewed in the
ICKE-Interior newspaper Avgi and gave a highly interesting report of
talks with Zachariadis in Moscow in 1956." From his account, it appears
that Zachariadis went to Moscow in the beginning of April 1946, where
he had a meeting with Stalin, Molotov, and Zhdanov, to whom he pre-
sented the prospects of a military conflict in Greece. Further, Zachariadis
is said to have had a special meeting with Stalin in the Crimea before
he went back to Belgrade and Stalin expressly approved of the policy of
the second plenum, telling Zachariadis that the goal should be a com-

55M. ItafnaccilaiK, ALrcAll eLicoxavicrcaal 'RElvtxlIc 'AvTio'caaric (Athens,
1978). 199. Richter seems to be unaware that the myth about CPSU skepticism
has been exploded by Alekos Papapanagiotou ('ANrct, 178, April 22, 1981, 40),
who points out that Partsalidis never made it clear what the Soviet authorities
implied on the question of the KKE's military preparations. See also my re-
marks in Scandinavian Studies, 6 (1982), 87, n. 45.

561Dimitriou, op. cit. 94. Zachariadis here does not mention seeing people from
the. CPSU; this is really odd since there can be no legitimate doubt that he talked
with Soviet representatives in Prague. Miltiadis Porfyrogenis, who accompanied
Zachariadis, is quite clear on this in his talks with Gousias (op. cit., II, 151 and
cf. also 250).

57.ny11, January 27, 1980.
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promise with the government. Elefteriou's account is the only known
source so far for Zachariadis's journey to Moscow after the Czech party
congress. There is, to be sure, a reference by the historian Philip lliou
to such a journey, but he never, as far as I know, produced the evidence,
and he was probably thinking of Elefteriou's statements. 58 If Elefteriou
remembers correctly, and if Zachariadis told him the truth—which he
withheld from the seventh plenum and from his close collaborators as well
—we would have extremely valuable evidence not only for the Soviet
perception of the Civil War but also for important influences that cannot
but have had maximum authority on the policymaking of Zachariadis,
although it must be kept in mind that this happened after the second
plenum. It would have made a world of difference if Zachariadis felt
that he had a sort of green light from Stalin and the CPSU before the
second plenum.

There are, however, extrinsic and intrinsic reasons for doubting the
exactitude of Elefteriou's story or his memory. Richter is probably right
in saying that one cannot doubt the personal integrity of Elefteriou. It is
surely a problem nonetheless that he comes forward with the story after
twenty-four years, even though his talks with Zachariadis may have left
a deep impression. We cannot in earnest preclude the obvious possibility
that the details are incorrectly remembered or that other talks with the
Soviet leaders have not been mixed into the story. Zachariadis met with
Stalin in 1947 and later, and it seems slightly odd that after having talked
with Stalin, Molotov, and Zhdanov in Moscow, less than a week later he
saw Stalin again in the Crimea to discuss the same things. The Greek
problem was not a secret between Zachariadis and Stalin. In short, I think
something has gone wrong here, either in Zachariadis's account in 1956,
or in Elefteriou's memory. That his memory is far from infallible in
important details can be seen from the fact that he recounts a meeting
with Tito in March before Zachariadis came to Prague, whereas there can
be no doubt that there was no such meeting. Zachariadis met with Tito
after he returned from Prague (or Moscow). This has been pointed out
by Richter. I also query Elefteriou's statement that Stalin told Zachariadis
to discuss details with Tito. Details about what? Did Stalin, who was
anxious lest the Greek situation provoke the Western powers, really trust
Tito—with his well-known interest in Greek Macedonia—to handle details
in this way?58

However this may be, Zachariadis did not only confide in Elefteriou
during this critical period when he was under devastating attack from all
sides. Gousias had a long talk with him in 1957, and he expressly asked
Zachariadis about the Soviet view of the Civil War. According to Gousias,
Zachariadis told him that when he went to Prague, he saw the Soviets

58A0r11, December 2 and 12, 1979. It must be stressed that Vlantas (op. cit.,
II, 424 and 448) depends on Elefteriou.

590n the Yugoslav interest in Macedonia after the war, see B. KOwcric,
diyyXorzp.epxctvexii rcoXmodi xrd To aX7r, Lx6 Tcp66Xlva. 1945-1949 (Thessaloniki,
1984), 106ff.
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and obtained their full support;°° he talked with the Yugoslays and other
leaders from the people's democracies, who also gave their promise of
support. As regards Stalin and the story put about by the Yugoslays that
he was against the armed struggle, Zachariadis says nothing about meeting
Stalin. He only refers to the document signed by himself and Stalin after
the Civil War. He denies that the armed struggle began without the
Soviets' knowledge."

One may doubt the veracity and personal integrity of Gousias. It is
not possible, however, to disregard his evidence, whatever authority it
may have. Zachariadis had no reason to tell things to Elefteriou which he
withheld from Gousias. The latter was his dose collaborator and one of
the few that remained loyal to him, whereas Elefteriou belonged to the
opposite camp. Why should Zachariadis tell Elefteriou closely guarded
secrets and keep them from his intimate collaborators. Why should
Zachariadis tell Elefteriou that Stalin had approved of the policy of the
KKE from the very beginning of the Civil War but not say anything
to anyone else in the KKE? It would have meant nothing in 1956 for
the case against Zachariadis that he had had the backing of Stalin in
1946; on the other hand, both Zachariadis and Gousias would have
regarded it as a confirmation of their policy to have Stalin's support. In
short, I think the whole story is extremely mysterious and I cannot see
how any historian can shirk the duty of asking such questions. Zachariadis
talked many times about the meeting with Stalin after the Civil War,
and he regarded their common declaration as proof of the correctness of
his policy. Why did he never speak of meeting Stalin in 1946? I think
this is a very pertinent question that should be asked when confronted
with Elefteriou's remarkable story. On the balance of our scarce evidence,
I do not find one can safely conclude anything except that Zachariadis
saw representatives of the CPSU and that he felt that they accepted the
line laid down at the second plenum.

The next event in the sequence was Zachariadis's meeting with Markos
in July 1946. I have discussed this extensively elsewhere so here I will
only emphasize a few points." It is not so certain as Markos will have
us believe that Zachariadis at this meeting proposed a very restricted
mobilization of KKE forces. There is evidence that Zachariadis wanted,
if not a total resurrection of ELAS, at least a far more numerous partisan

601t is not stated whom Zachariadis saw from the CPSU. On the subject of
Gousias's long "verbatim" reports of talks with Porfyrogenis and Zachariadis, I
must point out that no sane person would believe these to be accurate in details
of language. The basic point, however, is that a meeting with Stalin is not men-
tioned. This is no stylistic or linguistic detail.

elGousias, op. cit., II, 250.
62Scandinavian Studies, 3 (1978), 35-46. I also leave out of the present dis-

cussion the Litochoro episode; no new information has come to light to alter
radically the picture I gave in Scandinavian Studies, (1977), 15ff. For modifica-
tions, see my forthcoming paper in Baerentzen/Iatrides/Smith (eds.), Studies in
the History of the Greek Civil War (Copenhagen, 1986).
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force than Markos implies. However, at present we can only say that
Markos's testimony cannot be taken at face value. There are too many
problematic points in his account, and Blanas's statements about the orders
given to him (from Zachariadis) by Markos run counter to Markos's
claim that Zachariadis ordered only a few thousand men to be armed.
The reason why I have to repeat this is that Richter has confused the
matter completely. First, he takes no notice of Blanas's evidence about a
resurrection of ELAS in Thessaly—which evidence is damaging to his
own view—and second, he does not distinguish between Zachariadis's
meeting in June with the Macedonian bureau, about which Stringos gave
evidence at the seventh plenum," and the meeting between Markos and
Zachariadis in July, when Zachariadis gave his final orders to Markos
as the future head of the Democratic Army. Third, Richter says that
Markos was ordered to a politburo meeting in Athens, before going into
the mountains, to analyze the existing possibilities, whereas in fact he was
told to go to Belgrade and meet the politburo commission installed there—
and not least in order to see the Yugoslav leaders. This mess is all the
more inexplicable since Richter must know my paper where I drew atten-
tion to Blanas's evidence."

Let us begin with the problem of the date. Zachariadis was in Thes-
saloniki in the middle of June 1946, and he discussed the size of mobil-
ization in Macedonia with the local bureau." We know this from Stringos,
who was present. Then we have Blanas's very precise statement that he
met Markos on July 16 in Larisa, where Markos came with orders from
Zachariadis." In his speech at the seventh plenum, Markos also gave the
middle of July as the date of his own meeting with Zachariadis." So
there cannot be any doubt that we are dealing with two clearly different
occasions. Richter obviously thinks that all sources are talking about the
same meeting." If this was the case, the whole discussion about Zachari-
adis's orders to Markos would not have been possible. Markos is the only
source for the orders he received from Zachariadis, and no one has ever
suggested that other people, in case the Macedonian bureau, were present
except the two. 69 There is also the further difficulty that Zachariadis never
asked anybody about the designation of Markos;" if the Macedonian

"Richter, op. cit., 530. Stringos's speech in Nioc liballoc, 3-4 (1957), 86.
64To say no more, it appeared in 1978 and has been included in Richter's

problematic bibliography, Greece and Cyprus since 1920: Bibliography of Con-
temporary History (Heidelberg, 1984).

"The official reason for his visit was the third plenum of the party town
committee, to which he gave a speech; see Rizopastis, June 18, 1946.

660p. cit., 333, d. also 75.
(mop. cit., 52.
68Richter, op. cit., 530.
68From a talk with Stringos on the subject some years ago, I know that he

had no knowledge about the orders given to Markos.
70I have it on good authority that Markos was very reluctant to accept the

designation.
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bureau knew that Markos had been chosen, this would not have come as
a surprise to top cadres in the political bureau. 71

The only difficulty with the July date is that we have no knowledge
of Zachariadis being in Thessaloniki at this time. I took it that Markos
had come down to Athens for the meeting, although Blanas says that
Zachariadis had been in Thessaloniki and was returning by way of Volos,
together with Markos. Until it can be proved that Zachariadis could not
have been on a visit to Thessaloniki at this time, I maintain that we have
to do with two distinct occasions: a meeting in June with the Macedonian
secretariat and a secret meeting with Markos in the middle of July.

In Richter's book, Markos's account of his meeting with Zachariadis
is paraphrased as follows: "he [i.e., Zachariadis) had ordered Markos to
hand over his post as organizational secretary to Bartziotas and told both
of them to come to Athens to a Political Bureau meeting (klimakion).
There they would analyse the existing possibilities from all angles. . . ."
This part of Markos's account has been seriously misunderstood. 'What
Markos said at the seventh plenum was: "I was ordered to give over the
organization to Vasilis Bartziotas who was to be sent to Macedonia, and
to leave for a meeting with the Politbureau klimakio. Vasilis Bartziotas
came and I left on 25 August. My personal orders from Zachariadis were
1) with the Politbureau klimakio we should study the existing prospects
from all angles. . . ."72 There was no politburo meeting in Athens
with Markos and Bartziotas, and -c6 xAtp.ixto -rot) IIoAtt txo0 pa-
yEtou does not mean and cannot be taken to mean "politburo
meeting." Markos was going to Belgrade to meet Ioannidis and Rousos
(the politburo %/ai:ow)), who had been there from August 25. Markos
arrived in Belgrade on September 1, as we are informed from a telegram
from Ioannidis to Zachariadis."

It is of vital importance to stress the point that Markos from his meet-
ing with Zachariadis was ordered to Belgrade to talk with Ioannidis and
the Yugoslays because it means that the most important details must have
been discussed and agreed upon at the meeting between the two men—
first and foremost the size of the contemplated partisan army. This was
no secondary question to be left to Ioannidis, and Blanas's orders clearly
show that Zachariadis and Markos had dealt with the size of the mobil-

71Bartziotas, 32, with note.
"op. cit., 52: "ZuvcorccOliccaTa tigacc 'Io6X1 1946 pl T6 Zaxapt,d3ri. lIcapvw

d'ntTiXouc EvToXt vc ncycathato 	 Opyiworni aT6v B. 3/17capTWysch, nob Oct
aTcast MocxebovIcc xoe I vdc cp6yco ytct crovd.vvricril To& satilocufoo Too Hr. 'Ep-
XE7GCL 8 B. MIccepTtrinag xccf crag 25 At1o6nTou cps6r.o. `11 ispocruntxt evToXt
nod ncc(pvw da;6 T6 ZaxapLdbri stoat: 1) NU T6 xXLINixto Too IIr vi tteXsTii-
mutts 5X6raeupa Tfc buvaT6Tire6 7C015 Oncipxoov...."

"See documents published in Adyll, December 4, 1979 (telegram from Ioan-
nidis in Belgrade to Zachariadis). I have difficulty in believing that Richter over-
looked this series of publications in Adyli (December 1979-January 1980). He
only mentions the report to Stalin from 1947 although he gives a false reference
(Myt, December 14, 1980 instead of 1979).
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ization. Moreover, the discussions since the second plenum indicate the
cardinal importance of this problem in the whole strategy of the KKE."

There is another side to the matter. If I am right—and I cannot see
how the sources in their entirety can be construed otherwise—it means that
Richter not only has disregarded important evidence in spite of his claim
to the contrary, but that he has also misread the sources and ignored
pieces of information that do not suit his purpose, even though such infor-
mation has been called attention to already. It is difficult to find words to
describe this method of inquiry, and I leave it to the reader to form a
judgment.

The appointment of Markos and his mission to Belgrade was not the
final act in the prelude leading to civil war. It was not until February
1947 that the KKE decided to go from defense to attack At that time,
however, it was too late. As I have argued elsewhere, the basic point in
KKR policy until February 1947 was to put pressure on the government
in order to avert civil war.n The great failure of the KKE leadership was
that this policy was not clearly understood by party members, and even
the leadership was divided. In the attempt to avert the wholesale destruc-
tion of Greece in a civil war, the KKE clung to defense until it was too
weak to attack in an effective way.

I think this interpretation makes more sense and is more faithful to
the actual sources than Richter's attempt to show that the KKE drifted
into civil war without wanting to and without knowing where to go be-
cause of Zachariadis's presumed predilection for an "orthodox" revolu-
tion. At least, whatever interpretation we may give to the events, it is
certainly necessary to base our interpretation on a critical reading of all
available sources, not just the part that suit our preconceived notions
about the "Stalinist" Zachariadis.

74Cf. Scandinavian Studies, 3 (1978), 42ff.
75See Journal of Modern Greek Studies, 3, 1 (190), 61, and my forthcoming

paper mentioned above n. 62.



Greeks in the Ethiopian
Court, 1700-1770

by THEODORE NATSOULAS

The eighteenth century marked the beginning of the modern Greek
presence in Ethiopia.* A small number of refugees, in flight from
persecution in Smyrna and the Aegean islands, established the pattern
of Ethio-Greek relationships that were to continue for the next two
centuries. Their fortunes, and whatever successes they were able to
achieve, were closely tied to the patronage they received from the
emperor or other important personages. The first emperor to make
use of Greeks was Iyyasu I (1862-1706), but their most important
patron was Iyyasu H (1730-1755), who included them in his court,
took advantage of their skills as craftsmen and merchants, and also used
them as intermediaries with Greeks outside Ethiopia, especially with
Patriarch Mattheos of Alexandria. With the assassination in 1769 of
Iyyasu's successor, Iyo'as (1755-1769), the disintegration of central
authority, and the eruption of civil wars, the Greeks were left without
the protection of a powerful emperor and, therefore, either left the
country or were dispersed and compelled to look to various
regional overlords.

Information on the eighteenth century Greek presence in Ethiopia is
sketchy at best. Ethiopian sources are limited and are primarily chronicles
of emperors, lives of religious figures, religious texts and commentaries,
and some land grant records. 1 These contain very little information on
Greeks. Non-Ethiopian sources indude foreign missionary and travel
accounts and, for the latter part of the century, the writings of James
Bruce, a Scottish explorer, are important for the activities of the Greeks?

*A similar version of this paper was presented at the Modern Greek Studies
Association conference in Columbus, Ohio, in 1985.

1A comprehensive bibliography on Ethiopia has yet to be compiled. For a
relatively recent guide, see Alalu Hidaru and Dessalegn Rahmato (eds.), A
Short Guide to the Study of Ethiopia: A General Bibliography, Westport,
CT, 1976. A classical but dated bibliography is G. Fumagelli's Bibliografia
Etiopia, Milano, 1893. Also useful is Harold Marcus's The Modern History of
Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa: A Select and Annotated Bibliography, Stanford,
CA, 1972. For the land charters, see G. W. B. Huntingford (trans. and ed.),
The Land Charters of Northern Ethiopia, Addis Ababa, 1965.

2James Bruce, Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile in the Years 1768,
1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, and 1773, 5 vols., first ed., Edinburgh, 1790; 7 vols.,
third ed., Edinburgh, 1813.
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There are also accounts written by contemporary Greeks, principally
from Rumania. Early twentieth century Greek scholars have used
eighteenth century Greek documents which at present are either lost or
extremely difficult to locate. 3 What will be discussed below will focus
on individuals about whom records are available.

One of the most curious and possibly powerful figures in the
Ethiopian court at the turn of the eighteenth century was a Greek sea
captain called Demetrius, who was purported to have been a doctor, but
probably was an adventurer with some rudimentary knowledge of
medicine. His family name as well as the circumstances which brought
him to Ethiopia are unclear. All that is known of his origins is that
he was from the island of Skopelos. In the early 1690s, he was situated
in the port of Jidda, on the Arabian coast of the Red Sea, where he made
the acquaintance of several Ethiopian merchants. When word of his
alleged medical skills reached Iyyasu I, he was invited, via the merchants,
to come to Ethiopia. By 1698, he had attained such a high position and
influence in Iyyasu I's court that he acted as the emperor's adviser and
physician.4 His reputation went beyond the bounds of Ethiopia, and he
was known in Egypt and Palestine. He was described by the French
consul in Cairo, Charles de Maillet, as `Tun du premiers ministres" of
Iyassu.5 Another source described him as the emperor's "wazir." 6 He
was also acquainted with high ecclesiastical officials of the Greek Ortho-
dox Church, as evidenced by his receipt of letters while in Ethiopia
from the Patriarch of Alexandria and the Archbishop of Mount Sinai
Monastery. His position in the court was apparently of sufficient im-
portance that de Maillet attempted to use Demetrius as a conduit for
the establishment of a Catholic mission in Ethiopia.? Demetrius also may
have acted as Iyyasu's representative abroad, for on at least one occasion
he was sent to Bombay in order to secure passage to England. 8 This

3Caisarios Dapontes, "Historikos catalogos," in Konstantinos Sathas (ed.),
Mesaioniki bibliothiki, Venetia, 1872. Caisarios Dapontes, Kathreftis genaikon,
2 vols., Leipzig, 1766. D. Kallimarchos, "To Patriarchion Alexandrias stin
Abissinia," Ekklesiastikos pharos, IV (1909), pp. 437-79. A. Papadopoulos-
Kerameus (ed.), Documente privatore la istoria Romanilor (Greek text), Bucharest,
1909. Gregory Papamichael, "Symboli eis stin istorian tis Ekklesias Alexandrias
to III' aeon," Ekklesiastikos Pharos, VI (1911), pp. 177-84. Dimitrios Pascalis,
Mattheos o Andros: Papas kai Patriarchis Alexandrias, Athens, 1901.

4Dapontes, "Historikos," 89. Nacch to de Maillet, August 25, 1698, in
C. Beccari (ed.), Rerum Aethiopicarum scriptores occidentales, inedite saeculo
XVI ad XIX, XIV Roma, 1914, p. 486.

5Nacch to de Maillet; de Maillet to Elias, September 15, 1703, in Beccari,
p. 348, p. 486.

6Dapontes, "Historikos," p. 89.
7De Maillet to Elias, in Beccari, pp. 348-9.
8William Foster (ed.), The Red Sea and Adjacent Countries at the Close of

the Seventeenth Century as Described by Joseph Pitts, William Daniels, and
Charles Jacques Poncet, London, 1949, p. 169. Poncet to de Galliarum, December
5, 1700, in Beccari, p. 116.
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man had become so dose and trusted that Iyyasu gave him his daughter
in marriage .°

In return for his valuable services, Iyyasu I granted Demetrius a
substantial amount of landl° and thus integrated him into Ethiopian
society. Demetrius set a precedent by being the first of several Greeks
to receive grants of land from an Ethiopian ruler. This was significant
for two reasons. First, it was very rare, and later impossible, for a
foreigner to obtain land in Ethiopia, and therefore any foreign recipient
must have rendered extraordinary services. Second, the granting of
land made the grantee an integral part of the Ethiopian political and
social system. Land tenure in Ethiopia was of paramount importance
in that it determined not only questions of economic status and social
class, but also formed the foundation of the country's administrative,
financial, and military system. Traditionally, land had been granted by
the emperor as reward for services rendered, and also as a means of
providing his far-flung and often inaccessible territories with an ad-
ministration from which he could derive an army. Technically, by ceding
the land, the emperor also waived his right to the revenue it produced.
This land was called pit, and the gult holder kept it as long as he
administered it and raised an army whenever the emperor called for
one. If he failed in his obligations, the gult would revert to the
emperor. 0 Thus Greeks, as gult holders, became in essence part of the
Ethiopian nobility, with responsibilities both to the emperor and a large
number of peasants.

For approximately thirty years following Demetrius, there is some
evidence of a scattered Greek presence. During the first decade of the
new century, an independent prince of Sennar, located on the north-
western frontiers of Ethiopia, was reported by de Maillet to have had
in his service several foreigners, two of whom were Greeks. One
was described as a cannoneer employed to construct armaments; the
other was hired to train the prince's soldiers in the use of firearms.°
According to the chronicle of Emperor Bakaffa, during the mid-1720s,
two Greeks, Demetrius and Gyorgis, were brought from Egypt to
construct a vessel for Bakaffa on Lake Tsana. The chronicler heaped
great praise on the two artisans for a feat never before accomplished,
and he described in detail the construction of the vessel. The boat was
twenty cubits long and at its widest point in the center was three cubits
tapering off to both ends. He proudly boasted that the workmanship
was so fine that not even a drop of water could pass between the joined

9Dapontes, "Historikos," p. 89.
'°Nacch to de Maillet, in Beccari, p. 486.
110n land tenure in Ethiopia, see Richard Pankhurst, State and Land in

Ethiopian History, Addis Ababa, 1966, pp. 29-31; Allan Hobban, Land Tenure
Among the Amhara of Ethiopia: The Dynamics of Cognitive Descent, Chicago,
1973, pp. 98-106; Taddesse Tamrat, Church and State in Ethiopia, 1270-1527,
Oxford, 1972, pp. 98-103.

12De Mallet to Poncet, September 25, 1703, in Beccari, IX, pp. 341-2.
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pieces of wood. 18 Finally, Bruce, later in the century, referred to half-
caste children of Greeks that were trained by craftsmen from Smyrna."
These offspring, who were clearly identified as Greek, are an indication
that there was a Greek presence of some size in the country during
the first third of the century.

The largest number of Greeks were those that arrived in Ethiopia
soon after the ascension of Iyyasu II in the 1730s. A first group came
from Asia Minor and was followed by a second group from the
Aegean islands, principally Rhodes. According to Bruce, there were
twelve silversmiths and craftsmen from Smyrna and about twenty
others who were engaged primarily in trade. Apparently, the islanders
had fled from their homes in order to escape Turkish reprisals, "after
having been detected by them in intimacy with Mohametan women." 15

The Smyrniotes had been involved in a revolt against the Turkish
authorities and had fled en masse to Cairo from the resulting massacre
of Greeks. 16 In the eighteenth century, however, the Ottoman Empire
still exercised effective control of Egypt, and thus the Greeks found
"the same situation as what they left." They embarked from Cairo for
India, and traveled overland to the Red Sea and then by ship to Jidda.
They apparently missed the monsoon winds and were stranded in the
port of Massawa, on the African coast of the Red Sea, without sufficient
funds to proceed to India. They then made their way overland across
the Ethiopian highlands to the imperial capital, Gondar. 17

These two sets of Greeks came to occupy political and admin-
istrative posts in the Ethiopian imperial court. Their positions varied
from important ones, such as advisers, treasurers, military officers, and
court chamberlains under Iyyasu II and Iyo'as, to minor ones—both in
the central court and with local chieftains—which, although not as im-
portant, did carry a degree of status. The less important positions in-
cluded cook, guide, personal servant, and the like. Similarly, as with
Demetrius, several received land and title in return for their services. 18

It appears from their positions that some of the immigrants were
educated men who brought with them vital literary skills. Under their
influence, Greek was used as one medium of communication between
Ethiopia and the outside world. Since Greek was employed for some
external correspondence, another important court activity of the im-
migrants became the attempt to teach Greek to its members. The most
avid pupils were the Emperor Iyyasu and his mother, the Itege,
Mentewwab. It is highly unlikely, however, that they became sufficiently

13lgnatius Guidi ( ed. and trans. ), Annales lohannis II, lyasu 1, et Bakaffa,
Paris, 1903, pp. 337-8.

14Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 122.
151bid., p. 121. Konstantinos N. Sathas, "Oi en Abissinia Ellines," Attikon

Ointero/ogion (1869), p. 184.
16Bruce, third ed., IV, pp. 210-1
17/bid., p. 121. Satha, p. 184.
15Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 123.
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proficient to write Greek perfectly, and it is probable that letters were
composed by one or more of the Greek advisers. Caesarios Dapontes, a
Greek cleric from Rumania and correspondent of the royal pair claimed,
however, that Iyyasu and Mentewwab were taught to write Greek and
were thus able to communicate directly with him and other Greeks
abroad. 19 Correspondence, however, was not restricted only to Greeks.
A letter, in flawless Greek, dated October 18, 1750, was sent by the
emperor to the head of the Franciscan order in Jerusalem requesting
technical assistance. Out of this letter emerged another attempt at
Catholic missionary activity, this time under the aegis of the Sacred
Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith.2° The bulk of the known
correspondence, however, was to Greeks abroad, with the intent of
bolstering the rapidly declining authority of the emperor.

Evidence of the contacts between Iyyasu II and the Greek Orthodox
Church during his reign is limited. The original correspondence has
not survived to this date, and thus reliance must be made on various
commentaries, contemporary and otherwise. Iyyasu and Mentewwab
had corresponded at least three times, in 1741, 1 7 5 0, and 1 7 5 2, with
Mattheos, the Greek Orthodox Patriarch of Alexandria. In his letter
dated October 18, 1750, Iyyasu professed a desire for spiritual advice
and technical assistance. He asserted his belief that the Greek and
Ethiopian churches at one time had been united, and he expressed a
strong desire that this union be once again effected. His declaration
that Ethiopia was beset with "heresies and temptations" suggests the
religious conflicts that had at the time befallen the Ethiopian church.
The emperor further requested that Mattheos send him a "mature and
wise" man who would act as a "spiritual father" and thereby guarantee
the union. In one of her letters, liege Mentewwab asked the patriarch
not only to send Greek Orthodox priests but also carpenters and gold-
smiths, as well as some Greek Orthodox holy books, specifically the
acts of the seven ecumenical councils. 21 Although Iyyasu requested
a bishop,22 Mattheos recommended Caesarios Dapontes, whom he
described as "a man of ecclesiastical and classical learning possessing
wide worldly knowledge." 23 Iyyasu apparently wrote directly to Dapontes
inviting him to Ethiopia. The latter declined the invitation, declaring

19Satha, p. 185, n. 2. Dapontes, Katbreftis, II, 338-9.
"Archives of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, Rome,

Scritture origenali rigertite nelle congregasioni generali, Rome, 749, pp. 112-13; my
thanks to Donald Crummy for sending me a copy of the original Greek letter,
dated October 18, 1750. See also D. Crummy, Priests and Politicians: Protestant
and Catholic Missions in Orthodox Ethiopia, 1830-1868, Oxford, 1972, p. 8, n. 3.

21Dapontes, Kathreftis, p. 339. Papamichael, p. 178. See Crummy, pp. 14-27,
for a discussion on the religious controversies in Ethiopia prior to the
nineteenth century.

22Pa
23Pascalis, p. 16.

padopoulos-Kerameus, p. 185.
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himself unworthy of undertaking a mission of such import in that
he lacked the necessary zeal. 24

In the early 1750s, Mattheos had come to realize the great pos-
sibilities involved in a union of his church with the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church. At this time, the Patriarchate of Alexandria was in disarray,
with its authority greatly reduced and its patriarch resident in Con-
stantinople. Mattheos took two steps: he sent a Greek mission to negotiate
a union and he attempted to enlist the aid of Empress Elizabeth of
Russia in this venture. The ecclesiastical mission was placed under the
direction of Stephanos, a monk who was teaching on the island of
Sifnos. He was assisted by Sesinos Moraitis, who was described as a
doctor of philosophy, and five unnamed young men. The mission carried
to Iyyasu letters from Mattheos, the contents of which are unknown,
and gifts consisting of a silver-bounded copy of the four gospels, the
acts of the ecclesiastical synods, and an amber-colored rosary worth
ten gold florins. 25 The party arrived in Ethiopia sometime in 1755,
immediately before the death of the emperor. Iyyasu welcomed the
group warmly and regaled them with a sumptuous banquet. Their wel-
come changed, however, when the emperor died prematurely. Not as
sympathetic to the Greeks as his father, Iyo'as, who succeeded to the
throne, was not predisposed toward the mission, and consequently no
negotiations for union took place. The Greek clerics abroad, who had
encouraged the mission, believed that the Ethiopian church elders,
having become cognizant of Iyyasu's desire to unite their church with
the Greek church and of the church reforms that would have accom-
panied this union, had the emperor poisoned. Rumors to this effect
were spread by the resident Greeks, who were bitterly disappointed
when their friend and protector died unexpectedly and at a relatively
early age 28

With the loss of imperial protection, and the death of Moraitis,
Stephanos was taken under the aegis of a regional chieftain. The Greek
monk founded a school in one of the provincial villages but, because
of "bad luck with which Satan is associated and he who hates all good
things, no fruit of Orthodoxy survive from this Alexandrine mission." 27

Stephanos remained in Ethiopia until 1758, hoping to establish a
"Christian" church because, as he said, there were those "Christians"
who desired it. Due to unspecified obstacles, Stephanos was forced to
abandon his mission, and he set off for home in 1758. 28 There is no
evidence to indicate that he reached Sifnos again or what happened to
the young men in the mission.

While the mission was in progress, Mattheos sought the support

24Dapontes, Katbreftis, pp. 338-9. Kallimarchos, pp. 472-3.
25Papadopoulos-Kerameus, p. 185. Pascalis, p. 17. Dapontes, "Historikos,"

p. 87.
28Pascalis, p. 17. Dapontes, "Historikos," 88.
27Papadopoulos-Kerameus, 185. Pascalis, p. 18. Dapontes, "Historikos," p. 87.
28Pascalis, p. 18.
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of Russia. It was the only independent Eastern Orthodox country in
Europe and the Middle East, and the various Orthodox peoples of the
world, primarily under the control of the Ottoman Empire, looked to it
for assistance and protection. One of the published documents in the
Russian Holy Synod includes a letter dated December 2, 1751, which
the patriarch sent to the Russian empress. Appended were copies of the
correspondence that Iyyasu and Itege Mentewwab had sent to him.
Mattheos never went to St. Petersburg, but used the Russian representative
in Constantinople, Alexios Michaelovich Obreskov, as his intermediary.
Mattheos advised Elizabeth that there were in Iyyasu's court many
Orthodox Greeks who enjoyed high positions such as chief-of-staff of
the Ethiopian army and other officers. They were sending him, Mattheos
continued, letters in which they declared that Ethiopia was in ecclesias-
tical turmoil and that there were many disputes within the Ethiopian
Orthodox Church. The emperor, Mattheos insisted, wanted religious
peace, and thus was influenced by the Greeks in his confidence to seek
this peace through a union with other Orthodox churches. Iyyasu,
Mattheos claimed, was particularly interested in the Greek church of
Alexandria, for he had become convinced that its patriarch could settle
the disputes. Mattheos informed the Russian empress of his intention
to send a religious mission to Ethiopia, but went on to say that he
could not properly sustain it since his church was poor. He declared
that if this mission were to attain success, a more powerful sponsor
would take the lead. Mattheos reminded the empress that her father,
Peter the Great, and a previous patriarch of Alexandria, Cosmas I, had
considered a joint venture to bring Ethiopia into union, but the time
had not then been propitious. Mattheos insisted that this was the
opportune moment since Ethiopia had a willing and rather anxious
monarch, and a large number of Greeks in high positions in his court
were ready to render their assistance. 29 There is no evidence that Elizabeth
ever responded. 3°

Patriarch Mattheos and Iyyasu II had both been religiously and
politically motivated. On the one hand, the patriarch hoped to return
the monophysite Ethiopian Orthodox Church to what he considered to
be true Orthodoxy. On the other hand, he sought to restore the faded
grandeur of the Patriarchate of Alexandria by incorporating into it
the large Ethiopian church, and at the same time subvert the rival
Coptic Patriarchate of Cairo, which had ecclesiastical jurisdiction over
Ethiopian Christians. For Iyyasu, a union with an Eastern Orthodox

29Papamichael, pp. 179-84, p. 180, n. 4. Y. M. Kobishchanow, "From the
History of Relations Between the Peoples of Russia and Ethiopia," Russia and
Africa, Moscow, 1966, pp. 162-5.

39For the Russian experience in Ethiopia, see, Czeslaw Jesman, "Early Russian
Contacts with Ethiopia," in Proceedings of the Third International Conference of
Ethiopian Studies, I, Addis Ababa, 1969, pp. 253-68; C. Jesman, Russia in Ethiopia:
An Essay in Futility, London, 1958; Patrick Rollins "Russia's Ethiopian Adventure,
1888-1905," Ph.D. dissertation, Syracuse University, 1967.
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Church would have put an end to the ecclesiastical disputes that had
been plaguing the Ethiopian church. Politically, an alliance with an
outside power might have given him greater support in his attempts to
strengthen the crown.

Despite the failure to forge ties with Greeks abroad, those in Ethiopia
appear to have prospered under royal protection. The Smyrna artisans,
along with the Greek islanders, rose to privileged positions. Giorgis
Bracos, from the island of Chios, according to Dapontes, had been one
of the most influential Greeks in Iyyasu's court. He was the emperor's
treasurer and his most important adviser, and he was described as
Iyyasu's right hand, a guardian of his kingdom, and so highly considered
that the emperor gave him his sister for a wife. Bracos was involved
with Iyyasu in combating the heresies rampant in Ethiopia at the time,
and Dapontes credited his countryman with eliminating the apostates
and "re-Christianizing" the kingdom. 31 In at least one instance, Bracos
assisted Iyyasu in his efforts to attract support from outside Ethiopia.
In 1754, when the Catholic mission of the Sacred Congregation for
the Propagation of the Faith appeared in Massawa, Bracos arranged
for their safe passage to the interior. In the name of the emperor, he
dispatched a company of soldiers to escort them to Gondar. 32

After Bracos, the most influential Greek in Ethiopia was Bajirond
Janni from the island of Rhodes. The title bajirond loosely translated
means treasurer or guardian of royal property. 33 In 1770, Janni was
resident in Adua, capital of Tegre province, and a close confidante of
its governor, the powerful Ras Mika'el. Janni's principal duties at the
time were as head of the customs houses in Tegre and supervisor of
all revenue entering the province. He also served as a political adviser
and, on two occasions, he dissuaded Mika'el from attacking Massawa,
whose Muslim, ruler infuriated the. Ras by charging exorbitant transit
fees and Otherwise extorting money from traveling Ethiopians. 34 Al-
though he apparently spent most of . his years in Ethiopia living in
Adua and associated with Ras Mika'el, Janni ,had also been in the
service of Iyyasu II, liege Mentewwab, and Iyo'as, acting as their agent
in Tegre. In 1746, he was instrumental in arranging for, the safe arrival
of Abilna Yohannes to Gondar. 35 With the steady increase, however,

31Dapontes, Kathreftis, p. 339. See Crummy, pp. 26-7, on mid-eighteenth
century heresies.

321-renry Salt, A Voyage to Abyssinia and Travels Into the Interior of That
Country, Philadelphia, 1816, pp. 420-1.

38Donald N. Levine, Was and Gold: Tradition and Innovation in Ethiopian
Culture (Chicago, 1965), p. 160.

34Bruce, third ed., 1, xciv, IV, p. 211, p. 280; first ed., III, p. 120.
35Bruce, third ed., IV, pp. 133-4. Ignatius Guidi, "Le liste dei metropoliti

d'Abissinia," Bessarione, IV (1899), p. 13. Until 1948, the abten, or metropolitan
of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, was an Egyptian appointed by the Coptic
Patriarch of Alexandria.
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of the power of Ras Mika'el and the corresponding decline of central
authority, Janni, by 1770, was entirely in the service of the Ras.

Dapontes related that Iyyasu II had surrounded himself with six or
seven other Greeks besides Bracos, who acted as his advisers although
their exact functions and titles were undefined. They were described
as capable politicians and were characterized by a nineteenth century
Greek historian as politicizing the empire "according to the Greek
style."39 Two of the advisers are known by name, Petros and Demetrius,
both from the island of Rhodes 3 7 It can be deduced that the Greeks,
caught up and enmeshed in the Byzantine intrigue in Gondar, injected
conspiracy into the court at a time when it was least needed. An attempt
to depose the emperor via excommunication was made by the lichegue,
the influential head of the Ethiopian monks. The latter defended his
actions, asserting that Iyyasu II had "turned Frank," i.e., Catholic, and
had two Catholic priests in his service. The two alleged prelates were
Petros and Demetrius 38

Besides the advisers, the Smyrniote craftsmen formed the next sig-
nificant group. They were responsible for the decoration and renovation
of the emperor's palace, of some of the homes and villas of important
court officials, of churches in Gondar, and some of the churches in
the ancient capital of Axum. Iyyasu provided them with all the
necessary materials and a workforce of Greek half-castes. 39 He also
gave them free reign in the designs and construction. Work details
are available only on the emperor's palace, especially the reception
room. The inner walls were ringed by ivory sculptures, its lower walls
lined with three rows of expensive Venetian mirrors encased and
supported by gold, and its high arching ceiling was richly carved and
painted. The emperor put his trust entirely in their tastes and discretion.
Iyyasu was so impressed with their work that he himself joined in
the redecorations. Bruce described the emperor's excitement: He even
wrought with his own hand and rejoiced at seeing the facility with
which, by the use of a compass and a few straight lines, he could
produce the figure of a star equally exact with any of his Greeks." 4°
After the completion of , the reception chamber, Iyyasu ordered that a
watchtower be built, and he entrusted the Greeks with its interior
construction. The walls were embellished with' ivory plaques, between
which, there were brightly colored star-shaped ornaments. In one
chamber of the watchtower, Iyyasu had the Greeks build a throne!"
In addition to their craftsmanship on the buildings, the . Smyrniotes
introduced the art of filigree in both gold and silver. The techniques
have survived to this date. In Ethiopian shops today, one can purchase

36Dapontes, Kathreftis, p. 339. Satha, p. 186.
37Satha, p. 186.
38Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 117.
39/bid., third ed., IV, p. 122.
48/bid., third ed., IV, pp. 122-3.
41Satha, p. 185.
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gold and silver rings, crosses, bracelets, earrings, and the like, designed
in the very delicate Greek-filigree style.

The Greeks were also involved in military and educational affairs.
The artisans were specifically noted as being employed by Iyyasu as
fighting men in his wars with "wild peoples." Apparently, they did
not serve as common soldiers, but as officers entrusted with military
training. One of their pupils eventually became commander of the
emperor's cavalry." Strates, a Greek from Chios, at one time was
commander of a company of fusiliers." Other Greeks taught chil-
dren of important Ethiopian families both letters and specialized
crafts. Konstantinos Satha, a nineteenth century historian so impressed
with their competence and versatility, wrote that they not only were highly
skilled technicians, but also were "nourished by the Muses. ' 44

As long as Iyyasu lived, the Greeks were rewarded generously
with land as well as with gifts. Bruce commented that the emperor
ceded to them the "best villages and those near the town Gondar .. .
so that they might recreate themselves, but at a distance always liable
to his call, and with as little loss of time as possible."'" After his
death in 1755, their fortunes in the imperial court declined. They con-
tinued in the service of Iyo'as but, unlike in the previous reign, did
not have the unqualified support of the emperor, were not encouraged,
and found obstacles in their way. A precise description of the obstacles
is not known, but it is clear that they had not been popular outside
the court and that Iyyasu's prestige had decreased after he had granted
them land and titles. Under Iyo'as, they received paltrier rewards
and had more menial employment. They repaired saddles, bridles,
swords, and other military equipment. Many of the artisans, however,
continued to ply their craft with adequate results and worked with
"good taste and elegance.""

Some Greeks, however, especially those related to Janni, con-
tinued in important posts. Janni's youngest brother, Petros, was
chamberlain or west azazh and close confidante of the emperor, and
was the unofficial leader of the Greek community. Another brother,
Constantine, who held the title sidi, a Muslim honorific connoting
sir, was Janni's agent in Gondar and enjoyed the confidence of the
court Janni's son-in-law, Anthule, was described as master of the
emperor's wardrobe and treasurer. It seems that he performed the
former service for Iyo'as and then became treasurer for the next
emperor, Takla Haymanot II (1769-1777). In a letter to Bruce, Janni
referred to another countryman, Paulos, as sidi, which indicates that

42Satha, p.

"Bruce, first ed., III, p. 413, p. 549.
44Ibid., 185. Pierre Petrides, To mellon tou Ellinismou en Ethiopia, Athens,

1945, p. 12.
"Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 123.
"Satha, p. 186. Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 123, P. 451.

185, n. 2.
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he, too, was somewhat more important than other Greeks. 47 Strates,
who had been in Ethiopia since the early 1750s, had been commander
of one of Iyo'as's company of fusiliers and was on good terms with
influential members of the aristocracy and a close ally of Fasil, Governor
of Damot. In the turbulence immediately before and after the murder
of Iyo'as in 1769, Strates became implicated in an attempted as-
sassination of Ras Mika'el, whereupon all his positions and possessions
were taken away. Left without regular employment, he lived on pay
as a court-jester for Itege Mentewwab and "what he picked up by
buffoonery among the great men at court."'"

Two other Greeks in the imperial court mentioned by Bruce were
a cook, Sebastos, and a priest, Abba Christophorous. The former
was seventy-five years old in 1770 and had been a long-time resident
in Ethiopia. In addition to being Iyo'as's cook, he served in the army.
Besides his priestly functions, which he administered, most likely, only
to his countrymen, Abba Christophorous also acted as physician in
the Gondarine Court. Bruce thought little of the priest's medical skills
and, although not a doctor, supplanted him in that duty. He became
disgusted with Christophorous when the latter had to be shown the
treatment of, what Bruce considered, a common malady."

In 1769, the murder of Emperor Iyo'as under the orders of Ras
Mika'el ushered in the period of civil war and puppet emperors, the
Zamana Masafint (Era of the Judges), 5° which lasted until 1855.
These events put a great fear into the Greeks, for not only had they
been closely associated with Iyo'as, but Ras Mika'el, who emerged
as kingmaker, seemed to have believed that they were involved in an
attempt on his life. He relieved them of all the positions they held
in court, 5 ' confiscated much of their wealth, and forbade them from
leaving Ethiopia. Eventually these restrictions were lifted. Petros was
in particular dread for he had been a high official under Iyo'as and
also a close friend of one of the Ras's enemies, who was subsequently
put to death."

As Ethiopian central authority disintegrated, the Greeks found
themselves in a precarious position, and some became associated with
the most important local chieftains, notably Ras Mika'el. Up to that
point, the Greeks had been mainly allied with the emperors, following
them closely, since it was to them that their security and power were
closely tied. When Bruce arrived in Ethiopia, Iyo'as was already dead
and the country was breaking up in violent rivalries among several

47Bruce, third ed., I, ccxc-ccxci.
48/bid., first ed., III, p. 428, p. 549.
"Ibid., third ed., IV, p. 404; first ed., II, p. 545.
50A fine study of this tumultuous period is Mordechai Abir, Ethiopia: The

Era of the Princes: The Challenge of Islam and the Reunification of the
Christian Empire, 1769-1855, New York, 1968.

51I3ruce, first ed., HI, p. 549.
52ibid., third ed., IV, p. 395, p. 397.
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of the more powerful lords. Bruce found, however, that most of the
Greeks, perhaps not fully aware of the extent of the collapse of
royal authority, were still in Gondar, clinging to the emperor, in this
case the powerless puppet, Takla Haymanot IL

Although the Greeks figured prominently in the court of the
eighteenth century emperors, their standing both in Ethiopia and in
the region was second class. As long-time subjects of the Ottoman
empire, they were tenuously considered Europeans. Westerners saw
them as poor cousins only because they were Christians, albeit of a
suspect Christianity, and often did not refer to them as Europeans at
all. Furthermore, they were from "barbaric" eastern and southern
Europe. Charles Poncet, who had gone to Ethiopia at the turn of the
eighteenth century to treat the emperor's skin ailment, complained that
he had not seen a European face for the one and one-half years he had
been there,53 although at that time Demetrius was at the Ethiopian
court. Poncet referred to Demetrius as "an enemy of our [France]
nation."54 Furthermore, he described the Greek as a cheat and a
scoundre1.55 A half century later on its way to Ethiopia, the Catholic
mission representing the Society for the Propagation of the Faith
complained of the treachery of the Greeks. The party of three clerics,
after a hazardous journey, arrived safely in Jidda with the assistance
of Greek Catholics. Father Remedio of Bohemia, the leader of the
mission, wrote that "we should have sustained the most grievous hard-
ships from the Greek schismatics, who by some means or other having
discovered our object in Ethiopia, excited against us a great deal of
murmuring among the Turks, having determined, at all hazards, to stop
the long journey we had undertaken."56

Bruce has shed some light on the second class status of Greeks
vis-a-vis Europeans upon his entry into Ethiopia. He declared that no
Europeans were allowed by the Ndib, the Muslim ruler of Massawa,
to pass through the port and that he and his party were able to gain
both access and transit only by pretending they were Greeks. They
continued this pretense, dressed in Greek garb, throughout the entire
journey to Gondar." On another occasion, Bruce bitterly complained
to his Ethiopian hosts that he was not being treated according to his
status but rather like a Greek."

Bruce brought letters of introduction to the Gondar Greeks from
the Coptic Patriarch of Alexandria, who apparently had had corres-
pondence with them. According to Bruce, the patriarch ordered them
not "to put themselves on a footing with me [Bruce) when I should

53Foster, xxiii.
541bid, p. 169. Poncet to Galliarum, December 5, 1700, in Beccari, XIV,

p. 116.
55Foster, p. 169.
56Salt, p. 420.
57Bruce, third ed., I, cclxxx.
55/bid., third ed., IV, p. 15o.
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arrive at the court of Abyssinia, they should concur heart and hand,
in serving me." Furthermore, the patriarch commanded that they make,
as penance, a solemn declaration before the emperor that they were
in no way equal to Bruce, who was "a free citizen of a powerful nation,
and a servant of a great king; that they were born slaves of the Turks,
and at the best, ranked but as would my servants." After making this
declaration before the emperor and in the presence of priests, the
patriarch promised to absolve them of all past sins."

Due to the civil war raging in the countryside, Bruce was forced to
stay in Gondar and had much to do with the Greeks. Although he
claimed that he was unhappy in being so closely closeted," he received
considerable assistance from them. They were his guides, interpreters,
and servants, and due to high, unforeseen expenses, he borrowed three
hundred pounds from Petros." His entry into the Ethiopian hierarchy,
and especially their intervention on his behalf with Mika'el, eased
his way. Initially, Mika'el was suspicious of the foreigner, for he
questioned Petros and Sidi Paulos. The two Greeks gave a favorable
account, and even added falsely that he was a communicant of Eastern
Orthodoxy. Over four decades later, another English traveler, Henry
Salt, atrributed this introduction as the key to Bruce's success in
Ethiopia, for he believed the Greeks had induced the powerful warlord
to treat Bruce with "great attention." 62

Bruce identified some negative Ethiopian attitudes about the Greeks.
According to him, the Ethiopians did not consider them to be on an
equal footing with other Europeans. Ayto Aylo, a patron and protector
of the Greeks at the time of Bruce's arrival, was a relative of the
Itege and a man of considerable influence. He took to task a member
of the royal family for treating Bruce in a manner that would "have
been proper to a Greek, or a slave, but not so to a free Ma11."63 Ras
Goshu, another regional lord, although admitting that the Greeks
"have considerable posts," declared to Bruce that "the best of them are
no higher rank than your servants and those that hitherto have come
into this country were no better." 64 Bruce claimed that many Ethiopians
viewed with dismay Iyyasu's grants of villages and land to his Greek
advisers. Iyyasu visited their homes often and spent considerable time
with them. Songs and poems were composed by some poking fun at
his frequent pilgrimages?"es

591bid, third ed., I, pp. 109-110.
60/bid., third ed., I, p. 76.
61/bid., 3rd ed., I, cxxxviii, ccxxvi; IV, 37; VII, 74. First ed., IV, 274.

One of Bruce's interpreters was purported to have been fluent in Arabic and
Hindi, see George Valentia, Voyages and Travels to India, Ceylon, the Red Sea,
Abyssinia, and Egypt in the Years 1802-1806, III, London, 1809, 178, 210.

82Salt, p. 259.
83Bruce, third ed., IV, p. 391, p. 404.
84/bid., third ed., VI, pp. 144-5.
65/bid., 1st ed., II, p. 636.
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Despite these expressions of apparent hostility, the Greek entry
into Ethiopian society was tolerated much more than that of other
Europeans might have been for three major reasons: (1) they were
subjects of the Ottoman empire, and their status as Europeans was
doubtful; (2) they had been continually present in the Middle East
for a considerable time; and (3) they were Orthodox Christians. They
were seen as coming from an area which could not pose a threat to
Ethiopian independence, their religion was not one that sought proselytiza-
tion, and their numbers were not sufficiently large to constitute a
threat to traditional Ethiopian society. There was no danger the Greeks
would act as Ottoman agents, since the Muslim Turks, from whom
many had fled, were as abhorrent to them as they were to the
Ethiopians. Subsequent history has shown that it was the Greeks who
became absorbed into Ethiopian society, and that it was they who
accepted Ethiopian Orthodox monophysitism, or at least its jurisdiction.

In retrospect, the eighteenth century was a period in which the
Greeks became firmly entrenched in Ethiopian society. They established
a pattern of involvement in Ethiopia which was to be followed by
other Greeks in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As advisers,
craftsmen, and merchants, the Greeks fulfilled crucial functions in
the imperial court. Their advice was sought, their skills were employed,
and even their language was used. As landowners, the Greeks par-
ticipated in the governing of the countryside, and, in proximity to
imperial authority, they had access to the inner chambers of important
decisions. They became wealthy from generous gifts lavished on them
by grateful patrons and from their mercantile enterprises. There is
little doubt that most of these men were adventurers who had left
their own homes either by choice or necessity. Some were educated,
which, in the context of eighteenth century Turkish-dominated Greece,
was an accomplishment and indicative of their family background.
They came without women and consequently took Ethiopians for
their mates. Those who married probably took high-born women, and
at least two wed into the imperial family. Although, as most Greeks
of the diaspora, they maintained some contacts with their compatriots
abroad, their numbers were not significant, and they more readily be-
came absorbed into the Ethiopian fabric. By banding together, the im-
migrants retained their own Greek culture, but with the collapse of
imperial authority, the eclipsing of their fortunes, and their inevitable
dispersion, it is likely that the second generation half-castes lost their
Greek identity.
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Turkey continues to command the attention of Middle East scholars
and social scientists alike, and the last few years have been relatively
productive from the point of view of books on that country. As usual, the
majority of publications have been generated by mainstream political
science, and again as usual, are highly varied in their scope, quality, and
perception. Three recent books are reviewed here, whose authors are no
strangers to the study of contemporary Turkey. 1 Of these, William Hale's
book weighs more heavily toward economics, C. H. Dodd's toward politics,
and Walter Weiker's more or less evenly toward both.

Economic Development

Hale's The Political and Economic Development of Modern Turkey

*To ensure its accessibility to our readers, the editors have arranged for the
concurrent appearance of the following review essay, a slightly different version
of which is being published in the British journal Race & Class (vol. XXVII,
no. 2, autumn 1985).
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sets out "with a simple and primarily descriptive purpose—to outline the
evolution of policy and the course of Turkey's economic development
since the foundation of the Turkish Republic in 1923" (Preface). This
is to be pursued in the context of Turkey's political development since
"the political milieu has been of fundamental importance in determining
the shape of the economy" (Ibid.). Whether this is intended as a profes-
sion of faith, or setting down methodological tenets and thereby rejecting
any orientation toward economic determinism, is unclear. In any case, the
book suffers acutely from excessive ambition, and in its attempts to cover
a multitude of topics in about 250 pages of text, ends up providing little
more than the most superficial treatment of too many important issues.
It is the kind of book that will bore and exasperate those already familiar
with the subject and puzzle those for whom it is entirely new.

For instance, the first two chapters, on "Natural Resources and
Obstacles" and "Human Resources and Population Trends," respectively,
frankly read like term papers; they are too short and cover topics too
vast to provide more than the broadest generalities and most superficial
trends. Similarly, the subject of education takes up a total of five pages
(spread out over no less than three sections), and political developments,
including the military takeovers of 1960, 1971, and 1980, cover no more
than four-and-a-half pages! It is hardly surprising, then, that the discus-
sion is shallow and that many questions are left unanswered.

After reviewing the country's resources, Hale shifts attention to the
political background by discussing the experiment in liberalism during the
1920s, the etatist policies of the monoparty period, and the Democrat
Party (DP) decade. Too often, oversimplifications are substituted for
careful analysis. The reopening of the state to liberalism in 1946 is a
good case in point: it is explained by "the need to demonstrate to the
western powers that Turkey had a moral daim to their assistance" and
by the "domestic discontent at years of heavy-handed single-party govern-
ment" (pp. 54-55). No doubt these factors did contribute to the disso-
lution of the stem rule of the Republican People's Party (RPP), but one
would expect a book concentrating on the Turkish economy to delve into
some of the economic dimensions of this transition. These include, for
instance, the collapse of Turkey's heavily German-dependent foreign trade
after the defeat of the Third Reich, the policy of overvaluing the currency,
which made an opening to the world market all but impossible, the wide-
spread shortages and resulting rampant black market, the high rate of
inflation, and, most significantly, the role of the bourgeoisie.

Indeed, it is important to remember that the itatist policies of the
Kemalist administration were not entirely self-serving. Their objective
was first and foremost to assist the development of a national bourgeoisie,
and their success at the same time brought about the demise of the
"above-dass" alliance which had constituted the base of the RPP. As
Keyder writes, the years "of êtatist policy, and the period of war economy,
had been successful in creating an economic force which now struggled to
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attain autonomy from the close control of the political authority." 2 This
new force found its articulation in the Democrat Party. Thus, it was the
specific concurrence of an international conjuncture in which the United
States had emerged from World War II as a hegemonic power, and a
whole array of domestic political and economic pressures, that led to
InZinii's overture to multiparty democracy and economic liberalization. But
perhaps such an explanation has no place in a book which so studiously
avoids even the most remotely Marxist-sounding terminology. 3

The third section, comprising the bulk of the text, reviews economic
policies and developments since 1960: national income, planning, fiscal
policies, the economy by sectors, labor, and foreign economic relations.
The discussion is somewhat more detailed here, but some problems remain.
On the subject of the Convertible Deposits, 4 for instance, Hale writes
that in 1973, "the government stepped in to restrict this borrowing, only
to recommence it two years later, as the need for credit grew. By 1978
. . . the authorities again acted to freeze" the practice (p. 242). Why is
there no mention of the fact that the governments in question were differ-
ent? The Convertible Deposits were initiated by a Justice Party (JP)
government in 1967, abolished by the RPP in 1973, restarted by the JP-
led coalition in 1975, and finally ended by the RPP in 1978. By then, the
debt due to these deposits alone amounted to $2.97 billion. 5 Insofar as
this history reflects the political dimensions of this policy, which as Hale
points out, "became a channel for borrowing by Turkish firms in Euro-
pean money markets" (Ibid.), its omission is of considerable importance.

Hale's general perspective is relatively dear. Despite Turkey's geo-
graphical location in the Middle East, he writes in the preface, its proxim-
ity to Europe "adds to [its) importance, since existing agreements envisage
[its] entry into the EEC [European Economic Community] by the end
of this century." This is the dominant approach: Turkey is perceived as
a potential member of the EEC, and ways and means are investigated to
optimize its contribution. Inevitably, the prescription thus formulated

2Caglar Keyder, "The Political Economy of Turkish Democracy," New Left
Review, 115 (May-June 1979), p. 18.

8While it appears that Hale is somewhat more aware of alternative perspectives
than the other two authors, his neglect of what the left has to teach is a case of
"no news—good news," since all that he can muster as an example of leftist per-
spectives on Turkey is an esoteric and basically worthless book by R. Yiiriikoglu,
guru of a London-based splinter group oriented toward the Turkish Communist
Party. That he quotes Caglar Keyder in the same breath is proof of Hale's lack
of clear command over these matters; it is also a disservice to the reader intent on
learning, not getting further confused, about Turkey.

4For a summary, see I. C. Schik and E. A. Tonak, "The Political Economy of
Quicksand: International Finance and the Foreign Debt Dimension of Turkey's
Economic Crisis," The Insurgent Sociologist, X, 3 (Winter 1981), pp. 71-2.

TIP Merkez Bilim, Egitim ve Arastirma Biirosu, "1978 Tiirkiye Raporu,"
Yurt ye Diinya, 14 (March 1979), p. 155. This figure should be compared to the
total export revenues, amounting in 1978 to $2.288 billion, and the remittances
from workers abroad, totaling $983 million. OECD, Turkey, Paris, 1980, p. 51.
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also stresses the preservation of the status quo, indeed its reinforcement.
For example, Hale writes "if, as planned, [Turkey] becomes a full mem-
ber of the EEC by the late 1990s, [it] could well account for an import-
ant proportion of the Community's agricultural output" (pp. 187-188).
Thus, since other EEC members are advanced industrialized countries, it
is implicitly proposed that Turkey realize its "development" through
agriculture. But is this what is best for the Turks?

Some other comments made by Hale in connection with Turkish
agriculture are also noteworthy for their political implications. After stating
that capitalist relations of production dominate Western Anatolian agri-
culture, he goes on to propose that attempts at land reform would reduce
output since "efficient, modern farming depends on the existence of large
farm units and substantial inputs of capital" (p. 185). Alternatives to
capitalist development are thus not deemed worthy of consideration, and
Turkey is advised not to hinder output maximization by engaging in land
reform and the like (especially since, perish the thought, such adventur-
ism might cause Europe to starve once Turkey assumes its role as the
EEC's agricultural provider !). This is supported with a review of the
failures and shortcomings of previous attempts at land reform, leading
the reader to conclude that the people of Turkey should better not waste
their time with political alternatives outside capitalism.

Neither is the future of Turkey's position within the EEC quite as
crystal clear as Hale makes it, when he writes that "even the most cursory
survey of Turkey's foreign trading pattern will reveal the enormous eco-
nomic importance of [its] relations with the EEC. In 1978, for instance,
[its] trade with the Community accounted for around 48 per cent of [its]
exports and 41 per cent of [its] imports. Interlocked with this vital trad-
ing relationship, there are also important political and military fac-
tors . . ." (pp. 244-245). In fact, however, the past two years do not
give much cause for such "optimism." The Middle East has been "Turkey's
fastest growing export market, accounting for 36.9 per cent of total
exports in the first seven months of 1981, compared with 20.8 per cent
in 1980." Exports to OECD members "accounted for 49.7 per cent of
the 1981 total, compared with 56.8 per cent in 1980 . . . the EEC's share
of total exports fell from 42.5 per cent to 33.1 per cent in 1981." An
important question (to which no answer can be found in Hale's text) is
what process of capital restructuring Turkey has been going through in
connection with these developments.?

eMiddle East Economic Digest, 25 September 1981, p. 50, and 11 December
1981, p. 64. It is of course true that some of this reversal is conjunctural: the
Iran-Iraq war has been a boon to Turkish exporters, while pressures from social
democrats have created an atmosphere somewhat hostile to the Turkish military
regime in European parliaments. Still, the economic crisis in Western Europe sug-
gests that the reversal is not entirely transient: a case in point is the imposition of
tariffs on the trade of textile products within the EEC.

?Some approaches to this question are suggested in M. SOnmez, Tfirklye Ekono-
misinde Bunalim: 24 Ocak Kararlari ye Sonrasi (Istanbul: Beige Yayinlari, 1980)
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Finally, the publisher's blurb on the book's jacket announces that it
"comes right up to date, including discussion of the 1980 coup," and in-
deed, some measure of discussion of both the coup and the 1980 "stabiliza-
tion program" is present. At the same time, however, such crucial infor-
mation as the index of real wages only goes up to 1977, showing a steady
rise beginning with the return to democracy in 1973. Yet, it was after
1977 that this trend was reversed, and real wages fell sharply. By writing
that "as prices have risen, unionized workers have gained commensurate
wage increases, giving an impetus to further price hikes" (p. 162), Hale
reiterates the oft-repeated justification for the various wage control mea-
sures sought by the JP government, and finally implemented after the
military takeover. Now it is already highly questionable that the working
class is responsible for the overconsumption that fuels inflation in Turkey,
but beyond that, the drop in real wages observed after 1977 gives the
lie to this daim. By neglecting to mention it, the book presents only a
partial, indeed misleading, picture.

Modernization

Walter Weiker's The Modernization of Turkey appears at first sight to
be a substantially more serious undertaking. Covering a broad spectrum of
topics ranging from the modernization of elites and the masses, social
groups and forces, political parties and education, to economic develop-
ment and the organization of government, it offers an extensive survey of
the literature, both in Turkish and English. Since it leans mostly toward
secondary sources, the value of the book primarily is in providing the
reader with a review and sometimes reinterpretation of facts and figures
from the general perspective of modernization theory.

Unfortunately, in the final analysis, "modernity" becomes synonymous
with the measure in which a given social formation is "like" contemporary
western advanced capitalist societies. Consequently, "modernization" be-
comes another name for the multifaceted and often highly variable process
by and through which a society changes from what it was to what it is.
Not everyone finds this paradigm equally useful and enlightening.

Certainly not all applications of modernization theory view human
development as a linear and inevitable path linking the traditional. ("bad")
with the modern ("good"), and Weiker's is one of the more sober. Yet,
this is not enough to spare the reader such platitudes as "one of the
significant strengths of Turkish development is that to date the 'follow-
ers' [i.e. non-elites) simultaneously display 'modern' and 'traditional'
characteristics, that they are at once 'stable' and 'in motion' " (p. 78). In
so far as all social aggregates are in some form of flux, passing from some
and Tfirkyiye Ekonomisinde Bunalim: 1980 Sonbabarindan 1982'ye (Istanbul:
Beige Yayinlari, 1982); Sungur Savran, "Sermayenin Yeniden Yapilanmasi Nedir?"
Cumhuriyet (March 3, 1982) and "Ekonomide Diyalog," Cumhuriyet (January
24, 1982).
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state to another, such propositions possess little explanatory power.
Analyses of the diachronic elements of such flux, however, investigating
in particular both how and why specific changes take place and the timing
with which they occur, are liable to provide the student with substantially
deeper insights—especially if the directions of these changes are not taken
for granted as predetermined by the deus ex machina of modernization.
History is hardly a tug-of-war between standard sets of modernizing and
traditionalist forces.

In fact, a weakness of Weiker's exposition is that it is overly phenom-
enological, and not sufficiently analytical. He is concerned far too much
with investigating how this or that aspect of recent Turkish history con-
tributes to the inexorable process of development cum modernization, at
the cost of neglecting why a certain course of events took place, what
alternatives if any were available, and what causal relations can be estab-
lished between it and everything else that is known.

The effort to situate everything within this particular context permeates
the book to such an extent that the discussion of each topic invariably
contains an assessment of the place it holds in Turkey's development, even
when the said propositions are so tenuous as to cast the entire discussion
into doubt. A case in point is the section on communications, albeit not a
central part of the book, althought symptomatic of a general perspective.
The text states that "whether Turkish cinema today can be called harmful
to Turkish development is not an easy question [to} answer" (p. 176),
although considering the multitude of factors at play in the development
of Turkey, one wonders if the question ever deserved to be asked. Later,
the author discusses the role of music in Turkey's development, concluding
that, "in social terms," a certain genre "probably performs little more than
an entertainment function. Indirectly, however, it is quite possible that it
strengthens identification of urban Turkish youth with their Western
counterparts. It may also help inculcate a desire for a more 'glamorous'
life . . ." et cetera, et cetera (p. 178, emphasis added). Some may ques-
tion whether so much speculation really belongs here. This is not to
underestimate the importance of analyzing culture, but dearly some
sociological evidence is in order if the whole exercise is to avoid appearing
like groping in the dark.

Sometimes, alas, the reader is left with little choice but to conclude
that that is precisely what is happening. The density of the language, the
eclecticism of the quoted material, and what might be called the reference
fetishism that runs through the book, conspire to obscure its point-of-view
—if, indeed, there is one. In general, the problematic of modernization
theory aims at perpetuating the Westernist status quo (or alternately,
capitalist hegenomy), rather than analyzing social and economic reality
with an eye toward their betterment. Together with Weiker's subjective
opinions, this gives rather interesting results, as for example in the contrast
between his references to the Kemalist reforms as "the amazing Ataturk
. . . set out to turn his entire country around with one dramatic revolution
after another," and to "the Iranian collapse of 1979" (pp. xiii and 214,
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emphasis added). Such neo-orientalist modernization terminology occurs
throughout the book. The general rosy picture of Turkey that is presented,
often via unidentified "observers," and the absence of in-depth discussions
of alternative perspectives, make the book scarcely more than an "area
handbook," and a rather weak one at that. With a peculiarly thwarted
twist of logic, Weiker states that Turkey's democracy and development
have been "strong enough to survive" several military takeovers and eco-
nomic crises (pp. xiii and 182). But why did these political and economic
crises occur in the first place? It would seem, quite to the contrary, that
the story of Turkish democracy has been more like that of Monsieur de la
Palice, who "un quart d'heure avant sa mort, itait encore en vie. . . ."

A subject which is of great interest to the modernization school is
religion in less developed countries, and the religious right in Turkey
(represented by the National Salvation Party—NSP) has to a large extent
been misunderstood by Western scholars. Hale, for instance, lumps the
NSP together with the JP in discussing "The Right" (p. 123), even
though surely the differences separating the two are by far more substan-
tial than their common attributes. Indeed, these differences give a clue
as to why the Nationalist Front governments were as plagued with internal
discord as they were (Dodd, p. 184).

The NSP aimed at reviving precisely that mythical Ottoman classical
tradition which Dodd correctly asserts could not "easily be resurrected by
modern Turks to provide identity and protection against the influence
of the West" (p. 35), and one might add, of the advanced capitalism
that developed concurrently. The roots of this retrospection lie in the
significance of "Westernization" for Turkish society. To give one example,
the number of cloth-producing looms in Istanbul and flskticlar dropped
from 2,750 to 25 in the few decades following the 1838 Commercial
Convention with Britain. 9 Along with the capitulations granted to the
Western powers came the dissolution of the local industries, a process
that continued under different guise during the Republic. After Turkey
was "reopened" to the world in 1946, the traditional sphere started to fall
victim not only directly to cheaper imports, but also to the larger Turkish
entrepreneurs who launched a drive for industrialization in collusion with
the West.9 Thus, Europe was more than "either Christian or Godless"
(Dodd, p. 15) for the traditionalist supporters of the NSP. It was also
the harbinger of their destruction.

Hale appears to see a contradiction when he writes "though it sought
to protect the interests of small entrepreneurs, the NSP seemed more
interventionist in its economic approach than the JP" (p. 124, emphasis

Berner Celil Sam "Ottoman Industrial Policy 1840-1941" in Charles Issawi
(ed.), The Economic History of the Middle East 1800 -1914 (Chicago and London:
University of Chicago Press, 1966), p. 51.

9The collapse of the traditional local soda (gazox) industry before the power-
ful competition of Coca-Cola is but one example of this process. Feroz Ahmad,
The Turkish Experiment in Democracy 1950 -1975 (Boulder, Colo.: Westview
Press, 1977), p. 243.
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added). But it was interventionist precisely because it sought to protect
the interests of unorganized capital. Turkey in the 1970s was far from
an Adam Smithian ideal where the hard worker triumphs. The develop-
ment of big capital through a centralization and concentration process was
such that without protection, the "small entrepreneur" had no chance
before the formidable competition of industrial giants and the interna-
tional financial support they enjoyed.

Certainly, part of the NSP vote was also due to its appeal to traditional
religious sentiments. This may be assumed to account for the party's rela-
tive success in the Less developed areas (Weiker, pp. 138, 232, 240).
What will happen to this electoral base with the penetration of industrial-
ization may only be conjectured. However, an important source of NSP
votes, which Weiker appears to neglect, has been the most rapidly develop-
ing areas of the country." Here, religion has been primarily a medium
of articulation for members of a traditional sphere faced with the merci-
less onslaught of the times. As such, it has not been successful in bringing
about any change for the better or reversing the trends. Thus, the predic-
tions that its political influence will wane, and with it the NSP, are not a
"mindless sort of determinism" (Dodd, p. 117). Given the character of
the ruling powers in Turkey (throughout the decade, but especially in
the last period), the contradictions inherent in the party's own develop-
ment and industrialization programs and its emphasis on technology
(Ibid.), and the precarious nature of its supporters, it seems unlikely that
the NSP movement could survive forever.

Political History

C. H. Dodd's Democracy and Development in Turkey is "an ex-
panded version of lectures given to first year students in the University
of Hull" (Preface). While some sections perhaps gloss over certain topics
somewhat hastily, the book is extremely insightful and perceptive, and even
readers who do not share the author's relatively conservative politics will
find it very useful and educational. Starting with a brief historical review,
the book successively analyzes the Ottoman heritage, the political elites
and culture, the constitutional framework, the political parties, military,
bureaucracy, and pressure groups, concluding with a general assessment
of Turkey's democracy.

Dodd's penetrating analysis is, however, intermittently marred by
observations that post-Edward Said "orientals" are bound to find irritating,
to say the least. In discussing the coup of 1960, for instance, he states
that it "was a serious business. The Turkish mentality does not lend itself
to light opera" (p. 10). Elsewhere, he writes, "a mitigating factor, how-
ever, and perhaps also of Ottoman origin, is the apparent capacity of
Turks to shrug off the misfortune of a fall from favor and to wait

loBinnaz Toprak, Islam and Political Development in Turkey (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1981), pp. 97, 108-10.
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philosophically for fortune's wheel to. turn" (p. 39). As a caveat to the
interpretation of the results of a survey, he cautions the reader that "it is
often said to be a traditionally Turkish trait to give the expected reply"
(p. 150). These and several other lapses into pop cultural anthropology
are all the more unfortunate in view of the not inconsiderable understand-
ing of contemporary Turkish politics that the author appears to possess.

It is not always sufficiently appreciated that Turkish society has been
extremely dynamic during recent decades, so that considerable amounts
of diligently collected and valuable data no longer adequately reflect the
realities of the country. This is particularly true of the last decade, and
Dodd's occasional use of some obsolete data has made some of his con-
clusions invalid for the present, though no doubt valuable as historical
commentary. For instance, in analyzing voting patterns, he quotes from
a 1969 survey of the attitudes of the electorate (p. 128). There is no
doubt that some of the factors he mentions, such as the fact that the JP
was the heir to the DP, or that the RPP was the party of Atatilrk and
InOn0., are all but negligible nowadays: it would be hard to imagine that
given the degree of politicization Turkey has experienced since 1975, such
factors could still play a role. Similarly, the truth of the claim that "Alevi
Turks prefer communal solidarity represented by adherence to a small
party" (p. 129), referring no doubt to the Unity Party of Turkey, is
debatable in view of the massive support extended by Alawites to the
RPP during the 1977 elections. The discussion of voting patterns in the
gecekondu (shantytown) areas is similarly based on data collected in the
late sixties and early seventies. This information can hardly be used to
derive conclusions valid today (or at the book's publication in 1979),
since the ratio of urban to total population increased by 22% from 1970
to 1980,11 most of which was accounted for by internal migration (the
proportion of gecekondu dwellers to the total city population has reached
an estimated 65% in Ankara and 45% in Istanbul and Adana—Hale,
p. 223), and since the gecekondu areas were colonized during the last
decade by rival political groups, certainly with consequences for their
politicization.

Welker similarly generalizes from indiscriminately used outdated
sociological studies, themselves often suffering from questionable sam-
pling procedures, in his efforts to support the foregone conclusions of the
modernization approach. This is especially true in the sections analyzing
social and rural Turkey.

The bureaucracy is yet another area where fundamental changes have
occurred during the last decade. While political favoritism and partisan-
ship certainly always played a role in Turkish government, the RPP-NSP
coalition (1974) took it to new heights. And although the RPP made
its share of partisan appointments, it was the NSP that initiated the
practice of wholesale colonization of entire ministries. Subsequent govern.
ments institutionalized the practice so that each cabinet change came to be

11Turkish Industrialists and Businessmen's Association, The Turkish Economy
1981 (Istanbul: TOSIAD, 1980), p. 3.
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followed by what the public refered to as memur kiyimi—massacre of
public servants. During the Nationalist Front governments (1975-1977),
ministries were parcelled out in order to hold together precarious coali-
tions of parties which had nothing in common save an interest in keeping
the RPP out of office. The self-styled "key parties" of the extreme right
wrung key ministries: these became instruments for the extraction of
party "contributions," as well as vehicles for the infiltration of the bureau-
cracy from undersecretaries to janitors, down to provincial levels.

Among the reasons for the inadequacy of bureaucratic response to
public needs, Weiker mentions pressures during the multiparty period,
which eroded its prestige and power. He cites the deterioration of its eco-
nomic status in the face of persistent inflation, the rise of alternative ca-
reer possibilities, and the challenge brought to its quasi-absolute authority
by popular participation in party politics (pp. 30-31). Along with these,
however, an important factor in the decline of the bureaucracy's effective-
ness was that it became totally embroiled in political warfare. The com-
plete absence of consensus which characterized Turkey's politics in the
late 1970s tore to shreds what had once been a stable and "neutral" state
apparatus. In contrast to what should perhaps be called the bureaucratic
revolution of 1908, this may have been Turkey's true bourgeois revolution.

After 1950, Dodd writes, "the Kemalist unity which itself resolved a
bitter and debilitating dogfight within the Turkish elite, has been frac-
tured. No integrated elite offers discipline and direction to Turkish society
today" (p. 64). Now it is ideology, not the elite, that cements a society
together and gives it a direction,12 and Turkey's ideological crisis during
the last two decades is a subject too broad to be adequately covered here.
But Dodd's correct observation has profound consequences which should
not be neglected. In the past, Turkish politics called for "structuralist"
analysis: classes were not developed or demarcated enough to allow for
anything else. 13 As bourgeois politics has taken hold, however, a more
"instrumentalist" perspective has become possible. This has made the
study of relationships between the bourgeoisie and the bureaucracy,
among others, all the more important. Dodd maintains that while increased
contacts with each other may have helped political stability, "it seems un-
warranted to assume that these prime products of the Ataturkist system
are going to become lackeys of the bourgeoisie without a struggle" (pp.
145-146). Perhaps. But take the case of Turgut Ozal: as head of the
State Planning Organization and close aide to Prime Minister Demirel, he

12Readers will recognize echoes of Gramsci in this statement.
131n this respect, it is not altogether surprising that Frederick Frey failed to

find a strong correlation between the elites of different parties and their socio-
economic backgrounds (as reported by Dodd, p. 68). The concept of politics "by
proxy" appears to be a useful tool in understanding this phenomenon, as much
in the context of the Kemalist elite as in that of the bureacracy and especially the
military later on. Feroz Ahmad, "Political Economy of Kemalism" in All Kazancigil
and F,rgun Ozbudun (eds.), Atatlirk: Founder of a Modern State (London: Hirst,
1981).
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was one of the architects of the IMF-imposed "stabilization program" of
1970. He then joined Sabanci Holding, Turkey's largest privately-owned
corporation. Then he became deputy prime minister in a new Demirel
government and engineered the 1980 IMF program. He was kept in that
position after the military takeover but had to resign in the wake of a
banking scandal, only to found the Motherland Party and win the 1983
elections. While the public sector has long been a source of talent for
the private sector, such high-level interchange is bound to consolidate the
bourgeoisie's grip over Turkish politics.

Under these circumstances, the relevance and general validity of the
various "models" reviewed by Dodd (pp. 148-150) become rather ques-
tionable. When the government is staffed with individuals whose only
qualifications are their party memberships, whose only loyalties therefore
lie with the party, and who get shifted in and out of office at the drop
of a hat, it becomes doubtful that the bureaucracy can be regarded as an
autonomous object of study. Rather, it appears that it must be considered
to be an extension of multiparty politics, and be analyzed as such. 14

Mainstream commentaries on Turkey are often frustrating in their lack
of understanding—or to put it more charitably, in their deemphasis-
of those political movements to which Weiker curiously refers as "ideo-
logical," particularly the extreme right. Putting aside the fact that the
center is every bit as ideological as the right or left, there are two basic
possibilities: either many students of Turkey have been unduly alarmist
in stressing the importance and dangers of the neo-fascist movement, or
else others have failed to appreciate its potential, as well as more funda-
mentally the basic nature of Turkish politics.

The second proposition appears to be supported by the events that
preceded the latest military takeover, and there is now profuse evidence
pointing to the activities and strategies of Colonel Alparslan Tiirkes's
Nationalist Action Party (NAP). 15 A bit of history may be in order.

14This is of course not intended to underestimate the "relative autonomy" of
the state. Yet even this very important and valuable concept remains in need of
further development and clarification. What are the limits of this autonomy? Are
there material limits determined, for instance, by the minimum resources necessary
for the state to reproduce itself? How are these limits to be inferred?

15For some unfathomable reason, both Weiker and Dodd persistently mis-
translate Milliyetci Hareket Partisi as National (rather than Nationalist) Action
Party. They similarly refer to Mfiliyetri Cephe as National (rather than Nationalist)
Front. This should not allow the foreign reader to miss the murky connotations of
both names.

Some other translations also leave much to be desired. Weiker and Hale trans-
late Tfirkiye Icc1 Partisi as "Turkish Labor Party" and "Turkish Worker's Party,"
respectively, rather than 'Workers' Party of Turkey." The nuance is very important
indeed in view of the party position on the "peoples" of Turkey, the Turks and
the Kurds. Finally, Devrimci Lrgi Sendikalari Konfederasyonu (DISK) is rendered
by Hale and Dodd as "Reformist Labour Unions Confederation" and "Federa-
tion of Reformist (or Revolutionary) Workers' Trade Unions," respectively. It is
obvious, however, that the well-known ambiguity inherent in the use of the words
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First and foremost, it is not the case that "the Turkish Workers' Party
[WPT] . . . broke up into rival factions, from which an extremist urban
guerilla group emerged to begin a campaign of murders, bombings and
kidnappings. In return, the NAP and other ultra-rightist groups organized
their own squads of gun-slinging `commandos' " (Hale, p. 119, emphasis
added). 10 The commando forces were organized during 1967-1968, before
the Turkish People's Liberation Army or any other leftist guerilla group
ever struck. The first acts of political violence took place even earlier,
when right-wingers attacked WPT headquarters in July 1965, and again
in 1967 and 1968.'7 During 1968-1969, commandos attacked student
strikers and demonstrators, and the first political assassinations took place:
leftist student Vedat Demircioglu was killed by the police in July 1968,
and two WPT members were murdered by right-wingers on the notorious
"Bloody Sunday" (February 16, 1969). In fact, of the nine political
deaths during 1969, only one was suffered by the right: Mustafa Bilgin,
killed when the explosives he was manufacturing in the Istanbul head-
quarters of the National Turkish Student Union blew up in his own face. 18

Of course, it is only tautological that had the left not been there, the
right would not have attacked it. The fact remains, however, that, if
anything, it was the violence directed against students, workers (three
had been killed by the end of 1968), and the WPT, among other factors,
that persuaded leftist radicals to seek violent ways to rise to power. 19 And
inkildp and devrim by the Kemalists to mean "reform" rather than "revolution"
does not apply here. DISK publications in English translate the name as "pro-
gressive," but the name could also be rendered as "Confederation of Revolutionary
Workers' Trade Unions."

18'Weiker also writes ". . . extremist violence, often centered among left-wing
students but regularly answered by right-wing extremists . . ." and "the activity
of (WPT) supporters was also one factor in arousing right-wing extremism and
terrorism" (pp. 103-104 and 137, emphasis added), and even Dodd, who has the
best understanding of the situation among the three, states that left-wing violence
"met with extreme counter violence from the Grey Wolf commando groups" (p.
172, emphasis added).

17Feroz Ahmad and Bedia Turgay Ahmad, riirkiyesde Cok Partili Politikanin
Ayiklamali Kronolojisi 1945-1971 (Ankara: Bilgi Yayinevi, 1976). Of course,
there were earlier acts of political violence, such as the attack by right-wingers on
the newspaper Tan in 1945, and the assassination of leftist author Sabahattin Ali
in 1949. "First" refers here to the beginning of another phase in the anti-left
violence endemic to Turkey.

18Orhan Apaydin, Kim tildilrilyor, Night Oldilriyor? (Istanbul: Cagdas
Yayinlari, 1978), pp. 136-137. This book contains a useful chronology of political
violence in Turkey, including a record of all political assassinations until Decem-
ber 1978.

18This is not to say that the Turkish left had a great deal of respect for the
parliamentary system. A good case can be made in fact to show that throughout
the 1960s and 70s, it was overwhelmingly putsthist and undemocratic as has been
pointed out by Ahmet Samim in his excellent critique, "The Tragedy of the Turk-
ish Left," New Left Review, 126 (March-April 1981), pp. 60-85. It was by no
means the first, however, to resort to violence.
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more important still, the assaults on the left did not emanate solely from
the "extreme" right. Quite to the contrary, as even a writer as unsym-
pathetic to the left as Metin Toker points out, it was none other than
Siileyman Demirel's "moderate" Justice Party that set up the nationwide
anticommunist organizations that periodically attacked WPT members
and regional offices. 2° His overestimation of the electoral danger posed
by the WPT and the nature of his reaction easily give Demirel the dubious
distinction of being the first to introduce widespread violence into modern
Turkish politics.

No doubt the NAP served the interests of the "powers that be," which
is why the JP and other conservative elements gave it support. They must
have thought it could be "used" as a weapon to crush the left—and,
incidentally, neutralize the RPP, against which much of the violence was
directed. Yet, as a neo-fascist, radical party, it had primarily its own inter-
ests to serve. Tiirkes's attempts to steer the course of the 1960 regime
further to the right had resulted in his purge and exile, and Talk Ayde-
mir's two foiled attempts at a military takeover ended in his execution.
The party would be a vehicle for the development of a mass-based move-
ment, to succeed where actions from above had failed, and its para-
military forces were a convenient instrument for the intimidation or
elimination of political competitors. Ethnic (Turk versus Kurd) and
religious (Alawite versus Sunnite) divisions were exploited for popular
mobilization. Even putsches and "Great Marches" were tried. In short,
the NAP had very much its own dynamics and a fairly well-defined pro-
gram. This, it seems, makes the collaboration of "moderates" on the right
with it all the more serious, and their political wisdom all the more
questionable.

Dodd feels that the NAP philosophy, "even if not developed to any
intellectual depth, does not show some typically fascist or national socialist
attitudes," on several accounts: that the party doctrine was not presented
as a substitute for religion, that it was not anti-intellectual, anti-individual,
anti-democratic, racist, totalitarian, or excessively statist (p. 121). Each
of these points is more than debatable. Yet, whether or not political
science purists agree that "fascist" is the right term for the NAP, it is
nevertheless dear that the party was not in any sense "conservative," as
Weiker calls it (p. 126). In fact, by using this term for the NAP and
its front, the Confederation of Nationalist Trade Unions (known as
MISK, p. 88), he makes the same mistake as was made by Demirel and
other conservatives when they opted to "use" the radical right and were
in turn used by it. The left's enemy is not necessarily the center's friend,
as the experience of Turkey amply demonstrates.

It is thus not very surprising that on several issues, forecasts by these
authors are woefully off-target. On the role of the military, for instance,
the last few years have not borne out some of their predictions, and the

"Metin Toker, Solda ye Sagda Varusanlar (Ankara: Aids Yayinlari, 1971),
pp. 47-48. To be perfectly fair, it should be noted that Toker's antipathy toward
the left does not translate into sympathy for the JP.
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last minute revisions probably rushed to the presses by Welker and Hale
must now appear to them embarrassingly naive. 21 Beyond simply being
unlucky guesses, however, such errors suggest poor judgment and a lack
of understanding of certain basic aspects of Turkish politics which inevita-
bly raises questions as to the rest of their analysis.

21Less naive and much more deliberate is Dodd's more recent apotheosis of the
1980 military takeover, The Crisis of Turkish Democracy (Beverley: The Eothen
Press, 1983).
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The Heroic Age by STaAns
HAVIARAS. New York, N. Y.:
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$15.95.

For there abideth wrath, ter-
rible and not to be sup-
pressed . . . a wrath that
exacts vengeance for a child."

Aeschylus, Agamemnon

Stratis Haviaras's second novel
begins exactly where his first left
off—at a moment when a group of
village boys realize they live on
the wrong side of the political
tracks and decide to take off, rather
than apply for certificates of social
acceptance. The Heroic Age opens
in 1947. It is named, we're told,
for the years between six and four-
teen when you're no longer a child
but too young to be a soldier, but
there is also an ironic echo of the
Trojan War, whose gods and
heroes lent their names to the
andartes captains of the Resistance
and Civil War, and the book has
the sense of a Homeric epic cut
down to ragged, short-trousers size
to fit postwar Greece.

One-eyed Issaris; Andreas, tough
and cunning; Panagis, the retiring
narrator; and Minos, a tender-
hearted five-year-old, set out from
the Peloponnese to emigrate to
Switzerland, by way of a chil-
dren's camp in Albania. On the
road, they rescue Avramakis, a
Jewish boy from Ioannina, from

a gang of kids who want to cut
his throat and collect a bounty for
headhunting leftwing "bandits."
He becomes their storyteller and in-
terpreter of dreams as they head
north into a world where ordinary
reality can change quickly into
sharp-edged nightmare.

Haviaras combines several dif-
ferent ways of seeing the Civil
War period into a fictionalized
piece of autobiography: a boy's ad-
venture story of running away to
join the guerrillas in a mountain-
top hideout, a poetic account of
growing into adolescence, and an
adult's bitter recollection of lost
youth.

The book also belongs to a
small, grimly compelling genre of
stories about children who were
tossed about like flotsam by World
War II, but survived to write about
it as adults. Greek children's voices
are rarely heard in fiction, so the
book adds a fresh dimension to an
account of a muddled period, and
Haviaras takes advantage of the
fact that, despite a mass of docu-
mentation, this period's politics
and propaganda haven't yet been
distilled into history and mythology.

Crucial to the story are the
episodes	 that	 official history
glosses over—napalm attacks
launched over the Macedonian
mountains to flush out the andartes,
and the establishment of a chil-
dren's concentration camp on a
barren island where the kids who
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belonged with the andantes were
"rehabilitated." The villains are
obvious: Havarias's most crudely-
drawn character is an American
pilot who boasts of bombing Mt.
Grammos and later disappears into
a whirlpool.

The Heroic Age was drawn into
a controversy from the moment it
appeared because of the kind of
promotion that Nicholas Gage's
Eleni received. Gage's book came
out while Haviaras's novel was
nearing completion, and The Heroic
Age was billed as a romantic left-
wing response by the curator of
Harvard University's poetry col-
lection to a work of "faction" by
a former New York Times re-
porter. Gage started his writing
career as an investigative journalist,
Haviaras as a poet, and despite
what the political camp-followers
insinuate, neither sets out to make
a historical assessment of a war-
deprived childhood in which each
lost touch with his mother. The
only common factor of significance
is the anger that inspires them
both: a fury that pursued them
across the Atlantic and into writing
in English to reach the widest audi-
ence of all.

Anger is already evident in
When The Tree Sings (1979),
Haviaras's first book in English, a
series of vivid, lyrical, dream-like
and often brutal episodes from a
small boy's experience during the
Nazi occupation of a seaside vil-
lage in the Argolid. The book
doesn't take narrative shape until
near the end, when the characters
emerge sharply, as Haviaras's hero
grows up to awareness of the adult
world, of sexual entanglements and
violence in peacetime, and finally

the discovery that the arrival of
the Allies won't mean liberation
for him or his family No pic-
turesque resort, Nea Kios was a
malarial backwater where Haviaras's
family was resettled after fleeing
from the destruction of Smyrna;
after the war, they left for the
safer anonymity of Athens.

When The Tree Sings has the
episodic, cruelly comic quality of
the shadow plays that Haviaras per-
formed as a child during the Oc-
cupation. Elegant prose rhythms
build a mosaic of discrete images—
hunger, intrigue, dassical ruins,
birds, fire and death. The effect is
both brilliant and depressing, like
winter sunlight in Greece illuminat-
ing dust and imperfections, some-
times savagely: "Then two kids
were blown to pieces by a land-
mine as they tried to disarm it
and use the dynamite cakes to kill
fish in the bay. I saw their little
arms in smoking sleeves, hung
from a fig tree, trembling—
so simple."

The same ingredients are there
in The Heroic Age, but with a
much stronger narrative direction
and more explicit political commit-
ment. Dreams speed the action:
Panagis leaves home after a hal-
lucination caused by eating bread
made from tainted American rye.
Mythological images persist:
Philon, a wounded hero like
Philoctetes, the gypsy girl Zapheira,
a siren seeking to divert the heroes
from reaching the mountains and
the underworld beneath Mt. Gram-
mos. But the barren island of
Antikalamos, where children work
in a quarry and can be turned into
stone, brings the most arresting
scenes: "The answer came late
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that night when a great sound
arose from the sea and the rock
of Antikalamos began to shift and
rearrange itself in the sea. Then
seagulls came inland, clawing and
pecking at our tent and we let go
of one another's hand and clutched
the central pole, the ropes and
hem of the canvas, struggling to
keep our tent down."

The power of the imagery often
distances the reader from the
characters and even the five chil-
dren are sketchily delineated, the
relationship between them left un-
defined. The adults remain as two-
dimensional as shadow-play char-
acters, especially those introduced,
rather inconsequentially, in the
final part when Panagis comes
back to life, working in a hotel
on Kalamos. As anger lessens and
normality returns, the plot begins
to unravel too.

Political realities are addressed
directly. Sections of the book are
divided by extracts from news
agency dispatches of the period,
superimposed on a page of old-
fashioned Greek newsprint. Press-
ganged into joining the andartes,
but fed and protected by them,
Panagis and his friends confront
the "paidomazema," the alleged
abduction of 28,000 children by
the guerrillas in the winter of
1947-48 and their resettlement in
eastern Europe. A favorite propa-
ganda issue of the early fifties, it
was revived by Eleni. For Gage,
escaping the "paidomazema" was
the turning point which led to a
new life in the United States, but
also to his mother's death.

Kidnapping of children was ex-
ploited as a psychological weapon
by both sides in the Civil War, yet

there is little evidence that the
guerrillas deliberately sought to
abduct a whole generation of
village children to rear them as
communists. As William McNeil
(Greece: American Aid in Action,
1947-56) put it: "The evacuation
of the village children may have
been conceived by the guerrilla
authorities as a humanitarian ges-
ture." And there are also serious
doubts about the numbers: accord-
ing to the International Red Cross,
requests for just 10,344 children
had been received by 1951.

The children's concentration
camps, run by royalists, are less
well-documented, but Antikalamos,
where Panagis is sent after being
found half-frozen in a cave on
Mt. Grammos, is based on a mili-
tary-run rehabilitation institution
on Leros. In one of the few nods
to compromise in the book,
Haviaras, who left Greece for the
United States in 1967, puts his
most blistering attack on American
involvement in Greece into the
mouth of a Turk.

In spite of Panagis's cathartic
reconciliation with life at the Fes-
tival of St. Thalassinos and the
"happy ending" where he meets a
girl as anxious as he is to escape
from the past, what sticks in the
mind is a picture of a world
pitched into anarchy. Children
displaced by war have to make up
their own rules in order to sur-
vive. The experience makes com-
pulsive reading, compounded by
adult feelings of guilt and respon-
sibility for the child's dispassionate
brutality, casual acceptance of
death, and abandonment of care-
fully inculcated values. Jerzy
Kosinski's account in The Painted
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Bird of his wartime wanderings
across central Europe is crueller
than most because of the unre-
lieved savagery of the peasants he
travels among, which he carries
back to postwar "civilized" exist-
ence. But the colonial nightmare of
J. G. Ballard's memoir of life in

a Japanese internment camp in
China in World War II in Empire
of the Sun is just as horrifying.
The Heroic Age is an uncomforta-
ble reminder that the same kind
of experience could befall children
in western Europe long after the
war ended.

— Kerin Hope

**
OttiVata arip 'Aveityvcb-

pccril [From Poverty to Recogni-
tion) by NIKOS ÂLEFANTOS.
Athens: Fikiri, 1985. 141 pp.
300 dr.

The satirical Athens weekly To
Pontiki (No. 295, January 18,
1985) headed an article on the
new electoral law under the title,
"Political Alefantosization" (no-

eascpcmarcoNial). Only
readers who managed to avoid the
sports pages in daily newspapers
would not have understood the
title's meaning. Nikos Alefantos was
the coach of the Panionios Asso-
ciation soccer team, which, at the
time, was near the top of the Greek
championship league. An outspoken
and excitable individual, Alefantos
attracted sports journalists' atten-
tion with his public outbursts dur-
ing the early part of the 1984-1985
soccer season.

In his book—which is the first
to be published by a soccer coach
in Greece—he provides his own
account of what goes on behind
the scenes of Greece's most popular
sport. A great deal of what he
writes about will be already known
to those who keep up with the
sports press or have access to the
information communicated by word

of mouth. However, this is a rare,
direct description of events which
are usually presented by journalists
in lighter shades, for obvious rea-
sons. The book is yet another con-
firmation of the rule that "he who
pays"—in this case, wealthy dub
chairmen—"also calls the tune."

This is certainly not a book which
will attract any attention from the
literary pages of newspapers and
journals, even less so from pub-
lications associated with the Greek
intellectual left. This is a pity be-
cause Alefantos's book is important,
if not for its own merits of en-
gagingly honest directness, at least
for its subject and the revelations
made about it. But sports and
soccer in particular are taboo sub-
jects for Greek intellectuals. A series
of past images such as the deten-
tion of civilians at the Athens race
track the first day of the April 21
coup d'etat—a method copied by
the Chilean junta, which used soccer
fields—or the blatant exploitation of
sports as propaganda by the colon-
els' regime, have damned sports
in the eyes of intellectuals as a
prime example of "bread and
circuses."

In a lecture given at Oxford in
1982, the British historian, Eric
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Hobsbawm, mentioned that the
support for soccer teams in Eng-
land's northern industrial cities in
the late nineteenth century was an
indication of the emergence of an
autonomous working dass culture
in England. This view is an inter-
esting variation on the more tradi-
tional Marxist view that organized
sports emerged as the manipulation
of leisure time for the purposes of
profit and social control. Historians
of sports have noted that modern
organized sports appeared out of
the changes in European mentality
brought about by the industrial revo-
lution. Rules and records reflected
the concern for discipline, precise
measurement and application of
quantifiable effort, skilled perform-
ances, individuality, and competi-
tion. But there also seems to be
another side of the coin in the case
of soccer in particular which made
it, not only in England, a sport
played and watched by the popular
classes. Whether this was because
of the inexpensive means needed to
play it, or the collective participa-
tion of its players, or its easy adap-
tation on urban streets, cannot con-
cern us here. In any case, the mere
fact that soccer happens to be the
most popular (in both senses of
the word) sport, allows one to con-
sider it as an important aspect of
leisure time in Greece as well. As
such, it can also be seen as a mani-
festation of popular culture. Sev-
eral points can be made in support
of this view.

There is first of all an important
distinction between the large,
wealthy, and influential clubs such
as Panathinaikos and Olympiakos,
which enjoy national support, and
the small amateur dubs based in

neighborhoods or villages which
answer to the names Rouf Orpheus
Thriamvos, from which Alefantos
began his career. These clubs are
community-based, their affairs are
run from the local kafenio, they
have a subsistence level existence,
and receive minimum coverage even
by the sports newspapers. Yet these
dubs are an important though un-
official institution in the life of a
great many underprivileged areas
in Greece, which have no sports
centers or tennis courts. Signifi-
cantly, even the top clubs which
are not based in Athens or Thessa-
loniki are named after their town
or their nomos (for example, Larisa,
Panachaiki, Pierikos, Kastoria). To
follow one's local team is to iden-
tify with the local community. The
support for the important dubs can-
not be interpreted as any kind of
identification with Athens or Pi-
raeus. Those who follow these teams
(rather than those who simply state
a preference for one or the other)
are more likely to belong to the
popular classes, the working class
or the petty bourgeoisie. Despite
the inter-class appeal of soccer, its
popular class character has become
more pronounced over the past ten
to fifteen years, during which there
has been a boom in more expensive
leisure time activities in Greece,
such as skiing, tennis, and wind-
surfing. While the image of foot-
ball administration has been chang-
ing with the more modern mar-
keting conscious techniques adopted
by the shipowners and businessmen
who hold the majority of shares in
the "soccer companies" (which run
the professional clubs), hard-core
support remains firmly among the
petty bourgeoisie. Soccer is clearly
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the sport of the popular classes in
Greece.

In relation to what has been said
above, it is necessary to point out
that the conditions under which
soccer developed in Greece from
the early twentieth century onwards
were quite different from those under
which it emerged in western Euro-
pean countries. Where industrial
society was slow to develop, organ-
ized sports were introduced by a
combination of external and intern-
al factors. In the Greek case, these
factors were the Asia Minor refu-
gees, resident foreign armies and
fleets, together with the initiative
of several wealthy educated indi-
viduals. The relative autonomy of
early football from the logic of the
productive process came to an end
only well after the Second World
War. The postwar economic role
of the public sector meant the ap-
propriation of football into "bread
and circuses" under the auspices of
the state, not local industrialists,
as in England for instance. The
heavy involvement of the junta as
a means of appeasing and control-
ling the petty bourgeoisie signaled
the end of a long tradition of
sportsmanship and the amateur
ethos, which had been under at-
tack in the early 1960s. The extent
to which state policy, television,
and the low quality of the sports
press have irrevocably ruined genu-
ine attraction to the sport is a sub-
ject which needs to be examined.

A close examination of the be-
havior of football crowds reveals
a number of attitudes which do not
conform to the image of a docile,
passive mass who "let off steam"

every Sunday and obediently return
to their workplaces on Monday
morning, having got rid of the
frustrations of their dull everyday
existence. The manifest suspicion
toward the institutional make-up
of the sport (the Soccer Association,
the referees, the dub chairmen),
clashes with the police, the ani-
mosity between Athens and Thes-
saloniki supporters (the latter be-
ing called 'Bulgarians"), verbal
and even physical attacks on highly
paid Greek players who do not
perform well, which contrast with
the sympathy toward the more pro-
fessionally-minded foreign players,
and, finally, opposition to and dem-
onstrations against government
policy cannot simply be explained
away as "hooliganism."

For all the wealth of social analy-
sis on Greece which we have wit-
nessed over the past years, serious
analysis of the soccer phenomenon
is lacking. While a few articles
have scraped the surface (in
Agonas, No. 10, May 1980 and in
Scholiastis, No. 23, February 1985),
others have actually tried to dis-
miss the subject by satirizing soccer
culture as being idiotic (a series
of articles in Anti in the last months
of 1984). Nikos Alefantos relates
how he slept on a beach in Alicante
under a Marshall Plan blanket dur-
ing the summer of 1982, when he
traveled to Spain, penniless, to study
training techniques. Similar persever-
ance will be needed by scholars in
order to understand the soccer phe-
nomenon in Greece. When the his-
tory of leisure and entertainment
begins systematically, soccer will be
accorded the attention it deserves.

—Alexandros Kitroeff
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